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Summary
The HELCOM exercise BALEX DELTA 2018
(BD 18) was arranged by a consortium consisting of the Swedish Coast Guard, the Swedish Contingencies Agency (MSB), the County
Administrative Board of Skåne (Sweden), the
Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE) and the
Polish Maritime Search and Rescue Services.
The exercise had financial support from the
EU Commission via DG ECHO’s Civil Protection
Mechanism Exercise Programme. It was part
of the regular BALEX DELTA exercise series,
but with the support from DG ECHO it was
possible to, inter alia, include an on-the-shore
component, extend the exercise duration and
increase the complexity through the inclusion
of several new elements. The main exercise
took place in Blekinge in southern Sweden, although the Swedish Coast Guard Command
Centre staff including the Response Commander (RC) operated from Gothenburg.
The BD 18 was a successful exercise. It confirmed the ability of HELCOM to carry out
operations of a size, complexity, and duration
never before tested in the HELCOM context.
Furthermore, it resulted in a multitude of experiences and recommendations regarding the
HELCOM RESPONSE frameworks and procedures, as well as on how to design and direct
future exercises. The recommendations in this
evaluation report may form an important basis
for future discussions in HELCOM RESPONSE
and its working groups, concerning the future
development of the HELCOM RESPONSE operational capacities. The exercise also successfully tested new capabilities, including chemical diving, night-time oil recovery operations
directed by a reconnaissance aircraft, and
vessel-to-vessel lightering. In some cases the
tests showed that the procedures used were
functional, in other cases the tests highlighted
the need for further development.

BALEX DELTA 2018 was a successful
exercise. It confirmed the ability of
HELCOM to carry out operations of a size,
complexity, and duration never before
tested in the HELCOM context.

The Description of Work (DoW) included numerous statements that could be interpreted
as exercise aims and objectives. To fully achieve
all of these objectives would not have been
possible in any exercise but BD 18 fulfilled
an impressive number, fully or in part. Most
importantly, the exercise fulfilled the overarching objectives to train and improve the response capacity and to improve the HELCOM
RESPONSE Framework. The complexity of the
exercise was increased considerably compared
to previous BALEX DELTA exercises.
BD 18 included an exercise on the shore,
and the results from this underlined the need
for further efforts to increase the operational
capacity on the shore and to increase knowledge of HELCOM cooperation among the actors responsible for on shore response, and
of the EU Civil Protection Mechanism, among
the actors on the shore. The inclusion of an
EU Civilian Protection Team was an element
of success, and especially important to the
shore exercise. Further work may be necessary to clarify the division of roles and responsibilities between the EU and HELCOM,
as well as to clarify the interaction between
the EU Civil Protection Team and the different
administrative levels in a host nation.
The evaluation also shows that there are
important areas in need of further attention
in future exercises. These include inter alia
sea-shore interaction, information to assisting
Contracting Parties and crisis communication
to the public. Furthermore, future exercises
with an ambition to test certain procedures
or frameworks, may need to prepare for this
through pre-exercise training. In the case of
shore exercises, specific pre-exercises in the
form of knowledge-increasing seminars are
probably necessary during the foreseeable future to ensure successful exercises.
The wide scope of the exercise meant that
a number of aspects that are not part of the
HELCOM RESPONSE mandate and frameworks were included. One example was the
life-saving operation in the beginning of the
exercise, which in the Swedish context normally would be a task for the Swedish Joint
Response Coordination Center, possibly supported by the Coast Guard. Another example
is certain aspects of the operation involving
hazardous and noxious substances. In the post
exercise analysis it is important to first deter-
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KBV 003 Amfitrite (in the
background) from the Swedish
Coast Guard and Belos from the
Swedish Navy. Belos, with its
containers on board, played the
vessel in distress.

mine what parts that should be part of the
HELCOM RESPONSE framework and then to
discuss how this could be achieved.
In the evaluation it is also noted that the
Manual was not extensively used during the
exercise. It has not been possible to determine
the reason behind this, although it can be
assumed that there are various reasons (too
complex, irrelevant, outdated, or simply unknown) and the PET suggests that the HELCOM RESPONSE would consider conducting
an analysis of the functionality of the current
Manual. A decision regarding whether there is
a need for revision of the Manuals, intensified
training and drills, or a combination of both,
could be based on the results of this analysis.
Experiences from BD 18 may form a basis for
any future development.
The BD 18 strived for a high degree of realism
in the exercise at sea. The scenario and the participants’ reaction to the events unfolding were
allowed to impact the developments. However,
several important experiences could be drawn
from this type of free-play exercise. The perhaps
most important one is the need to prepare the
participants for the differences between previous short drills and this type of realistic and
extended exercise. Furthermore, even realistic
exercises may need to be firmly controlled in
certain aspects, to ensure that some exercise
objectives are not marginalized. Finally, a realistic exercise does not mean that all relevant
actors must participate. Important actors not
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present may however need to be simulated.
In some cases, it could be considered to
let the commanders train and be tested in a
table-top exercise prior to the main exercise,
using the scenario of the main exercise. This
could allow them to test and discuss strategies
for handling the developments in the scenario, and then to test these strategies in the live
exercise. Although such a methodology would
decrease the role of the BALEX DELTA as a fullscale test of the system, it would allow the system to develop its abilities on all levels.
The PET suggests that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider a number of table-top exercises to improve operational capacity as well as
to develop frameworks and procedures. These
include a generic introductory training package, based on a table-top exercise, for shore
participants with the objective of giving large
groups of actors a basic understanding of
shore operations as well as of international assistance, but also a generic sea-shore table-top
exercise focused on the issues of sea-shore coordination and prioritization. Among the PET
suggestions for explorative table-top exercises
with the purpose to develop the frameworks,
exercises regarding EU-HELCOM interaction,
EU-host nation interaction, crisis communication and administrative (customs, insurances
etc.) issues on the shore can be noted.
The exercise was planned using a methodology meaning that all Contracting Parties were
invited to participate in the three planning
conferences. Although a future revised exercise framework may need to include further
specifications of such a planning process, together with procedures for an increased exchange of information between the planners
and the HELCOM RESPONSE, the inclusiveness
was generally regarded as a success, leading
to a better exercise and to an increased ability
among the Contracting Parties to plan these
types of events. The PET suggests that HELCOM RESPONSE would consider merging the
two different exercise frameworks (at sea and
on the shore) in the Manual.
Finally, as was also noted by Exercise Evaluation Team (EET), the relationship between the
HELCOM RESPONSE Exercise Plan (HREP) and
the HELCOM RESPONSE exercises needs to be
strengthened to ensure that the exercises contributes to the development of the response
capacity in a structured manner. Closely related to this is the need for the different possible
types of exercise objectives (train, test, explore)
to influence the exercise design. They should,
when appropriate, be included in the HREP.
Full-scale exercises of similar size and complexity as BD 18 should have as their prime objective to test the overall system, rather than to
train, test or develop single functions.
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Abbreviations and Definitions
BALEX DELTA

An annual operational exercise, institutionalized under Section 10, Volume 1 of the
HELCOM Manuals to test alarm procedures, response capability and time, test and train
the staff functions and the cooperation between combatting units in response to Baltic
marine pollution incidents.

DISTAFF

Directing Staff – staff leading the exercise.

DoW

Description of Work as set out in Annex 1, Form T1, Summary of the Project, Invitation to
tender for evaluating the conduction and fulfilment of the objectives of the annual Baltic Sea
states’ marine pollution response exercise BALEX DELTA

EET

Exercise Evaluation Team (evaluation team stipulated in the HELCOM Manual)

ERCC

European Union Emergency Response Coordination Centre

EUCP

European Union Civil Protection

HELCOM

Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission (Helsinki Commission)

HELCOM Manuals The HELCOM Manual on Co-operation in Response to Marine Pollution,
(or the Manual)
including three Volumes;
—— Volume 1, regarding co-operation in combatting marine pollution
—— Volume 2, regarding co-operation specifically in the case of spillages of chemicals
—— Volume 3, regarding co-operation in combating spillages of oil and other harmful
substances on the shore.
Helsinki
Convention

Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea 1992
(as amended with annexes 2007)

(N)OSC

(National) On Scene Commander

OSC-ER

On Scene Commander – Emergency Response

PET

Project Evaluation Team, evaluation included in the BALED DELTA 18 project.

SOSC

Supreme On Scene Commander
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1. Introduction
BALEX DELTA 2018 (BD 18) was the most
complex exercise ever carried out within the
HELCOM framework. Not only did it include
exercises both at sea and on the shore, and
an EU Civil Protection Team. It also involved
the handling of hazardous and noxious substances, including chemical diving and diving
at sea for chemical containers, at sea lightering, and at sea night time operations. The
exercise lasted for 36 hours, which is about
five times longer than any previous HELCOM
full-scale exercise. As a separate element, the
exercise included a pre-exercise in April, which
was an opportunity for the Contracting Parties
to test and develop their national procedures
for identifying, and offering relevant resources
for operations at sea as well as on the shore.
The exercise methodology for the at sea exercise was also new to the HELCOM context. In
previous HELCOM exercises most of the participants’ decisions and actions have been strictly
controlled by the DISTAFF through pre-defined
exercise preconditions or through injects. The
participants’ room for maneuver has in most

BALEX DELTA 208 involved the handling
of hazardous and noxious substances,
including chemical diving and diving at sea
for chemical containers, at sea lightering,
and at sea night time operations. The
exercise lasted for 36 hours, which is
about five times longer than any previous
HELCOM full-scale exercise.

cases been small or non-existent, and the exercises have had the character of drills. As a consequence, the planning and decision-making
elements were seldom put to a test.
BD 18 had a 36 hour timeline which allowed
for, and even demanded, a higher degree of
freedom for the exercised functions (Response
Commander and his staff, SOSC, OSC-ER,
NOSC, captains, individual crew members,
etc.) to plan and direct the operations in ways
similar to what would be the case in a real situation. In fact, the momentum of the exercise
was dependent on the participants embracing
this new methodology.
Furthermore, the planning of BD 18 used a
different approach compared to earlier HELCOM exercises. First of all, it was partly funded by the European Union (DG ECHO) and as
all EU project BD 18 was led by a consortium
of organizations from several different countries. Secondly, in line with the new HELCOM
RESPONSE exercise framework, the consortium invited all Contracting Parties to participate in the planning of the exercise. This is
a more cumbersome planning method, where
considerable effort has to be invested into
preparing and implementing these planning
conferences. On the other hand, it has potential benefits such as including expertise and
perspectives otherwise not available in the
planning process, building a sense of common
ownership, and developing the Contracting
Parties’ ability to plan large-scale exercises.
HELCOM RESPONSE has recognized a need
to develop the exercise framework so that the
exercises better support the short term as well
as long term development of the HELCOM RESPONSE capabilities. Some issues are the need
to include elements of shore operations, the
need to increase the challenges in exercises at
sea and the need to relate the exercises aims
and objectives to the development processes
of the HELCOM RESPONSE capabilities. A HELCOM RESPONSE Exercise Plan (HREP) in which
identified HELCOM RESPONSE development
needs are to be translated into exercise aims
and objectives, is currently under development.
However, none of these issues is straightforward. The hosting of BALEX DELTA exercises
rotates between the Contracting Parties, and
the arranging Contracting Party has decided
on the aims and objectives of the exercise, as
well as on the exercise design. This is partly a
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consequence of the differences between the
Contracting Parties, and of the voluntarism in
arranging an exercise. It would be impossible
for HELCOM RESPONSE to decide on exercise
aims and on an exercise design, which is not
acceptable to the hosting Contracting Party.
However, a list of exercise aims and associated exercise designs to choose from in the
HREP could potentially allow for each hosting
Contracting Party to choose aims, objectives
and designs adapted to its national situation
and host an exercise that would still support
the overall development of the HELCOM RESPONSE capabilities. This could include the
whole range of different types of exercises,
from large and complex full-scale exercises
to small and perhaps more easily managed
table-top exercises (a BALEX ALPHA exercise
according to the HELCOM terminology).
To include shore aspects in the BALEX DELTA
exercises has been identified as a challenge in
previous studies, as well as in previous exercises. The Contracting Parties use similar resources for sea operations. They furthermore
have similar procedures and technologies, and
they have exercised together for decades. The

situation is quite different on the shore, with
a multitude of different types of authorities,
agencies and organizations involved that have
done few or no previous exercises together,
not even on the national level.
Many of the actors handling an oil spill
on the shore have little, if any, knowledge
about the international and national structures available. Furthermore, the resources
at sea come with their own logistics already
on board and they arrive by sea, while the
resources on the shore need support in the
form of e.g. food, lodging, and fuels and has
to be transported on land and pass customs
to get to the crisis area. Finally, the timelines
of the operations at sea and on the shore are
different. All these aspects must be taken
into account in a combined exercise.
It should already in this introduction be
noted that the BALEX DELTA 2018 exercise
attempted a very comprehensive approach,
and included a number of tasks that are not
within the HELCOM RESPONSE mandate. This
includes for instance the life-saving operation.
Evaluation is an important part of any exercise. Given the explorative character, the
new design and the new role of BALEX DELTA
2018, evaluation became even more crucial.
This report from the Project Evaluation Team
(PET) is specifically focused on the fulfilment
of the exercise objectives and on the functionality of the HELCOM RESPONSE manuals and
procedures. The data for the evaluation were
collected through observations, interviews
and self-evaluations together with inputs from
the Exercise Evaluation Team (EET, evaluating
the operational aspects) and several subject
matter experts studying the exercise.
In the next chapter, chapter two, the background to the BALEX DELTA exercises is presented. In chapter three the BALEX DELTA
2018 exercise is described, while chapter four
describes the evaluation concept. The following chapters, chapter five to seven, contain the
evaluation of three different dimensions: Evaluation of the fulfillment of the exercise aims,
evaluation of the HELCOM procedures and the
evaluation of the HELCOM exercise framework.

The Maritime Incident Response
Group (MIRG) on their way to
Belos, the vessel in distress.
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2. HELCOM and the
BALEX DELTA exercises
HELCOM (Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission – Helsinki Commission)
is the governing body of the Convention on
the Protection of the Marine Environment of
the Baltic Sea Area, the so called Helsinki Convention. Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany,
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Russia and Sweden
are, together with the European Union, the
Contracting Parties to the convention.
Since 1977, the HELCOM framework has
included co-operation on pollution preparedness and response. This is currently managed
by the HELCOM RESPONSE Group, consisting
of representatives from the Contracting Parties’ national pollution response authorities.
The HELCOM RESPONSE Group has developed the HELCOM Manual on Co-operation
in Response to Marine Pollution within the
framework of the Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic
Sea Area.
The HELCOM RESPONSE Manual currently
consists of three volumes. Volume 1 deals with
the response cooperation at sea1 and general
provisions2. The general provisions are applicable for response operations on the shore as
well. Volume 2 covers operational procedures
and methods for combatting other hazardous
and noxious substances than oil.3 Volume 3
focus on international cooperation to combat
spills of oil and hazardous and noxious substances that has reached the shore.4 It is quite
brief compared to the other volumes.
The manual has evolved in an organic man-

1 Especially the chapters dealing with operational co-operation
and co-operation on aerial surveillance.
2 Especially the chapters dealing with national contact
points, reporting procedures, oil sampling, administrative and
organizational aspects, financial aspects, exercises, and procedures
for requesting and providing assistance.
3 Including chapters regarding issues such as the drift and
spread of chemical spills, monitoring and body protection,
sampling, techniques for corrective response and a number
of annexes containing checklists, reference information,
nomenclatures etc.
4 There are chapters on contingency planning, joint combatting
operations for response on the shore and exercises on the shore,
as well as annexes containing lists of equipment that can be
sent to assist other contracting parties, country fact sheets and
nomenclatures.

ner over four decades, meaning that the volumes are to some extent overlapping. The
detailed character of volumes 1 and 2 reflects
that HELCOM RESPONSE has traditionally focused on operations at sea, and the on-shore
dimension was not included in the Convention until 2014. The briefness of volume 3 on
the other hand, reflects that response on the
shore has been regarded mainly as a national
responsibility. However, during the last decade
there has been a growing awareness that the
Contracting Parties may also need to assist
each other in operations on the shore.5

2.1. The HELCOM exercises and the
BALEX DELTA exercises
HELCOM has a long tradition of exercises. The
yearly BALEX DELTA, a full-scale operational
exercise traditionally focused on the response
at sea, has since the late 1980´s been the main
mechanism for testing the HELCOM Manual
in an operational setting. It has furthermore
been the main mechanism by which the Contracting parties comply with Regulation 10(3),
Annex VII of the Helsinki Convention concerning regular joint operational combatting and
alarming exercises.
The format of the BALEX DELTA has been
fairly similar over the years: Day one includes
an alarm exercise, the arrival of the ships and
a captains briefing. Day two consists of an operational phase normally lasting between five
and seven hours, including the formation of
strike teams and the recovery of oil simulants.
Finally, day three usually includes seminars and
social activities such as a rowing competition.
The general objective of the BALEX DELTA
exercises is to ensure that every Contracting
Party is able to lead a major response operation. In the HELCOM RESPONSE Manual it is
stated that the overarching aims of the BALEX

5 The work carried out in the years 2012-2016 by the
HELCOM RESPONSE Expert Working Group Shore, including the
development of the manual Volume 3, and the work currently
carried out by the SHORE network, sharing knowledge and
experiences, are results of this growing awareness.
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DELTA are partly to test the alarm procedure,
the response capability, and the response time
of the contracting parties, partly to test and
train the staff functions and the co-operation
between the units from different Contracting
Parties. Although these overarching aims are
reflected in most exercises, it is seldom specified which desired levels of proficiency the
exercises should train or test.
The BALEX DELTA exercises have been
crucial in the development of the HELCOM
RESPONSE operational capabilities. However, an analysis of the BALEX DELTA exercises
during 2004-20146 showed that the exercises were at risk of becoming too much of a
routine, offering less and less of a challenge.

K A RL SK RON A 20 18

A need for a higher degree of complexity
was noted. The analysis further highlighted
the need to, and difficulties in, combining
exercises on the shore and at sea. Although
some exercises (notably BALEX DELTA 2008
in Russia and BALEX DELTA 2012 in Finland)
had introduced an increased complexity with
innovative scenarios, the analysis concluded
that further development was necessary. The
analysis also recommended that the BALEX
DELTA exercises should be seen in a broader
context as a tool for the development of the
HELCOM capabilities as well as of the capabilities of the Contracting Parties, and that
a HELCOM RESPONSE Exercise Plan (HREP)
should be developed.

6 Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (2014): HELCOM BALEX
DELTA Exercises 2004 – 2014.

Kapitan Poinc (yellow vessel) from Poland
deploying booms with the help of MHV 851
Sabotøren from Denmark.
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3. BALEX DELTA 2018
The BALEX DELTA 2018 exercise (BD 18)
consisted of four main parts:
——

——

——
——

A pre-exercise in April 2018, which was
an alarm-exercise that also included national processes for identifying available
resources, both on the shore and at sea.
An alarm exercise in early August 2018,
which was a traditional alarm-exercise,
testing the responsiveness of the HELCOM alarm procedures.
A full-scale exercise at sea in late August
2018.
A table-top exercise on the shore, in parallel with the at sea exercise in late August 2018, with a focus on the processes
leading up to requesting assistance via
HELCOM and EU channels.

In addition, an EU Civil Protection Team (EU
CPT) took part in the exercise interacting with
both the at sea and the on the shore parts.
BD 18 main exercise was a four day event,
including a 36 hour operational exercise, focusing on the handling of a major incident at sea.
Altogether about 550 persons were involved in
the exercise (370 exercise participants, 140 observers and visitors, and 40 persons in the exercise staff) as well as 19 vessels and one aircraft.

The overarching objective of BD 18 was to
train and improve the response capacity and
the mutual understanding between at sea and
on the shore actors. Further aims were to improve the response capacity by:
——
——
——

——
——
——

In addition, to improve the HELCOM RESPONSE
framework by:
——

——
——

Altogether about 550 persons were
involved in the exercise (370 exercise
participants, 140 observers and visitors,
and 40 persons in the exercise staff) as
well as 19 vessels and one aircraft.

Enhancing and supporting cooperation
between maritime response actors, on
all levels.
Implementing and improving common
operational procedures and methods.
Establishing a common approach and
coordination when coping with an international incident connected to hazardous and noxious substances.
Testing new concepts and frameworks.
Creating new learning opportunities
based on lessons learned.
Implementing learning opportunities for
all partners.

Implementing and further test the
recently developed procedures and
methods in the HELCOM RESPONSE
framework.
Further developing an overarching exercise concept for at sea, on the shore and
combined operations.
Evaluation of the new HELCOM SHORE
Exercise framework, and provide recommendations on its further development
in conjunction with the at sea framework and national Host Nation Support
guidelines.

The exercise was arranged by a consortium
consisting of the Swedish Coast Guard, the
Swedish Contingencies Agency (MSB), the
County Administrative Board of Skåne (Sweden), the Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE)
and the Polish Maritime Search and Rescue
Services. The exercise had financial support
from the EU Commission via DG ECHO’s Civil
Protection Mechanism Exercise Programme.
BD 18 was part of the regular BALEX DELTA
exercise series, but with the support from
DG ECHO it was possible to, inter alia, include an on-the-shore component, extend
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the exercise duration and increase the complexity through the inclusion of several new
elements. The main exercise took place in
Blekinge in southern Sweden, although the
Swedish Coast Guard Command Centre staff
including the Response Commander (RC) operated from Gothenburg.
The exercise at sea, including both the Response Commander’s staff in Gothenburg and
the vessels at sea, was controlled by a 24/7
Directing Staff (DISTAFF) situated in Karlskrona. The shore exercise was controlled by the
table-top exercise leader.
The scenario involved a cargo ship that
ran aground outside the coast of Karlskrona
in the middle of the night, resulting in an oil
spill and in containers holding hazardous and
noxious substances leaking on deck as well as
being lost at sea. Weather conditions meant
that both oil and hazardous and noxious substances could reach the shore. Although the
exercise used the same scenario for both the
sea and shore exercises, there were significant
differences in time lines, especially during the
second day where the shore exercise moved
into the long-term shore cleaning phase while
the sea exercise remained in the immediate
accident phase. This reflected differences between the sea and shore elements’ characteristics and need for training. Furthermore, in
the exercise at sea, the vessel in distress leaked
750 cubic meters of oil, while in the exercise
on the shore it leaked 10 000 tons of oil.
During the 36 hour long exercise, the DISTAFF introduced several injects to the exercise
at sea (staff and vessels) in the form of reports
from the public, inquiries from media, and
events such as diving accidents and orders to
dive for hull inspections. Apart from these injects, the actors in the exercise at sea were given quite a large room for maneuver, basically

The scenario involved a cargo ship
that ran aground outside the coast of
Karlskrona in the middle of the night,
resulting in an oil spill and in containers
holding hazardous and noxious
substances leaking on deck as well as
being lost at sea.
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allowing them to move the exercise forward
through their decisions and actions.
The on shore table-top exercise, which was
much more strictly controlled, was divided
into different parts where the exercise director presented the scenario together with a
number tasks and questions to be solved independently by two different groups of participants. The groups then presented their
conclusions to each other and a discussion
followed. This meant that, in contrast to the
sea exercise, each new part of the exercise
could be pursued quite independently from
the previous ones.
A more detailed description of the exercise
can be found in Appendix A.

3.1. Important Events during the
Exercise
Day one started at 0200 with the first MAYDAY
from the vessel in distress to the Coast Guard
Command Centre in Gothenburg. About
0530, a Coast Guard reconnaissance aircraft1
was sent out to the affected area, and could
soon confirm both the ship in distress and an
oil spill. The captain of the vessel in distress also
reported a leakage of hazardous and noxious
substances and that several persons were injured by chemicals and falling containers.
Several response vessels were ordered out
and the Response Commander decided that
the first priority would be to save lives and
to handle the situation regarding hazardous
and noxious substances. Maritime Incident
Response Groups (MIRG) were called out to
the location where vessels able to work in
contaminated environments were already at
place. Since the helicopter was unavailable
due to other tasks, the chemical divers were
transported to the location by a redirected response vessel. A security zone with a radius of
five cable lengths was declared. MIRG started
operations at about 1100, as the preparations
for the MIRG-operation took more time than
expected. The injured persons were evacuated
at about 1140 and soon thereafter the chemical leak was under control.
At this stage the oil recovery operation had
taken up speed, and while the operation concerning hazardous and noxious substances
continued with both the patching of a new
leak and the diving for the lost container, strike
teams were formed for oil recovery operations

1 Due to unforeseen technical circumstances this
reconnaissance flight had to be simulated.
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and sent to work. The public, reconnaissance
aircrafts and the oil recovering vessels themselves were continuously discovering new
oil. Strike teams were recomposed according
to the need. By the end of day one most of
the oil had been recovered and several vessels
were on stand-by. Due to limitations in working time most vessels had to head back to port
in the early evening. However, as the leakage
of chemicals from the vessel in distress was
finally stopped, hull inspections using divers
began in the late evening from the Danish vessel GUNNAR SEIDENFADEN. Around the same
time, the EMSA vessel NORDEN was directed
by Swedish aerial reconnaissance aircraft to a
new oil spill threatening to hit sensitive shores.
NORDEN kept on recovering oil all through
the night, first guided by the aircraft and then

Divers returning from a hull
inspection with the help of a ROV.
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by using the coordinates provided. During the
hull inspection, and as a part of the exercise, a
diver was affected by lung emboli, and had to
be sent to a pressure chamber.
In parallel with the operations at sea, local
and regional actors on the shore had gathered to assess the situation and to discuss the
need for national and international support.
As they recognized the magnitude of the
situation, the regional and local authorities
called in personnel and started to analyze the
situation. In the afternoon of day one, after
a first meeting with the EU Civil Protection
Team, discussions started regarding the possibility of international assistance.
In the early morning of day two, NORDEN
was still out collecting oil and had saved the
island of HANÖ from being hit by the spill.
The first vessels left port just after 0600, but
unclear orders resulted in a number of vessels
leaving port later than expected. A new hull
inspection was carried out with a ROV and
with divers, and divers searched for the sunken container as did vessels using sonars. Once
again a diver had an accident and had to be
taken to a pressure chamber.
The oil operation was successful, and when
a number of vessels ran out of tasks in the
afternoon day two, the small ones were sent
on reconnaissance missions. When the tanks
of the German vessel ARKONA became full,
it carried out lightering to the NORDEN. Finally, as the vessel in distress had been deemed
sea worthy by the authorities, she sailed under
her own steam to harbor, escorted by two response vessels, while the search for the lost
container continued.
In parallel during day two, the operation on
the shore was handling oil that had reached
the shores. Large amounts of resources were
mobilized, and in the local and regional authorities’ everyday tasks were put aside to
redirect the personnel to the oil operation.
Furthermore, instead of having several different oil operations along the coast, one rescue
leader was given control of the overall operation, including the resources from local communities as well as from two regional County
Administrative Boards.
By the end of day two, the at sea operation
had handled the final slicks of oil, finalized the
search for the lost container and escorted the
vessel in distress into harbor. At the same time,
the operation on the shore had started to discuss the long term effects of the oil that had
hit the shores.
An exercise event list can be found in Appendix A.
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4. The BALEX DELTA
2018 evaluation
Evaluation is an integral part of BALEX
DELTA 2018. The overall objective of the evaluation is to give HELCOM and the Contracting
Parties valuable information for the development of the BALEX DELTA exercises and the
HELCOM REPSONSE exercise framework as
well as of the HELCOM RESPONSE procedures
and methods.
There were two evaluation teams in the exercise, apart from evaluations carried out by
individual Contracting Parties. The HELCOM
Exercise Evaluation Team (EET), stipulated in
the HELCOM manual (see terms of reference
in Appendix F), focused on the operational
and technical aspects of the exercise, and assessed the performance and the overall capability of the participants. The EET consisted of
marine pollution response experts with a deep
understanding of the principles to be followed
in operational co-operation on the Baltic Sea
as well as of the HELCOM RESPONSE framework. The EET presented its initial observations
during the exercise debriefing and the final report was presented to HELCOM RESPONSE in
November 2018.
The Project Evaluation Team (PET), led by
the Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE) and
supported by the Swedish Defence Research
Agency (FOI), focused on the fulfillment of the
exercise aims and objectives, on the functionality of the HELCOM procedures and on the
functionality of the HELCOM exercise framework. The use of procedures and frameworks
were also important issues. The results of this
evaluation, as presented in this report, will form
a basis for recommendations for development
efforts at different levels, including in the EU, in
HELCOM, and in the Contracting Parties.

There were two evaluation teams in the
exercise: the HELCOM Exercise Evaluation
Team (EET) that focused on the operational
and technical aspects, and the Project
Evaluation Team (PET) that focused on the
exercise aims and objectives, as well as on
the functionality of the HELCOM procedures.

The mandates of the EET and the PET partly
overlapped and the groups, when appropriate, worked together during the exercise.
The two main strands of the PET evaluation,
as formulated by the BD 18 consortium, was to:
——

——

Evaluate the operational capabilities,
record events and analyze the goal
fulfillment of the exercise, i.e. evaluation
of the exercise.
Evaluate the HELCOM RESPONSE framework for response, especially the new
parts on response on the shore, including the exercise planning framework.

The second strand was to be fulfilled in the
context of BD 18, i.e. it is not a general evaluation of the HELCOM RESPONSE framework and procedures, but an evaluation of
how they functioned in BD 18. The efforts of
the PET resulted in two reports: One about
the Pre-Exercise and alarm exercise, and one
about the main exercise.
The PET evaluation of the main exercise consisted of three phases: A preparatory phase
where the aims and objectives of the exercise, as presented in the Description of Work
(DoW)1, were turned into a detailed evaluation
concept (Appendix B) including evaluation
questions, indicators and means of verification. A collection phase, where the PET collected information from the exercise through
observations, interviews, self-evaluation protocols and questionnaires. And finally an analysis
phase, where the compiled information was
structured and analyzed. Before finalizing the
report preliminary conclusions were presented
and discussed at an After Action Review meeting in Rostock, November 13, 2018.
The PET working group also participated in
the exercise planning process from the main
planning meeting in January 2018. The purpose of this participation was to help increase
the evaluability of the exercise but also to gain
a deeper understanding of the exercise.

1 As described in Annex 1, Form T1, Summary of the Project,
Invitation to tender for evaluating the conduction and fulfilment
of the objectives of the annual Baltic Sea states’ marine pollution
response exercise BALEX DELTA.
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4.1. Collection Methods
The PET had several observers during the BD 18:
——
——
——
——

One observer in the Response Commander’s staff in Gothenburg,
One observer following the Supreme
on Scene Commander (SOSC) on the
Swedish vessel KBV 033,
One observer followed the chemical response operations on board the Finnish
vessel TURVA, and
One observer alternated between the
shore exercise and the exercise Directing
Staff (DISTAFF) at Bryggareberget in
Karlskrona.

In addition, the PET was supported by two observers participating in the shore exercise and
two observers following the operation involving hazardous and noxious substances. The
EET also provided important contributions to
the PET analysis.
The PET furthermore used interviews to gain
additional insights regarding issues that were
not directly observable or issues where additional expertise was necessary to fully understand all aspects. Interviews regarding the exercise at sea were conducted with the SOSC,
a National on Scene Commander (NOSC) for
the oil recovery operations, the OSC for the
operations regarding hazardous and noxious
substances as well as one captain involved in
the same operations, a captain at a vessel with
support functions, flight surveillance staff, one
MIRG representative and two members of the
Response Commander’s staff. Furthermore,
three participants in the shore exercise were
interviewed, one each from the local, regional
and national levels. In addition, two representatives from the EU Civil Protection Team were
interviewed. All together 14 interviews were
carried out.
The PET self-evaluations consisted of questionnaires to be completed after the exercise
in order to gain scalable insights into goal
fulfilment from different exercise participants’
perspectives. Furthermore, the self-evaluations also offered some general qualitative
insight into these different perspectives, albeit
not reaching the level of qualitative detail that
the interviews achieved.

Ten self-evaluation forms were received from
participants in the sea exercise (oil recovery
and chemical operations combined), 20 from
the shore exercise and 18 from the Coast
Guard staff.
Finally, a questionnaire was used to investigate to what extent the participants in the
planning of the exercise found the HELCOM
Exercise Framework helpful. Eight were received from the Core Planning Team (the consortium), and another eight from the so-called
Main Planning Group (the Core Planning Team
and representatives from the Contracting Parties not included in the Core Planning Team).

4.2. Challenges
The evaluation had two main challenges. First
of all, the planning of BD 18 took more time
than expected, meaning that the detailed scenario, as well as the exercise plan, were finalized at a very late stage. Secondly, partly as a
result of the extended planning process, the
general aims and objectives were only partly
transformed into concrete exercise objectives,
and were furthermore sometimes dimly linked
to the actual exercise elements.
This meant that the PET had to use the
overarching aims and objectives in the DoW
as its starting point. Considerable time and
effort had to be invested in operationalizing
these aims and objectives, and in defining
measurable indicators. Although this work
was presented to the Core Planning Team,
there were few guarantees that the identified
aims, objectives and indicators would have
corresponding elements in the exercise. It can
be noted that many of the aims and objectives in the DoW were not specified to any
explicit part of the exercise, meaning that for
instance knowledge of the Environmental Atlas2 was evaluated for both the shore and sea
exercises, while it was probably less relevant
to the exercise at sea. Furthermore, since the
detailed exercise plan was finalized at a very
late stage, it was difficult to decide where and
how to observe.
Finally, FOI was contracted in March 2018
meaning that although FOI participated in the
main planning conference in January, the real
work started just a couple of weeks before the
first stage of the Pre-Exercise.

2 A tool used in Sweden to map and prioritize sensitive
coastline areas.
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5. Evaluation of the fulfillment of
the exercise aims and objectives
This chapter presents the PET evaluation
of the fulfillment of the exercise aims and
objectives. The evaluation questions identified by the PET (Appendix B) form the basis for
this chapter, but in order to avoid too much
repetition some questions have been grouped
together. This chapter is based on the results
in Appendix C-E regarding the sea, staff and
shore exercises.
A few questions have not been possible to
answer fully at this stage as they will mainly
be fulfilled through the After Action Review
meeting and the Lessons identified meeting.
To some extent they are fulfilled through the
analysis in Chapter 7. These issues are:
——
——
——
——
——

Create new learning opportunities based
on lessons learned,
Implementing learning opportunities to
all partners,
Lessons learnt implemented and shared
through seminars,
The need for common approaches to
enhance the combatting in relation to
values to be protected are discussed,
To test, evaluate develop and improve
the helcom response framework exercise
concept.

The aims and objectives of BD 18 was a mix of
testing, exploring and training. Hence, the discussion in Chapter 6 regarding the purpose of
the exercise and the choice of exercise format,
is relevant also when discussing the fulfillment
of the aims and objectives.

5.1. Improving Response Capacity
The participants in the sea exercise, as well as
in the staff and shore exercises, all improved
their response capacity through their participation in the BD 18, albeit with more limited
improvements in the case of the staff exercise.
The sea and shore exercises also indicated
several areas for further improvement, for instance the need for development of the procedures for operations concerning hazardous
and noxious substances as well as for the EU

Civil Protection Team interaction with host nation authorities at different levels.
At an overarching level, the coming sections show that the objectives of enhancing
and supporting cooperation between marine
response actors, testing new concepts and
frameworks, establishing a common approach
and coordination when coping with hazardous and noxious substances, and familiarity
with each other’s operational procedures were
all partly or completely fulfilled. These objectives could furthermore be assessed together
with the successful fulfillment of the objective
of introducing increased complexity in the exercise at sea, and the increased ability of the
participants to handle this complexity.
The objective of improving the response capacity was fulfilled, especially in the cases
of the sea and shore exercises.
The exercise has however highlighted a
number of issues that may call for further
analysis and development, to further improve
the operational capacity in the HELCOM context as well as the effect of future exercises.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider how the recommendations
and suggestions in this report can be handled
in the HELCOM context.

5.2. Enhancing and Supporting
Cooperation between Marine
Response Actors
The BD 18 exercise included a number of exercise elements that could enhance and support
cooperation between marine response actors:
——
——
——
——
——

Formation of multinational strike teams,
Multinational cooperation in operations involving hazardous and noxious
substances,
Night-time oil recovery operations directed from reconnaissance aircraft,
Sea-shore cooperation (especially in the
Swedish national context),
Etcetera.
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These elements were largely successful, and
especially in the exercise at sea it was obvious that the Contracting Parties had reached
a high degree of ability to cooperate in these
kinds of operations.
There were more elements of multinational
cooperation in the exercise at sea than in the
staff and shore exercises. Although the staff
exercise did involve indirect cooperation with
non-Swedish vessels, most of the communication – in accordance with the Manual – was
channeled through the Swedish SOSC. The
shore exercise only had Swedish participants,
although it interacted with the multinational
EU Civil Protection Team.
There are however still some aspects to consider for the development of future HELCOM
exercises. First of all, the sea-shore cooperation aspects could have been more robust.
Even though there were several cooperative
conferences between the Response Commander’s staff and the shore exercise, these
were not fully functional as the exercises had
diverging scenarios, especially during the second day, due to the differences in time-scales
between sea and shore operation. Furthermore, the main coordinating authority in Sweden, the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency,
did not participate in these conferences why
certain issues, such as coordination on a national level, were not addressed.
Secondly, situational information is important for the cooperation between Marine
Response actors, as it gives them a common
overview of the situation. Although situation
reports were sent out, HELCOM has no set
procedures for their format, content or frequency. They were also mostly sent via e-mail,
which is not in accordance with the HELCOM
framework and could result in delays if the participants do not check their inboxes regularly
(this is further discussed in section 6.3). Furthermore, in the exercise involving hazardous
and noxious substances there seem to have
been some lack of well-defined command and
control arrangements. This probably further
hampered the flow of situational information.
There were also instances when the cooperation in itself was successful, but still offered
limited added value to the exercise. The images from the aerial reconnaissance operations
were used as injects to the exercise, which
meant that they had to be checked by the
DISTAFF to ensure that they were consistent
with the scenario. From an exercise perspective, these images could just as well have been
simulated instead.
Finally, an operation of similar size and complexity as the BD 18 would present several
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challenges regarding the management of capabilities and resources. In the exercise these
challenges were even more accentuated as all
resources were stand-by from the beginning,
meaning that the Response Commander and
his staff in Gothenburg, the SOSC and the
OSC for the chemical operation needed to
manage all the resources right from the start.
This may have hampered the development of
optimal cooperation.
The objective of enhancing and supporting
cooperation between marine response actors was fulfilled.

5.3. Testing and Implementing New
Concepts and Frameworks
This section discusses three different objectives identified in the evaluation plan: Testing
new concepts and frameworks, implementing
and improving common operational procedures and methods, and to implement, test
and evaluate new procedures and methods in
the HELCOM REPSONSE frameworks.
The BD 18 exercise included a large number concepts and frameworks that were either
new, or previously seldom or never used in the
HELCOM context:
——
——
——
——
——
——
——
——
——
——
——
——

An extended exercise duration,
Response to hazardous and noxious
substances,
Chemical diving, under-water diving
(divers/ROV),
Night time operations including a vessel
being directed by a reconnaissance aircraft,
Formation and reformation of strike
teams,
Vessel-to-vessel lightering,
Oil sampling,
Sea-shore cooperation,
Use of the EU Civil Protection Mechanism,
Crisis communication (to the public),
Aerial surveillance operations, and
The use of the so called Environmental
Atlas.

In addition, the HELCOM RESPONSE framework for shore operations, including the new
exercise framework, in itself represented a
new aspect in the HELCOM context.1
The new elements contributed to an increased complexity that was generally re-

1

The exercise framework is discussed further in Chapter 7.
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garded as realistic by the participants. The
complexity of the exercise contributed to an
enhanced operational capability as well as to
an increased interest and motivation among
the participants.
However, the PET notes that, apart from at a
few occasions, the HELCOM RESPONSE Manual was not used during the main exercise2, neither in the sea part of the exercise, nor in the
shore and staff parts. The educational character of the shore exercise meant that the participants discussed what to do, rather than how
to do it. Hence, it is difficult to use the BD 18
as a test of existing or suggested procedures.
Furthermore, in some areas there exist no common HELCOM procedures, for instance regarding chemical diving and night time oil recovery
led by a reconnaissance aircraft. In other areas,
such as the formation of multinational strike
teams, the procedures in the Manual were discarded during the exercise. In the exercise the
functionality of new or alternative procedures
were tested and confirmed.
In spite of not using the HELCOM Manual or
other sets of common procedures, most operations during the exercise were carried out in
a successful manner. However, in some cases
such as in the operation regarding hazardous
and noxious substances, difficulties were encountered, and the safety of the personnel
would have been in jeopardy if the toxic substances had been real. All taken together, the
experiences from BD 18 may form a basis for
the development of the current frameworks
regarding a number of aspects, such as chemical diving, the use of multinational strike
teams, nationally and multi-nationally coordinated crisis communication to the public, and
night time operations using reconnaissance
aircraft to direct vessels. In addition, the cooperation between the EU Civil Protection Team,
HELCOM and the different decision-making
levels in a host country was also an area where
the exercise suggested the need for further
development (see section 5.9).
It should be noted that if specific concepts,
frameworks and procedures are to be fully
tested in the semi-realistic environment of a
full-scale exercise, it is necessary to secure the
right conditions in advance. For instance, that
the resources to be used in the test are representative of the resources in the Contracting
Parties, that they have knowledge about the
concepts, frameworks and procedures to be
tested, and that they are available when the

2 However, the procedures for alarming laid down in the
manual were used in the pre-exercise and alarm exercise.
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tests are to be conducted. This may call for a
tight control of certain aspects of the exercise,
such as the resource management and the exercise timeline but also for pre-training of the
participating units.
The objectives of testing concepts and
frameworks, of implementing and improving common operational procedures and
methods, and of implementing, testing and
evaluating new procedures were partly fulfilled. However, the results and experiences
from BD 18 may be used both to point out
areas in need of developed frameworks
and procedures, and in some cases also
form a basis for such development.
The PET notes that to be able to make full
use the results from BD 18, there is a need for
structured processes. This may include working
groups, specific table-top exercises to test or
further develop concepts etc. It has also been
suggested in interviews that the instrument of
hot-wash-ups could be further developed in the
light of more complex exercises. For instance, a
short hot-wash-up could be included after each
exercise element to increase the learning effect,
as well as the mutual understanding but also to
help extract valuable experiences.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider what types of structured processes, during and after exercises that could
further help the identification and usage of
exercise results.

5.4. Establishing a Common
Approach and Coordination when
Coping with HNS
The exercise incorporated a complex and challenging operation regarding hazardous and
noxious substances. This operation included
among other things life-saving, chemical diving, water diving and the use of a Remotely
Operated underwater Vehicle (ROV). MIRG
teams from Sweden and Norway worked together, as did water divers from several countries. The scenario was relevant, and to a large
extent realistic. Some exercise elements, such
as the diving sickness and the use of the pressure chamber onboard BELOS, were not fully
realistic in an incident like the one in the scenario, but still highly relevant.
The PET notes that the operation involving
hazardous and noxious substances mainly involved the exercise at sea, and to some extent
the Response Commander and his staff, and
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not the exercise on the shore. Furthermore, the
chemical operation was to a large extent parallel to the rest of the exercise at sea. The flow of
information between the chemical operation
and the SOSC was not always sufficient, and
few situational reports were sent between the
oil and chemical parts of the operation.
There are currently no HELCOM procedures
for chemical diving. The life-saving elements
that were included in the exercise were furthermore outside of the HELCOM mandate.3
In the exercise, it was Sweden and Norway
that carried out chemical diving, of which
only Sweden is a HELCOM Contracting Party. This further complicated any application
of concepts, frameworks and procedures.
Although the personnel generally solved the
tasks well, there were procedural and technical issues discovered that could have complicated or endangered a real operation. In some
instances the divers would have ended up in
life-threatening situations if the scenario had
been real, such as when running out of clean
air onboard the vessel in distress. Procedures
as well as technical aspects, together with aspects regarding command and control of an
operation could need further consideration.
An exercise may have different overarching
objectives, such as to test, train, and develop.
The exercise objective will affect aspects such
as the exercise design and what level of skills
that the participants need to have. When developing or testing specific frameworks, such
as for operations regarding hazardous and
noxious substances, it may be better to do
this in a limited functional exercise, focused
only on the chemical operations and using
experienced personnel, while the surrounding
world is simulated, or to use a table-top format where specific elements in a scenario can
be discussed.
The objective of establishing a common
approach and coordination when coping
with hazardous and noxious substances
was only partly fulfilled, as there was no
common approach to establish. However,
the results and experiences from BD 18
can be used in the future development of
a common approach.

3 In a real situation, these tasks would in a Swedish context
have been handled by the Swedish JRCC, possibly supported by
the Coast Guard.
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5.5. Familiarity with Each Other’s
Operational Procedures
In the self-evaluations, participants in all parts
of the main exercise (sea, staff, shore) indicated that BD 18 had made them more familiar with each other’s operational procedures.
The exercise at sea, quite naturally, included
more elements of interaction that could foster such familiarity than the shore and staff
exercises: multinational strike teams, MIRG
to MIRG cooperation, reconnaissance aircraft
directing a vessel during night-time operation,
etc. The increased familiarity mainly seemed to
concern operational issues such as the use of
equipment on board the vessels.
However, although mostly in a Swedish
context, the shore and staff exercises also
had some elements of interaction. Swedish
authorities interacted with each other at different levels, the staff led the night-time operations directly from Gothenburg, and the
participants in the staff and shore exercises
interacted with the EU Civil Protection Team.
The self-evaluations from all three parts of
the main exercise confirm that the participants
themselves feel that they have become more
familiar with other partners’ operational procedures. However, from interviews and observations there are reasons to believe that this
increased familiarity may be local rather than
general. There were also interview respondents that asked for even more multinational
elements (such as multinational strike teams)
in the exercise, and for even more of multinational mingling during social events.
The objective of familiarity with each other’s
operational procedures was fulfilled.

5.6. The Exercise Introduces
Elements of Increased Complexity
(SEA)
BD 18 included a number of elements that increased the complexity in the exercise at sea.
It lasted considerably longer (36 hours) than
previous BALEX DELTA exercises, and included
formation and reformation of multinational
strike teams, a full-scale operation involving
hazardous and noxious substances, nighttime operations, vessel-to-vessel lightering,
sea-shore coordination etc.
The increased complexity was appreciated
by the participants in both the staff and at sea
exercise, and according to their self-evaluations
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they saw it as increasing their units’ operational capacity. Furthermore, in the interviews the
complexity was seen as relevant and realistic.
The complexity manifested itself in different ways at different levels of the exercise.
While single vessels experienced periods of
idleness, mixed with periods of intense work
that included new tasks, the complexity first
and foremost put pressure on the staff, SOSC,
NOSC and OSC-ER. In a complex operation
the need for strict coordination increases and
it is no longer possible to improvise and use
ad-hoc command and control arrangements.
In this sense the increased complexity meant a
test of the overall system.
It should also be noted that to single vessels
and their crews, the increased complexity may
not have been that tangible, apart from the
extended duration of the exercise. They recovered oil, much in the same way they do on a
day-to-day basis, although in a more complex
context. It is therefore important to introduce
extra elements for the single vessels, such as
lightering or injured crew members, to make
sure that the exercise is a challenge for the
vessels and crews as well.
The objective of introducing elements of increased complexity was fulfilled.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to further analyze what strains
the complexity and size of an operation such
as BD 18 puts on the Response Commander, on the Response Commander’s staff and
on other commanding functions such as the
SOSC, in order to collect valuable experiences.

5.7. To test and train the
Frameworks and Discuss
Responsibilities among Involved
Actors, Focusing on Cooperation
(SHORE)
The shore exercise was about educating the
participants, rather than testing the frameworks
or training the participants in using them. The
discussions focused on identifying what to do,
rather than exactly how to do it, and few analysis and decisions were actually produced. The
HELCOM REPSONSE Manual was only marginally used, but it is the impression of the PET that
the exercise gave the participants basic knowledge about the Manual and its content.
The participants in the shore exercise had several discussions focused on responsibilities and
cooperation, especially in the S wedish context.
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The participants indicated in the self-evaluation that the division of responsibilities was not
clear, although in interviews it was stated that
this had become clearer during the exercise.
There were also questions raised regarding the
roles of HELCOM and the EU Civil Protection
Mechanism, and the relation between them.
The objective to test and train the frameworks and discuss responsibilities, focusing
on cooperation (SHORE) was partly fulfilled.

5.8. Combined Shore/Sea Training
This section discusses two different objectives
identified in the evaluation plan: Combined
sea/shore training and development of the
procedures for combined exercises.
As noted in section 5.2, the Response Commander’s staff and the participants in the
shore exercise carried out several cooperative
conferences, focused on information sharing. These conferences were appreciated, but
somewhat hampered by diverging scenarios,
due to the differences in time-scales between
sea and shore operation, and the absence of
some national Swedish key actors. The inclusion of a liaison officer from the Swedish
Coast Guard into the shore table-top was also
an example of shore/sea training.
However, the PET notes that there were few
sea-shore discussions regarding prioritization
of sensitive areas, and only some discussions
regarding crisis communication. No common risk assessments were carried out. The
lack of tangible cooperative objectives to be
achieved, meant that the combined elements
had a somewhat limited scope.
One of the most critical aspects of sea-shore
cooperation is the prioritization of areas to
protect, especially in the phase when the responsibility for combatting the pollutions is
transferred from sea authorities to shore authorities.4 In this phase it is essential to have
well-functioning cooperation, and a common
understanding between responders at sea and
on the shore. During the BD 18 these issues
were only discussed to a limited extent.
There were few elements of sea-shore interaction in the sea part of the exercise. All in all,
the sea and shore parts of the exercises were to
a large extent two separate exercises. There is

4 The exact modalities for this depends on national legislations
and regulations, and will differ from Contracting Party to
Contracting Party.
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a definite need to further develop procedures
and methods for sea-shore training. Suggestions for this are presented in section 7.4.
The objective of combined shore/sea training was fulfilled to a limited degree. The
objective of development of the procedures for combined exercises was fulfilled
through the analysis and suggestions in
section 7.4.

5.9. Knowledge and Use of
HELCOM and EU Civil Protection
Frameworks
This section discusses three different objectives
identified in the evaluation plan: Knowledge
of Roles and Responsibilities (HELCOM and EU
Civil Protection), ability to use HELCOM and
EU Civil Protection Frameworks from request
to disengagement, and the EU Civil Protection Mechanism and its procedures are to be
trained (shore).
The HELCOM RESPONSE Manual was used
only to a very limited extent during BD 18 and
the participants in many cases had little or
no knowledge of its content (and sometimes
even of its existence). The situation was similar, or worse, regarding the EU Civil Protection
Mechanism and the EU Host Nation Support
Concept. The cooperation between different
actors in the exercise functioned in spite of not
using these frameworks.
Participants in the exercise at sea, and possibly the participants in the staff exercise as
well, had some familiarity with the elements
of the HELCOM RESPONSE Manual that had
been used in previous exercises, such as procedures for recovering oil. The participants
in the shore exercise on the other hand,
had virtually no knowledge of the Manual.
Quite surprisingly, in all three parts of the exercise (sea, staff, shore), albeit to a varying
degree, the majority of participants replied
in the self-evaluations that the exercise had
increased their ability to use the HELCOM
RESPONSE Framework.
Regarding the EU Civil Protection Mechanism, the result is somewhat more varied.
While a strong majority of the participants in
the shore exercise found that their ability to
use the EU Civil Protection mechanism framework had increased, the majority of participants in the sea and staff exercises had no
opinion. This is probably the result of the EU
Civil Protection Mechanism being such an important part of the exercise on the shore, with
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the EU Civil Protection Team visiting twice and
putting a lot of effort into explaining their role
to the participants on the shore.
The inclusion in the exercise of an EU Civil Protection Team consisting of well-experienced marine pollution response personnel
who had participated in a variety of international training courses such as the Technical
Expert Course for Maritime Incidents (TEC MI)
was definitely an element of success. The design of the exercise also allowed them to have
an active role, especially in the shore part of
the exercise.
A matter that remained unclear was the
relationship between HELCOM and EU regarding assistance. In many cases it would be
the same resources that could be channeled
through the two organizations. Some participants suggested that HELCOM would mainly
assist at sea and the EU on the shore, others
noted that both organizations have ambitions
regarding sea and shore. This is an area that
could be further developed, for instance in a
table-top exercise or in discussions at the national, regional and HELCOM/EU levels.
The objective regarding knowledge of
roles and responsibilities (HELCOM and
EU Civil Protection) was fulfilled in the
shore exercise and partly fulfilled in the
staff and sea exercises. The objective regarding the ability to use HELCOM and EU
Civil Protection Frameworks from request
to disengagement was partly fulfilled in
the shore, staff and sea exercises. The
objective regarding training the EU Civil
Protection Mechanism and its procedures
(SHORE) was fulfilled.

5.10. The Environmental Atlas
This section discusses two different objectives
identified in the evaluation plan: The value
of the Environmental Atlas is communicated,
and actors have knowledge of the Environmental Atlas.
The Environmental Atlas is a digital tool used
in Sweden for visualizing sensitive coastal areas. It was used neither in the sea exercise, nor
in the staff exercise. It was presented in the
shore exercise, but due to technical problems
it was not possible use the Atlas. The EU Civil
Protection Team did not see the Environmental
Atlas, but expressed in one interview that they
would have liked to do so.
These objectives were difficult to fulfill in
all three parts of the exercise, due to the dif-
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ferences between the exercises on the shore,
and staff and sea exercises. It is not certain
that a full-scale operation is the best place to
demonstrate these types of tools.

contacts made with the assisting Contracting
Parties affected. In a real situation, such contacts would probably have taken up considerable amounts of time for the staff.

The objectives of building knowledge of
the Environmental Atlas among the participants and to communicate the value of the
Environmental Atlas were only fulfilled to
a very limited degree, and only in the shore
exercise. Demonstrations of this type of strategic tool may be better to do at the strategic
levels, i.e. in HELCOM RESPONSE and/or in its
working groups.

The objectives of common and established
guidelines for crisis communication and collaboration on crisis communication and sharing of information were fulfilled to a limited
degree, and only in a Swedish context.

It is suggested that HELCOM would consider to have a forum or standing agenda item
for the demonstration of strategic tools that
the Contracting Parties wish make available to
each other.

5.11. Guidelines for Crisis
Communication and Sharing of
Information
This section discusses two different objectives
identified in the evaluation plan: Common
and established guidelines for crisis communication, and collaboration on crisis communication and sharing of information.
Crisis communication to the public was primarily discussed in the Response Commander’s staff and in the shore exercise, and to
some extent in the interaction between these
two parts of the exercise. However, this was
done in a Swedish context, and without using
or establishing any common guidelines apart
from those existing in Sweden.
The Manual stipulates that the host country
should be in close contact with the appropriate command organizations in the assisting
countries. Furthermore, the assisting countries
are entitled to send liaison officers to the host
country. This was not included in the exercise.
The discussions during the exercise regarding coordination of crisis communication and
sharing of information had a Swedish focus.
To the knowledge of the PET there were no
discussions regarding information sharing
with the supporting Contracting Parties (as is
stipulated in the Manual), nor regarding the
need for a unified message in a multinational context (not in the Manual). There were no
such aspects included in the exercise design.
Furthermore, in spite of serious incidents included in the scenario (hazardous and noxious
substances, diving accidents), there were no

5.12. Further Learning
Opportunities
This section discuss five different objectives
identified in the evaluation plan: Create new
learning opportunities based on lessons learned,
implementing learning opportunities to all partners, LL implemented and shared through seminars, the need for common approaches to enhance the combatting in relation to values to be
protected are discussed, and to test, evaluate,
develop and improve the H
 ELCOM RESPONSE
framework exercise concept.
These objectives are mainly fulfilled through
the After Action Review meeting and the
Lessons identified meeting. To some extent
they are also fulfilled through the analysis in
Chapter 7.

5.13. Conclusions and Suggestions
The BD 18 was an overall successful exercise. It
confirmed the ability of HELCOM to carry out
operations of a size, complexity, and timescale
never before tested in the HELCOM context.
Furthermore, it resulted in a multitude of experiences and recommendations regarding
the HELCOM RESPONSE frameworks and
procedures, as well as on how to design and
direct future exercises.
The DoW included numerous statements
that could be interpreted as exercise aims and
objectives. To fully achieve all of these objectives would not have been possible in any exercise but BD 18 fulfilled an impressive number,
fully or in parts. Most importantly, the exercise
fulfilled the overarching objectives to train and
improve the response capacity and to improve
the HELCOM RESPONSE Framework.
The exercise also successfully tested new capabilities, including chemical diving, night-time
oil recovery operations directed by reconnaissance aircraft, and vessel-to-vessel lightering. In
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some cases the tests showed that the procedures used functioned, in other cases the tests
highlighted the need for further development.
However, the evaluation also shows that
there are important areas that would need
further attention in future exercises. These
include sea-shore interaction, information to
assisting nations, operations regarding hazardous and noxious substances, and crisis
communication to the public. Furthermore,
since the Manual and the HELCOM procedures were not extensively used, the functionality of these were difficult to evaluate. Future
exercises with an ambition to test certain procedures or frameworks, may need to prepare
this through information about, and pre-exercise training of, these procedures.
The recommendations in this evaluation
report may form a basis for discussions in
HELCOM RESPONSE, and its working groups,
concerning the future development of the
HELCOM RESPONSE operational capacity.
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Suggestions
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE would
consider how the recommendations and suggestions in this report can be handled in the
HELCOM context.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE would
consider what types of structured processes,
during and after exercises that could further help
the identification and usage of exercise results.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to further analyze what strains
the complexity and size of an operation such
as BD 18 puts on the Response Commander, on the Response Commander’s staff and
on other commanding functions such as the
SOSC, in order to collect valuable experiences.
It is suggested that HELCOM would consider
to have a forum or standing agenda item for the
demonstration of strategic tools that the Contracting Parties wish make available to each other.

Turva from the Finnish Coast Guard (front) with
KBV 003 (back, left) and Belos (back, right).
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6. Evaluation of the HELCOM
Procedures in the Context of BD 18
Several elements in BD 18 were actually
elements that are not included in the HELCOM mandate and/or in the RESPONSE framework: life-saving operations, MIRG operations,
diving for containers, underwater hull inspections, rescue of divers suffering from lung-emboli. In these cases it is only possible to discuss
whether there is a need for developing specific
HELCOM procedures, and if it is appropriate.
Secondly, the HELCOM RESPONSE Manual
was not extensively used by the participants
in the main exercise. This was a distinct contrast to the situation in the Pre-Exercise and
in the alarm exercise where the participants
generally followed the Manual by the letter.
Evidently, this has made any evaluation of the
HELCOM RESPONSE procedures in the main
exercise very difficult. Instead the absence of
the manual is in itself interesting.

nally, in the interviews and in comments, it has
been mentioned that to be used operationally,
the content of the Manuals must be included
in national training and made available in the
form of summarizing, explanatory documents.
The PET suggests that the HELCOM RESPONSE would consider conducting an analysis the functionality of the current Manual.
From the results of this analysis, decisions can
be made on whether there is need for revision
of the current Manuals, intensified training
and drills, or a combination of both.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider using the results from BD 18 as a
basis for further discussions on issues such as the
purpose of the Manual, and how the Manual
can be further developed to meet this purpose.

6.1. Analyze Why the Manuals are
Not Used

6.2. Not Following the Procedures
May Indicate Need for Revised
Procedures

The HELCOM RESPONSE Manual was quite invisible in the BD 18 main exercise. Although practical
solutions for cooperation were sought, and these
were often successful, it seems that the Manuals
and their content were largely unknown to many
participants, both on the shore and at sea.
HELCOM needs to understand why the
Manuals are not used. Are they too complex,
are they irrelevant, or are they outdated? Or is it
just a matter of the Manuals not being known,
and that it is too late to familiarize oneself with
it in an operation or in an exercise?
The PET believes that it may be a mix of
several or all of these reasons and it has not
been possible to reach any distinct conclusions regarding this in the evaluation. While
the participants on the shore were clearly
unaware of the Manuals, most participants
in the sea and staff exercises seem to have
known about its existence. Comments in the
self-evaluations, interviews and observations
however implies that there was no detailed
knowledge about the procedures except for
the alarming procedures and procedures that
were well-known from previous exercises. Fi-

The design of the exercise may in some cases have invited the participants not to follow
the procedures in the Manual. One example is
command and communications. The Manual
Volume 1 presupposes national strike teams,
with a NOSC (National on Scene Commander)
in command of one or several national strike
teams. In BD 18 the strike teams were instead
multinational, and composed to combine specific capabilities. This was a rational solution, resulting in strike teams optimized to handle specific tasks, and the NOSCs turned into OSCs.
It is also a reflection of the fact that in most
cases the assisting parties will not be able to
send complete strike teams, but rather single
vessels that need to be combined with others
to form strike teams. In this case, not following the Manual was actually a good thing and
furthermore showed how far the HELCOM
Contracting Parties have come in their ability to
work together at sea. This may need to be addressed in future revisions of the Manual.
Related to this, the HELCOM RESPONSE procedures for communications were not always
followed in the exercise. The Manual stipu-
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lates that the Response Commander (i.e. in BD
18 the Response Commander in Gothenburg)
should direct the SOSC, who should then direct the NOSCs that direct their strike teams.
In BD 18, the Response Commander’s staff
had planned for a direct link to all the participating vessels, but for technical reasons this
was not possible. Although this was regarded
as a problem in the exercise, it actually forced
the staff to lead in accordance with the manual. On the other hand, and not in compliance
with the manual, the SOSC communicated directly with all vessels, e.g. when asking for oil
recovery updates. The PET has no opinion on
what constitutes the best method, but concludes that this was an example of where the
principles in the HELCOM RESPONSE Manual
were not followed. In previous BALEX DELTA
exercises – with their short duration, low degree of complexity and very predictable series
of events – unstructured communications
have resulted in no major challenges.
The PET believes that the Manual was not
developed primarily for large-scale and complex operations. It could be considered to
have an in-depth discussion regarding possible
command structures, including the pros and
cons of having two separate SOSC controlled
by the Response Commander.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE in
future revisions of the HELCOM RESPONSE
Manual would consider not only new or improved procedures, but also analyze why certain procedures are not used.

6.3. The Need for Regulating
Situation Reports
The Manual does not regulate situation reports. This has not been a problem in most of
the previous BALEX DELTA exercises, as they
have been short in duration, have had a low
degree of complexity, and have been wellknown in their design. However, in complex
exercises like BD 18, where the scenario is kept
secret to the participants, as in real operations,
the need for situation reports is much higher.
This information must be comprehensive, but
also easy to grasp for the participants, and information to the different parts of the operation must be coherent and coordinated.
Situation reports were sent out during BD
18, but not following any predefined format
or frequency (see section 5.2). Furthermore,
they were mostly sent by e-mail, in several
cases to individuals (captains) rather than to
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vessels, which is not in accordance with any
HELCOM procedures and means that recipients not checking their mail regularly could
miss out on important information. In the
self-evaluation 10 out of 10 respondents from
the exercise at sea thought that an updated
and common situational awareness existed
among the participants during the exercise,
and 12 out of 18 respondents in the staff
thought so as well. On the other hand, the
SOSC several times asked for more reports
and more comprehensive reports. In the comments to the self-evaluations it is also noted by
several respondents that the dissemination of
information could be improved. Finally, in the
hot-wash-up it was suggested that in this type
of operation, there is a need for a common
platform that contain all the relevant information and that is accessible to all participants.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to develop a section regarding
the sharing of information and situation reports
in the Manual, where issues such as for instance
format and frequency can be discussed, possibly starting from existing information formats
such as the POLINF and possibly coordinated
with other international agreements such as
Copenhagen and Bonn. Future exercises could
include trials regarding formats and frequency
of situation reports.

6.4. The Need for a Developed
Concept for Operations Involving
Hazardous and Noxious Substances
The HELCOM RESPONSE Manual Volume 2
deals with a number of practical aspects in the
handling of an incident involving hazardous
and noxious substances. However, the Volume
2 is regarded as being partly outdated, and the
REMPEC project to develop a manual regarding
hazardous and noxious substances, in which
HELCOM is a partner, will be beneficial and in
time lead to a new Volume 2. However, as noted in section 5.4, the BD 18 showed that there
are areas where there are no procedures in the
Manual, such as chemical diving.
Furthermore, as is also noted in section 5.4
and in Appendix C, procedures as well as technical aspects, together with aspects regarding
the command and control of an operation
involving hazardous and noxious substances,
including the need for common aims, could
need further consideration. Alternatively, rather than integrated operations HELCOM could
promote procedures making parallel but co-
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ordinated national chemical diving operations
possible. Furthermore, procedures and easyto-use checklists could help ensuring that all
participants receive the information and support that they need.
It is likely that a serious accident involving
hazardous and noxious substances will occur in
the Baltic Sea sometime in the future. In such an
event there may arise a need for the pooling of
resources from several countries, both from the
HELCOM Contracting Parties and from others.
It has been suggested that there is a need for
further institutionalizing the cooperation, for instance by establishing permanent, national PoC.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to start a process to develop
a common approach to the handling of hazardous and noxious substances, possibly in cooperation with other similar efforts within the
BONN and COPENHAGEN agreements, as well
as Barents Rescue. This should be coordinated
with the work to be done by REMPEC, in which
HELCOM is a partner and that will result in a
new HELCOM RESPONSE Manual Volume 2.
A first important step could be to use the
experiences from BD 18, possibly collected in
an After Action seminar especially devoted to
the operations regarding hazardous and noxious substances, to discuss what tasks that fall
within the HELCOM framework, to discuss if
some of the operational procedures developed
by the Search and Rescue community should
be applied in the HELCOM framework as well,
and to draft a road map for the development of
a common framework.

6.5. The Need for a Developed
Concept for Host Nation Authorities
Interaction with an EU CPT
The exercise stressed the importance and potential of the EU Civil Protection Team, with
its ability to assess the situation, support the
national analysis and act as support and an
intermediate in the process for requesting
assistance. BD 18 allowed for interaction between the EU Civil Protection Team and the
different parts of the exercise. Some need for
further clarification was identified regarding
how to include the team in a process such as
the Swedish one, where the local and regional
levels decides on the needs for resources but
the national level is responsible for assessing
the need for international support.
The EU Civil Protection Team consisted of
well-experienced individuals who had partici-
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pated in a variety of international courses such
as the Technical Expert Course for Maritime Incidents (TEC MI). This made them very suitable
for participating in BD 18 and together with
their trainer they showed what a Civil Protection Team can do, and how it would interact
with the local authorities. Furthermore, the
team was instrumental in educating participants in the shore exercise of the modalities of
the EU Civil Protection Mechanism.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to arrange a table-top exercise
together with the European Union, to allow for
discussing what the interaction between the
EU Civil Protection Team and the host country
(sea, staff and shore) may look like in a scenario
similar to the one in BD 18. The table-top exercise could be built on the experiences from
BD 18. Such a table-top is suggested to also
include discussions regarding how requests for
assistance can be pro-active, and coordinated
broadly over the different actors involved.

6.6. The Need for Procedures
Regarding Crisis Communication
and Information
The HELCOM RESPONSE Manual Volume 1 contains no procedures regarding crisis communication to the public. There are, however, different
arrangements regarding information to the assisting countries included in the Manual. One example is the possibility for an assisting country to
send liaison officers to the Response Commander’s staff. This has, to the knowledge of the PET,
not been tested in any BALEX DELTA exercise.
As noted in section 5.11, BALEX DELTA 2018
included some elements regarding crisis communication. There were some press releases
produced by the staff, but not in the shore part
of the exercise. Furthermore, the messages were
coordinated in a Swedish context only. There
were, to the knowledge of the PET, no efforts
to coordinate messages on a multinational level.
This could in a real situation result in different
views of the operation being disseminated.
The PET notes that in a real operation of this
magnitude and involving serious risks, information to the assisting countries would probably
have been a major task in the Response Commander’s staff. Especially so if non-Swedish
participants were injured (such as was the case
in the simulated diving accident). In such situations, POLINF sent to all participating countries
would probably not have been enough. The
assisting Parties affected by the accident would
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probably like to receive as much information as
possible, and it would probably also be necessary to coordinate any communication to the
public about the accident.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to develop the procedures for
crisis communication to the public, especially
regarding multinational coordination of communication. This development could possibly
build on the results from previous HELCOM
seminars with communications experts, and
could be tested in a table-top exercise.
It is furthermore suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE would consider to arrange a workshop
on the needs for information from the host country to the assisting countries in complex, high-risk
operations. Such a workshop probably needs to
be high-level, as the issues are highly political.

6.7. Train the Manual Volume 3
(Shore)
BD 18 represented a first step towards regularly including shore operations in the BD 18
exercise. However, BD 18 showed that HELCOM, the Manual, and the procedures in
the Manual are unknown to most actors on
the shore. As will be noted in the following
chapter, there is a need for both informing
and training large communities of crisis management personnel on the shore to increase
their knowledge of HELCOM and about the
capabilities that HELCOM may help bring to
an incident involving pollution on the shore.
The situation is largely the same regarding the
EU Civil Protection Mechanism.1
However, the Manual Volume 3 actually specifies that the Contracting Parties need to prepare
themselves so that they are able to make use of
international assistance. It is stated that:
The Contracting Parties should plan how the
international assistance regarding on the
shore response is integrated in the national
response structure and should pay special attention to the following aspects:
——

Identifying all pollution response actors

1 It is the impression of the PET that the participants in
the shore exercise had somewhat more knowledge about the
existence of the EU Civil Protection Mechanism than about
HELCOM, perhaps as a result of the extensive EU support to
Sweden during the forest fires in 2018.
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——

——

——
——

and making them aware of their responsibilities in shore response actions which
include international assistance.
Prepare how to ensure that the whole
personnel is properly trained and has
adequate knowledge, understanding,
language skills and physical condition to
safely perform the task.
Preparation of Country fact sheets to inform the assisting Parties on the national
regulations concerning health and safety
aspects, legal rights and restrictions that
concern the responders, national organizational structure.
Identifying liaison officers able to communicate with the assisting Party personnel in a language known to them.
Consider, as appropriate, international
cooperation and resources needed for
oiled wildlife response.

In an operation the requesting Party should
furthermore:
——
——
——
——
——

ensure that contingents of units of the assisting and requesting Party may operate
under the same command, if so agreed;
give administrative, logistic and other
necessary support to assisting Party units;
facilitate the cross-border movement of
responders, experts, equipment, oily waste
and oiled animals when appropriate;
give clearly defined tasks;
keep the assisting Party well-informed of
the overall situation.

The BD 18 exercise showed that there is still a
lot of work to be done regarding these aspects.
The PET believes that the scenario used in BD 18
can be further developed to include issues such
as the ones mentioned above, and that it could
be used in national and multinational table-top
exercises with the objectives to develop and train
national as well as HELCOM procedures.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to develop a table-top exercise
SHORE, building on the scenario in BD 18, to
help develop national procedures for the inclusion of international assistance in operations
on the shore. This table-top exercise could also
form a basis for multinational table-top exercises, testing the full process (request, arrival,
operations, departure, reimbursement etc.).
There are administrative issues specific to
shore operations which were not discussed in
detail during the exercise. These include transportation, customs, insurances, host nation
support, and reimbursement of costs. Although
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some guidance is found in the Manual Volume
1 (chapters 8 and 9), this is in no way conclusive.
It is suggested that HELCOM would consider
to arrange a seminar or a table-top exercise to
discuss and analyze important administrative
issues such as the ones mentioned above. A
similar scenario could be used in national discussions/exercises preceding the multinational
seminar. These issues could then be included in
future full scale BALEX DELTA exercises.

6.8. Conclusions and suggestions
BD 18 confirmed the ability of HELCOM to carry
out operations of a size, complexity, and duration never before tested in the HELCOM context.
Furthermore, it resulted in a multitude of experiences and recommendations regarding the HELCOM RESPONSE frameworks and procedures.
BD 18 included an exercise on the shore,
and the results from this underlined the need
for further efforts to increase the operational capacity on the shore and to increase the
knowledge of HELCOM, and of the EU Civil Protection Mechanism, among the actors
on the shore. The inclusion of an EU Civilian
Protection Team was an element of success,
and especially important to the shore exercise.
Some need for further clarification regarding
how to include the team in the national process may be beneficial. Further work may also
be necessary to clarify the division of roles and
responsibilities between the EU and HELCOM,
as well as regarding the interaction between
different administrative levels in a host nation
and the EU Civil Protection Team.
The evaluation shows that there are important areas that would need further attention
in future exercises. These include inter alia
sea-shore interaction, information to assisting
parties and multinational coordination of crisis
communication to the public.
The wide scope of the exercise meant that
a number of aspects that are not part of the
HELCOM RESPONSE mandates and frameworks were included. One example is the
life-saving operation in the beginning of the
exercise, which in Sweden would be a task
for the Swedish Joint Response Coordination Center, possibly supported by the Coast
Guard, and the situation may be similar also
in other HELCOM Contracting Parties. In the
post exercise analysis phase it is therefore
important to first determine what parts that
should be part of the HELCOM RESPONSE
framework and then to discuss how this could
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be achieved. In future exercises such a discussion is suggested already during the planning
and implementation phases.
In the evaluation it is also noted that the
Manual was not extensively used during the
exercise. The exact reasons for this has not
been possible to decide from the evaluation,
but there several possibilities (too complex,
irrelevant, outdated, and unknown). The PET
suggests that HELCOM RESPONSE would consider to conduct an analysis of the functionality
of the current Manual. Based on the results of
this analysis, it can be decided whether there
is need for revision of the current Manuals, intensified training and drills, or a combination
of both. Experiences from BD 18 may form a
basis for any such future development efforts.
The PET suggests that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider a number of table-top exercises
to improve operational capacity as well as to
develop frameworks and procedures. These include a generic introductory training package,
based on a table-top exercise, for shore participants with the objective of giving large groups
of actors a basic understanding of shore operations as well as of international assistance,
but also a generic sea-shore table-top exercise
focused on the issues of sea-shore coordination
and prioritization. Among the suggestions for
explorative table-top exercises with the purpose
to develop the frameworks, exercises regarding
EU-HELCOM interaction, EU-host nation interaction, crisis communication and information,
and administrative (customs, insurances etc.)
issues on the shore can be noted.
Suggestions
The PET suggests that the HELCOM RESPONSE would consider conducting an analysis
the functionality of the current Manual. From
the results of this analysis, decisions can be
made on whether there is need for revision of
the current Manuals, intensified training and
drills, or a combination of both.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE would
consider to use the results from BD 18 as a basis
for further discussions on issues such as the purpose of the Manual, and how the Manual can be
further developed to meet this purpose.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE in
future revisions of the HELCOM RESPONSE
Manual would consider not only new or improved procedures, but also analyze why certain procedures are not used.
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It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to develop a section regarding
the sharing of information and situation reports
in the Manual, where issues such as for instance
format and frequency can be discussed, possibly starting from existing information formats
such as the POLINF and possibly coordinated
with other international agreements such as
Copenhagen and Bonn. Future exercises could
include trials regarding formats and frequency
of situation reports.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to start a process to develop a
common approach to the handling of hazardous and noxious substances, possibly in cooperation with other similar efforts within the BONN
and COPENHAGEN agreements. This should
be coordinated with the work to be done by
REMPEC, in which HELCOM is a partner and
that will result in a new HELCOM RESPONSE
Manual Volume 2. A first important step could

EU vessel Norden from EMSA
deploying its skimmers.
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be to use the experiences from BD 18, possibly
collected in an After Action seminar especially
devoted to the operations regarding hazardous
and noxious substances, to discuss what tasks
that fall within the HELCOM framework, to discuss if some of the operational procedures developed by the Search and Rescue community
should be applied in the HELCOM framework
as well, and to draft a road map for the development of a common framework.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to arrange a table-top exercise
together with the European Union, to allow for
discussing what the interaction between the
EU Civil Protection Team and the host country
(sea, staff and shore) may look like in a scenario
similar to the one in BD 18. The table-top exercise could be built on the experiences from
BD 18. Such a table-top is suggested to also
include discussions regarding how requests for
assistance can be pro-active, and coordinated
broadly over the different actors involved.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to develop the procedures for
crisis communication to the public, especially
regarding multinational coordination of communication. This development could possibly
build on the results from previous HELCOM
seminars with communications experts, and
could be tested in a table-top exercise.
It is furthermore suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE would consider to arrange a workshop
on the needs for information from the host
country to the assisting countries in complex,
high-risk operations. Such a workshop probably needs to be high-level, as the issues are
highly political.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to develop a table-top exercise
SHORE, building on the scenario in BD 18, to
help develop national procedures for the inclusion of international assistance in operations
on the shore. This table-top exercise could also
form a basis for multinational table-top exercises, testing the full process (request, arrival,
operations, departure, reimbursement etc.).
It is suggested that HELCOM would consider
to arrange a seminar or a table-top exercise to
discuss and analyze important administrative
issues such as the ones mentioned above. A
similar scenario could be used in national discussions/exercises preceding the multinational
seminar. These issues could then be included in
future full scale BALEX DELTA exercises.
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7. Evaluation of the HELCOM
Exercise Framework
The HELCOM REPSONSE Manuals contain two
different exercise frameworks. The first one,
in Volume 1, focus on presenting the different types of HELCOM exercises together with
some basic procedures for communications
in the exercise as well as a few brief sections
regarding the host nation exercise report, a
checklist of important issues, and the planning
and evaluation of the exercise. A new addition
since 2017 to this exercise framework is a section on the role of exercises in the long-term
development of the HELCOM capabilities, and
the introduction of the strategic HELCOM RESPONSE Exercise Plan (HREP).
The second exercise framework is, at least
in a formal sense, focused on the exercises on
the shore, and hence included in the Manual
Volume 3. Given the complexity of shore operations, it is not surprising that this framework
is more detailed and instrumental. It includes
sections regarding types of exercises, frequency
and participation. Furthermore, it includes sections on how to organize and carry out the planning as well as the evaluation of the exercise.
In this evaluation the two frameworks are regarded as complementary rather than alternative.

7.1. Develop the Ability to Exercise
(SEA)
Previous BALEX DELTA exercises could largely
be regarded as drills, where the scenarios as
well as the expected actions were well-known
to the participants already prior to the exercise. The short duration of these exercises furthermore made strict control of the development necessary to ensure that the intended
results were achieved.
In BD 18 the complexity and the extended duration allowed for, and even called for,
a different approach where the scenario and
the choices made by the participants would
provide the momentum of the exercise. This
meant that the Response Commander and
his staff (situated in Gothenburg) had a much
more prominent and important role as a driving force in the exercise than in many of the
previous HELCOM exercises.

Correspondingly, the roles of the SOSC, NOSCs
as well as of the single vessels also changed.
Instead of carrying out predefined tasks, at
predefined positions and at predefined moments in time, they were supposed to act as
if in a real situation. This included the taking
of initiatives, and, if necessary, suggesting
changes in tasks and priorities to commanding
functions. For instance, the SOSC continuously formed and reformed strike teams, sent out
vessels on reconnaissance missions and decided on how to use the different resources.
However, in BD 18 there were still occasions
where participants seemed to expect detailed
exercise directives, or injects, to control their
actions, which resulted in delays in the exercise.1 The PET believes that the full meaning of
the roles given to the Response Commander,
his staff, the SOSC, the OSCs and the captains
in the exercise must be carefully communicated before the start of the exercise, for instance
at the captains’ meeting. This would increase
their ability to take on these roles.
The Response Commander and his staff,
have an important role in planning ahead in
an operation. To be able to do this, it is necessary to have knowledge of the abilities and
limitations of the participating vessels, including not only their capability for recovering oil
but also other aspects such as their sustainability, their ability to do night-time operations
etc. This would allow the staff to plan for continuous operations if necessary.
In the exercise, the staff did not ask the vessels about their will and ability to do night-time
operations until the late afternoon day one,
meaning that most vessels had used up their
working hours and had to return to port. In
the end, only one vessel stayed out during the
night-time oil recovery operation, in spite of
several Contracting Parties having expressed
an interest in this prior to the exercise. It cannot be excluded that the result would have

1 In some cases it could actually be in line with national
training and procedures not to act without explicit orders, and
await orders rather than ask for orders, especially in high-risk
operations where there is a need for a strict chain of command
and a clear division of responsibilities and liabilities.
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been different if the night-time operation had
been planned at an earlier stage, possibly allowing for some vessels to return to port, or to
anchor, to rest during the afternoon. The vessels would not have been able to work 24/7
as this would have demanded double crews,
something that is less likely in an exercise due
to economic reasons.
Related to this, it could be useful to let the
vessels/Contracting Parties themselves describe their capabilities and limitations ahead
of the exercise. This could possibly include a
specification of capabilities that the Contracting Party would want to see tested or trained.
Such information could be collected using a
form that the Contracting Parties fill in when
they register a vessel as a participant in the
coming BALEX DELTA.
In an exercise there is often a contradiction
between realism and keeping all units occupied. For instance, staff resources and commanding functions will have limited ability to
prepare all aspects of the operation simultaneously. Instead there will be a prioritization and
sequencing of actions, as would be the case in
a real situation, and this may result in periods
of idleness for individual units. In BD 18, the
operation involving hazardous and noxious
substances, including the life-saving operation, was the main focus during most of day
one and the vessels not involved in this operation were not continuously fully occupied.
In a scenario driven exercise, such as BD 18,
this may be further accentuated if for instance
decision-making take more time than expected or if less adequate decisions are made.
Alternatively, since the saving of lives is not a
task within the HELCOM framework, this part
could have been described as a prequel to the
scenario letting the actual exercise start with
the attempts to stop the leakage of chemicals.
Certain elements that take up much exercise time could in certain instances be prepared in advance. For instance, to prepare the
vessels for chemical operations takes several
hours. Although absolutely necessary, in an
exercise it could be considered to train and
prepare this before the start of exercise to save
time. Albeit not realistic, this could result in a
better exercise.
Even a fully scenario-driven exercise needs
way-points, i.e. points in time where, if the desired results have not been reached, the exercise is halted and moved on to the next phase.
This is to avoid situations where important exercise elements either need to be hurried and
are carried out in a non-realistic manner, or
situations where time runs out and important
exercise elements simply has to be discarded.
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Even in free-play exercises, there could be certain elements that are fixed in time and place,
and that the participants are made aware of
these in advance. For instance, the Response
Commander’s staff could have been given
more information in advance about the nighttime exercise, including that they were expected to plan and direct it.
Although some tasks, especially in the operation concerning hazardous and noxious
substances, took more time than expected,
observers noted that some exercise elements
were not given enough time. For instance,
during the transportation of chemical divers to
the vessel in distress, the personnel transporting the MIRG did not have adequate protective equipment because this would have taken
too long time when their orders changed.
In other instances, certain exercise elements
were discarded as it, due to limitations in
time, was seen as impossible to do them in
the correct way. Instead of simulating certain
procedures, and thus risk learning the wrong
behavior, the specific element was left out.
If the exercise is to be highly realistic, the
participants must not know the scenario in
advance. However, there is a downside as
well. The exercise risk not running smoothly,
and may even come to a full stop due to frictions. An alternative is to let the commanders
in the exercise participate in the planning of
the event. In such a case, neither the overall
system, nor the commanders are tested or
trained2, but their crews may still have a meaningful exercise. Another alternative is to let the
commanders train and be tested in a table-top
exercise prior to the main exercise, using the
exercise scenario. This could allow them to test
and discuss strategies, and then to test these
strategies in the live exercise. Although such a
methodology would decrease the role of the
exercise as a full-scale test of the system, it
would allow for the development of the system at all levels. It is furthermore important
to note that an exercise has a compressed
timeline compared to a real operation. In a
real operation the personnel, equipment and
vessels would arrive successively over a period
of several days, leaving time for planning and
preparations not available in an exercise.
To direct complex, scenario-driven exercises
is a challenging task. The DISTAFF must have
full insight into what is happening at every single moment but also the ability and tools to
correct or adjust developments when needed.

2 The commanders will however learn from the planning of the
exercise.
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In BD 18 this was achieved through the DISTAFF listening to radio communications and
having individuals, controllers, at specific places
such as with the Response Commander’s staff
and with the operation involving hazardous
and noxious substances. The PET concludes, as
did the EET, that it was unfortunate that there
was no DISTAFF controller with the SOSC who
made many of the critical decisions in the exercise. This meant that the DISTAFF risked ending
up outside the decision-making process.
The PET also notes that the use of mobile
telephones and e-mail to communicate meant
that it was not enough to listen to the radio.
It is recommended that the DISTAFF’s access
to relevant channels of communication is ensured in future exercises. It is suggested either that the structures and procedures in the
Manual are used, meaning that all communication should be done via VHF, or via TETRA
within the strike teams, or that the DISTAFF
should receive copies of all exercise related
e-mails and short reports on all exercise relevant mobile telephone conversations. In the
latter case, the Manual may need to be updated accordingly, both in the chapter on communications and in the chapters on exercises.
The DISTAFF worked hard during the exercise, with some persons being in the situation
room more or less continuously for 15 consecutive hours. The DISTAFF was centralized to a
few individuals, who had also been the prime
authors of the scenario. This meant a somewhat vulnerable DISTAFF where a large part
of the decisions and reactions was channeled
through a small number of individuals.
Finally, in comments and interviews the
need to test the whole chain in the oil recovery operation, including the disposal of collected oily water, has been mentioned. The
vessel-to-vessel lightering in BD 18 was a first
important step. The PET believes that in future
complex exercises with a duration of more
than 24 hours this could be further developed,
and to have all vessels disposing oily water either at port or to other vessels.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to host a lessons learned discussion on how to plan and direct complex free-play
exercises in an efficient manner. Representatives
from BD 18, both participants and organizers,
should be invited to take part in this discussion,
possibly prepared through short papers from
representatives of the DISTAFF, the Response
Commander and his staff, and the SOSC.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider, if the shift to more complex
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exercises is to continue, how to clarify in the
HELCOM RESPONSE Exercise Framework the
demands on the Rescue Commander and his
staff, the SOSC, the OSCs and the DISTAFF in
a free-play exercise.

7.2. The Need for an Informed
Choice of Exercise Format Is
Confirmed
The exercise framework in the Manual Volume
3 underlines the need to choose and adapt
the exercise format to fit the overall purpose
of the exercise. While combined exercises
(shore and sea) can be used to test the overall
system, it would in many cases be more rational and effective to have separated exercises
where the other side is simulated. Similarly,
while full-scale exercises may result in important information about the actual capabilities,
and could be considered a test for the overall
system, more limited functional exercises or
table-top exercises could be more effective
when exploring and developing the system.
In BD 18 many of the parameters were given in the DoW. The exercise at sea should be
full-scale. It should also be more complex and
have a longer duration than earlier HELCOM
exercises. The exercise on the shore should
be conducted as a table-top. There should
furthermore be an element of interaction between sea and shore.
In reality the exercises at sea and on the
shore in BD 18 were in many aspects parallel rather than integrated. One reason for this
was that while the actors at sea exercised
their main task, the task that they are trained
and equipped for, the actors on the shore
were beginners and exercised tasks that they
in most cases had never previously encountered. The actors at sea have furthermore
been training together in multinational HELCOM full-scale exercises for the last 30 years,
and have developed common operational
procedures. The personnel often know each
other from previous exercises.
Another reason was that the scenarios diverged already on day one. The shore part
of the exercise needed to reach the point in
time where the pollution is about to hit the
shore while the sea part needed to remain in
the phase where substances were still leaking
from the vessel. In BD 18 the diverging scenarios, due to the differences in time-scales
between sea and shore operation, resulted for
instance in difficulties when arranging cooperation conferences between the sea and shore
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parts of the exercise (see also section 5.2).
The results from BD 18 hence confirms the
conclusions in the Manual Volume 3 about the
necessity to choose the exercise format to fit
the overall purpose of the exercise. If the purpose is to train specific functions, then drills
or functional exercises with the surrounding
environment simulated is perhaps to prefer. If
it is to explore or develop the system or certain
aspects of the system, then perhaps table-top
exercises, with a simulation of the surrounding world, are preferred. For instance, it might
have been an alternative to do the exercise
involving hazardous and noxious substances
first as a table-top, to test different concepts
and procedures. Finally, when testing a system, or certain parts of the system, different
kinds of full-scale exercises – both with and
without simulation – is an alternative although
a table-top exercise could be useful in some
cases (see also sections 5.3 and 5.4).
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE would
consider to indicate in the future HELCOM RESPONSE Exercise plan (HREP) not only the aims
and objectives of each exercise but also the overall purpose of the exercise (train, test, develop/
explore) and a suggested exercise format.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE would
consider to improve the opportunity for seashore cooperation in future combined exercises
either by keeping the scenarios aligned through
the main part of the exercise, for instance by
starting the exercise on the shore later than the
one at sea, or to use the DISTAFF to simulate
conferences with the sea and shore exercises respectively. It is also suggested to include a number of specific issues that the DISTAFF expects
the participants in the sea and shore operations
to agree upon, such as prioritization of sensitive
coastal areas or messages in the crisis communication to the public, and make sure that these
issues are addressed by the participants.
It is furthermore suggested that HELCOM
would consider to develop a generic table-top
exercise to be used by the Contracting Parties
to develop their national sea-shore coordination, which would also help such coordination
in a multinational HELCOM operation.

7.3. Learn to Crawl Before You Walk
(SHORE)
In the HELCOM RESPONSE Manual exercise
framework (Volume 3) it is acknowledged that
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the actors on the shore have less knowledge
about HELCOM, about incidents involving oil
or hazardous and noxious substances at sea
and on the shore, and about exercising than
the actors at sea. The BD 18 basically confirmed these conclusions.
The exercise on the shore was a table-top
exercise. It consisted of a number of scenario
vignettes which were starting points for discussions on different issues. Expert lectures on
subjects such as HELCOM RESPONSE and the
EU Civil Protection Mechanism were used to
give the participants the necessary knowledge.
However, the exercise became more of a seminar, where the main focus was to help the participants to understand the basics of the system
rather than to let them train on using it. The
discussions focused on what to do rather than
on how to do it or on actually doing it.
The PET believes that, at least in the Swedish
context, the shore participants’ lack of knowledge of HELCOM, the EU Civil Protection
Mechanism and the procedures and structures
associated with the handling of pollution on
the shore was typical for large groups of actors on the shore. The shore part of the exercise hence indicated a general and extensive
need to educate the actors on the shore, before embarking on exercises. The PET believe
that the situation may very well be similar in
many other HELCOM Contracting Parties.
The need for education and basic training can
be met in different ways. The PET would suggest that the training modules that BD 18 is to
deliver should be designed to play such a role.
A short version of the scenario, together with a
number of informative papers (or recorded presentations) on issues such as HELCOM and the
EU Civil Protection Mechanism, as well as on
the national structures and procedures, could
help raise the awareness and knowledge to an
acceptable level among the local and regional
actors in the Contracting Parties.
It is recommended that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to develop an introductory training package, based on a table-top exercise, for
shore participants.
If the shore exercise had resulted in specific
tasks being solved and presented by the participants, more specific conclusions could have
been drawn regarding the framework. This
would however have demanded that the participants had previous knowledge about both
national procedures and the HELCOM RESPONSE Manual.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE would
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consider a model with a pre-exercise for the participants in the exercise on the shore consisting
of one day of lectures and discussions and then
let the exercise be a table-top exercise where the
participants to a higher degree are supposed to
solve specific tasks.

7.4. Learn to Crawl Before You Walk
(SEA and SHORE)
The BD 18 confirmed that it would have been
premature to test the overall system (sea and
shore) in a combined full-scale exercise. Even
now, with the shore exercise as a table-top exercise, the differences in the ability to handle a
large scale incident became obvious.
Furthermore, all parts of the exercise (sea,
staff and shore) would probably have benefitted from a developed pre-exercise training
including information on procedures and
methods to be used in the main exercise. For
the participants in the shore exercise this could
have been a one-day seminar including most
of the presentations that were now in the
main exercise. This would have allowed for
the table-top in the main exercise to be more
of an exercise than a seminar.
Regarding the sea and staff exercises, and
in the light of the HELCOM RESPONSE procedures not being used in the exercise, a
senior staff pre-exercise seminar could have
been helpful. Without giving away any of the
scenario, this could have prepared the participants regarding methods and procedures
used in the exercise thus probably increasing
the learning effect.
The HELCOM RESPONSE Manual exercise
framework underlines the need for exercises
at different levels – local, regional, national, and bi- and multinational. The Manual
also notes that exercises at the national and
sub-national level should be used to prepare
the participants for a bi- or multinational exercise. The PET agrees with this and notes that
this could be supported by the exercise modules that the BD 18 will result in.
In the interviews with the participants in
the exercise at sea it has been suggested
to have hot wash-ups directly after the end
finalization of each exercise element where
the participants can compare impressions.
This would allow for the collection of experiences while the impressions are fresh. The
PET believes that this is an interesting idea,
especially in an exercise that has an extended duration, but that this would have to be
carefully planned not to interrupt the flow of
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the scenario.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to introduce in the HELCOM
RESPONSE Exercise framework a pre-exercise
format for sea exercises, focused on seminars
and workshops for senior personnel on methods and procedures to be used in the exercise.
It is furthermore suggested that HELCOM
RESPONSE would consider to introduce a
pre-exercise format also for exercise on the
shore, and that this would focus on giving
the participants basic knowledge of structures
and procedures for international assistance.
It is suggested that command and control
arrangements for exercise elements that have
not been tested before, or are not included
in the HELCOM framework, are prepared and
tested in advance.

7.5. Intensify the Work on a
HELCOM RESPONSE Exercise Plan
The DoW was the starting point of the planning of the BD 18. However, none of the participants in the Core Planning Team had been
involved in the development of the DoW,
which meant lengthy discussions to understand and interpret the sometimes cryptic
texts. This was unfortunate and seriously delayed the planning process.
The PET believes that the overall aims and
objectives of an exercise must be given at an
early stage to those responsible for the planning. As an absolute minimum they must be
given such directives and priorities and so that
they may themselves develop and suggest objectives. The development of the HREP and of
a strong link between the HREP and exercise
objectives is an important step in achieving this.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to continue and intensify the
work of developing the HREP and to create a
strong link between the needs specified in the
HREP and the objectives of the exercises.

7.6. The HELCOM RESPONSE
Exercise Framework Could Be
Further Developed
The planning of BD 18 basically followed the
procedures laid out in the HELCOM RESPONSE
Manual (Volumes 1 and 3). Three planning
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conferences (initial, main and final) were arranged, which were inclusive in their character
allowing for all Contracting Parties to participate. Most Contracting Parties did participate
in at least one of the planning conferences.
In the questionnaire sent out to the individuals in the Core Planning Team and in the Main
Planning Group (participants in the planning
conferences) a clear majority in both groups
agreed with the statement that the involvement of all Contracting Parties had resulted
in a better exercise. Most respondents also
agreed with the statement that the involvement of all Contracting Parties had increased
the Contracting Parties’ commitment to the
exercise, although some respondents noted
that the commitment among the Contracting Parties was high even without this type
of planning process. The inclusiveness of the
process was also seen as an important way to
increase the capability of planning and conducting large-scale exercise within the HELCOM context. The planning conferences were
found useful, but several respondents have
added that two could have been enough.
Regarding future complex HELCOM RESPONSE exercises most respondents preferred
to use a planning model similar to the one in
BD 18, where the host country plan the exercise together with all (interested) Contracting
Parties. However, some respondents preferred
that the host nation planned the exercise alone,
or together with the EET. One respondent
chose an alternative outside the given ones, i.e.
a dedicated task group for planning, including
the previous and upcoming host nations.
It is furthermore noticeable that some respondents underlined that the inclusiveness is
in itself a manifestation of the HELCOM RESPONSE core task, to increase the cooperation
regarding response operations in the Baltic Sea.
However, the complexity and size of the
exercise resulted in several challenges during
the planning, and these were further underlined by uncertainties regarding participating
resources. In the current HELCOM RESPONSE
Manual the last date for naming resources to
participate in the exercise is four months before the exercise, which meant late April 2018
or after the final planning conference.

To plan this kind of exercise is an extremely
complex task, containing a myriad of large and
small matters that may be of a principal or a
practical nature, and sometimes both. The resources available for the planning BD 18 were
not extensive, and many of the participants in
the Core Planning Team had only limited time
available for the task.
The planning meetings (initial, main and final) were well-arranged and resulted in valuable discussions. However, it is the impression
of the PET that the meetings in the Core Planning Team format became too focused on nitty-gritty details, instead of solving the overall issues. This was partly due to the fact that much
time had to be allocated to interpret the DoW.
The work of the Core Planning Team was
also complicated by the fact that the work in
between meetings (preparing scenarios etc.)
did not always move forward with the anticipated speed. It is the impression of the PET
that this mostly had to do with the members of
the Core Planning Team having other pressing
tasks. Although it has not been the role of the
PET to analyze the efficiency of the planning,
the PET do note that to help Contracting Parties that host exercises in the future, the exercise framework could be further developed for
instance by including suggestions for working
models as well as compulsory progress reports
to be sent to the HELCOM RESPONSE. The
exercise framework could also be elaborated
to include descriptions of suitable structures
for the planning and the direction of an exercise, including definition of terms such as Core
Planning Team, Directing Staff, etc.

It is recommended that the HELCOM RESPONSE would consider including in the Manual, at least for large and complex exercises,
the possibility for the host nation to ask the
Contracting Parties to announce what resources they will participate with at an earlier
stage than the four months indicated in the
current version of the Manual.

7.7. HELCOM RESPONSE Exercise
Framework Is Not Well-Known

It is recommended that the HELCOM RESPONSE would consider including in the
Manual a description of suitable structures
and work models when planning and directing a complex exercise, and define a format
for short progress reports to be sent to the
HELCOM RESPONSE (or a suitable working
group chosen by HELCOM RESPONSE, such as
the planned HREP group), for instance after
each planning conference, highlighting what
should be achieved in each planning stage.

The HELCOM REPSONSE Exercise framework
is not well-known. This can partly be seen as
an effect of the Manuals overall limited reach.
As an example, the exercise framework in Volume 1 stipulates that the HELCOM RESPONSE
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group should not only decide on who is to arrange a BALEX DELTA exercise, but also on the
aims of the exercise. In the exercise framework
in the HELCOM RESPONSE Manual Volume 3,
this is further specified:
The host nation is responsible for the planning
and direction of the exercise, with the support
from the participating countries and organisations and with the HELCOM RESPONSE Group
(possibly represented by a working group)
having the final decision on the aims, scenario, and design.
In practice, this has not been the case in any
previous BALEX DELTA exercise. Instead, the
hosting country has unilaterally decided on
these aspects. This was true also for BD 18,
where the detailed scenario and design was
finalized just weeks before the exercise. This
also meant that the EET was not given the opportunity to comment on the scenario, which
is stipulated in Volume 1. However, the overall scenario existed already in 2016 when the
DoW was sent to EU DG ECHO.
It is furthermore worth considering whether
HELCOM RESPONSE should continue to have
two separate exercise frameworks. They are
complementary to one another, and both are
relevant to all exercises. It would probably increase their accessibility if the two frameworks
were merged into one.
It is suggested that the HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to revise and merge the two
exercise frameworks into one, preferably in
the Manual Volume 1.

7.8. Some Exercise Specific Issues
There were some specific issues that affected
the exercise that the PET wish to highlight.
First of all, some elements were not fully realistic. The absence of certain key actors has
already been mentioned. When important actors do not participate in the exercise, these
should be simulated to ensure the realism.
Perhaps more complicated, some of the actors and structures exercised in BD 18 were
not always the same that would be used in a
real incident. As noted earlier, the life-saving
operation in the beginning of the exercise was
led by the Response Commander and his staff.
However, in a real situation this operation, in
a Swedish context, would have been led by
the Swedish Joint Rescue Coordination Center (JRCC), possibly supported by the Coast
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Guard. This had at least two important implications: First of all, the staff had to invest
time into dealing with issues that it was not
supposed to. Secondly, the exercise participants may have been given the wrong picture
of certain aspects of the operation, affecting
their decisions in a real situation. As it would
probably be difficult to simulate the JRCC, it
is suggested that these types of actors are included in a full-scale operation where a high
degree of realism is necessary.
Another unrealistic element was that all the
vessels, and the EU Civilian Protection Team, had
arrived in Karlskrona already before the incident.
This trained the Response Commander, his staff
and other coordinating functions in working under stress. However, there was less training in
prioritizing and managing limited resources. An
alternative scenario could have been an initial
lack of marine resources, where the international resources arrived successively to the operation.
Such a design could have forced participants to
practice prioritization of resources at an initial
stage, as well as large-scale coordination of the
use of resources at a later stage.
There were also some unrealistic elements
that actually helped making the exercise more
complex and interesting to the participants.
For instance, it was innovative to use the pressure chamber on board the ship that simulated the vessel in distress (BELOS) for handling
a simulated diving accident, although this was
not in any way realistic.
There were some practical issues that may
need further considerations in future exercises. For instance, when an exercise lasts so long
that the vessels need to go to port to replenish
or let the crew rest, the distance between the
port and exercise area becomes important. In
BALEX DELTA 2018 some vessels chose to remain at sea overnight to avoid the transfer to
and from the exercise area. It should be considered how to keep this distance as short as
possible. However, in an exercise where all the
vessels leave port at the same time, the time it
takes to reach the incident area is important for
the SOSC and captains to plan the operations.
Another exercise specific aspect that the PET
wish to highlight was the use of Coast Guard
reconnaissance aircraft. Although realistic in
principle, as they would certainly be sent out
in a real situation, it was difficult to include
them in the exercise in a realistic manner. Their
information was not only sent to the Response
Commander’s staff. As the images were also
supposed to function as exercise injects, the
results had to be checked by the DISTAFF first
so that the vessels were not sent to the wrong
positions. The reconnaissance flights added
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little or no training value for the air crews as
this is the type of missions they operate daily.
At least during one occasion their images had
to be revoked as they did not comply with the
exercise scenario. The PET suggests that in future exercises it is considered if and when air
reconnaissance could be simulated by using
imagery produced in beforehand.
Furthermore, in large and complex exercises it will in most cases be impossible to simulate enough amounts of oil to keep all vessels
occupied all the time. A suggestion is that in
some cases the vessels could recover “oil”
without any simulants present. This could be
combined with the training of specific aspects.
For instance, a strike team could be ordered to
go to a sector and recover oil using a specific formation, such as Open Uform. All strike
teams could be given this task and hence
given the opportunity to test and train this
formation. Alternatively, other types of drills
could be included in the exercise as short and
effective training instances, such as man overboard or emergency towing, to be used when
vessels become idle.
In an exercise of this size and this complexity, things are bound to go wrong. Hence, it is
necessary to have back-up plans. In BD 18 a
helicopter that was supposed to bring the first
MIRG to the incident area was unavailable due
to other tasks. In this case the DISTAFF had a
vessel ready that could bring the MIRG. This
kind of back-up plans are crucial in a complex
exercise such as BD 18.
Finally, the exercise had an ambitious observer programme, for VIP, HELCOM observers and
EU observers. In addition, there was a category
called visitors. These were neither participants
in the exercise, nor observers. Often they were
national officers sent to observe and evaluate
national resources. However, while the observer programme was pre-planned in detail,
including transportation, seminars and meals,
the visitors were a constant source of unforeseen tasks for the DISTAFF as well as the Response Commander’s staff. Most of these task
concerned transportation to and from vessels.
The PET would suggest that in future complex
exercises the visitors must either stay on board
from the moment the vessels leave port until
they return, or have pre-announced needs for
transportation that can be included in the exercise plan. As it were, the DISTAFF had to put
a lot of energy into this, and also had to adjust
the exercise to handle these transports.
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7.9. Conclusions and suggestions
The BD 18 strived for a high degree of realism
in the exercise at sea. The scenario and the
participants’ reaction to the events unfolding
were allowed to impact the developments.
Several important experiences could be noted
from the planning and direction of this type of
free-play exercise. The perhaps most important one is the need to prepare the participants
for the differences between previous short
drills and this type of realistic and extended
exercise. Furthermore, even realistic exercises
may need to be tightly controlled in certain
aspects, to ensure that some objectives are
not marginalized. Finally, realistic exercises
does not mean that all relevant actors must
participate. Important actors not present may
however need to be simulated.
Future exercises with an ambition to test
certain procedures or frameworks, may need
to prepare this through pre-exercise training
and information. In the case of shore exercises, specific pre-exercises in the form of knowledge-increasing seminars are probably necessary during the foreseeable future to ensure
successful exercises.
In some cases, it could be considered to
let the commanders train and be tested in a
table-top exercise prior to the main exercise,
using the main exercise scenario. This could
allow them to test and discuss strategies for
handling the developments in the scenario,
and then to test these strategies in the live exercise. Although such a methodology would
decrease the role of the BALEX DELTA as a
full-scale test of the system, it would allow the
system to develop its abilities on all levels.
The exercise was planned using a methodology in which all Contracting Parties were
invited to participate in the three planning
conferences. Although a future revised exercise framework may need to include further
specifications of such a planning process, together with procedures for an increased exchange of information between the planners
and the HELCOM RESPONSE, the inclusiveness was generally seen as a success, leading
to a better exercise and to an increased ability
among the Contracting Parties to plan these
types of events.
Finally, as was also noted by EET, the relationship between the HELCOM HREP and the
exercises need to be strengthened to ensure
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that the exercises help develop the response
capacity in a structured manner. Closely related, the different possible types of exercise
objectives (train, test, develop/explore) need
to influence the exercise design and should,
when possible, be indicated already in the
HREP. Full-scale exercises of magnitude of
BD 18 should have as their prime objective to
test the overall system, not to train, test or develop single functions.
Suggestions
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to host a lessons learned discussion on how to plan and direct complex
free-play exercises in an efficient manner.
Representatives from BD 18, both participants
and organizers, should be invited to take part
in this discussion, possibly prepared through
short papers from representatives of the DISTAFF, the Response Commander and his staff,
and the SOSC.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider, if the shift to more complex
exercises is to continue, how to clarify in the
HELCOM RESPONSE Exercise Framework the
demands on the Rescue Commander and his
staff, the SOSC, the OSCs and the DISTAFF in
a free-play exercise.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to indicate in the future HELCOM RESPONSE Exercise plan (HREP) not only
the aims and objectives of each exercise but
also the overall purpose of the exercise (train,
test, develop/explore) and a suggested exercise format.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to improve the opportunity
for sea-shore cooperation in future combined
exercises either by keeping the scenarios
aligned through the main part of the exercise,
for instance by starting the exercise on the
shore later than the one at sea, or to use the
DISTAFF to simulate conferences with the sea
and shore exercises respectively. It is also suggested to include a number of specific issues
that the DISTAFF expects the participants in
the sea and shore operations to agree upon,
such as prioritization of sensitive coastal areas
or messages in the crisis communication to
the public, and make sure that these issues
are addressed by the participants.
It is furthermore suggested that HELCOM
would consider to develop a generic table-top
exercise to be used by the Contracting Parties
to develop their national sea-shore coordina-
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tion, which would also help such coordination
in a multinational HELCOM operation.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to introduce in the HELCOM
RESPONSE Exercise framework a pre-exercise
format for sea exercises, focused on seminars
and workshops for senior personnel on methods and procedures to be used in the exercise.
It is furthermore suggested that HELCOM
RESPONSE would consider to introduce a
pre-exercise format also for exercise on the
shore, and that this would focus on giving
the participants basic knowledge of structures
and procedures for international assistance.
It is furthermore suggested that HELCOM
RESPONSE would consider introducing a
pre-exercise format also for exercise on the
shore, and that this would focus on giving
the participants basic knowledge of structures
and procedures for international assistance.
It is suggested that command and control
arrangements for exercise elements that have
not been tested before, or are not included
in the HELCOM framework, are prepared and
tested in advance.
It is suggested that HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to continue and intensify the
work of developing the HREP and to create a
strong link between the needs specified in the
HREP and the objectives of the exercises.
It is recommended that the HELCOM RESPONSE would consider including in the Manual, at least for large and complex exercises,
the possibility for the host nation to ask the
Contracting Parties to announce what resources they will participate with at an earlier
stage than the four months indicated in the
current version of the Manual.
It is recommended that the HELCOM RESPONSE would consider including in the
Manual a description of suitable structures
and work models when planning and directing a complex exercise, and define a format
for short progress reports to be sent to the
HELCOM RESPONSE (or a suitable working
group chosen by HELCOM RESPONSE, such as
the planned HREP group), for instance after
each planning conference, highlighting what
should be achieved in each planning stage.
It is suggested that the HELCOM RESPONSE
would consider to revise and merge the two
exercise frameworks into one, preferably in
the Manual Volume 1.
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Appendix A Scenario, Participants and Recorded
Events
The general concept of BALEX DELTA 2018 was that of three exercises in one: A pre-exercise focused on
the national routines for alarming, a table-top exercise focused on the operations on the shore and an
operational exercise, including vessels and staff, focused on the operations at sea. These three exercises had
the same basic scenario and the at sea and on the shore exercises did interact with each other. In this
chapter the characteristics of the exercises are presented together with a list of recorded events.

Scenario
The same basic scenario was used in all four parts of the exercise (pre-exercise, alarm exercise, exercise on
the shore, and exercise at sea).
The 28th of August 2018, early morning (02:00) and in windy conditions, a cargo ship runs aground off the
coast of Skåne and Blekinge in south-east Sweden1. The ship carries containers with hazardous and noxious
substances.2 When running aground, the ship is badly damaged and heels. Some containers are damaged.
One is lost at sea and sink, while it is unclear if the barrels and the Intermediate Bulk Containers (IBC)
inside has sprung a leak. Two containers are releasing smoke on board the cargo ship. Two sailors are
injured, one hurt by falling containers and one by the cloud of sulphur dioxide. They both lie still on deck.
The hull of the vessel in distress is breached and the vessel is leaking oil. The captain’s initial assessment is
that about 750 cubic meters of heavy fuel oil (HFO180) has been released into the surrounding waters (in
the shore exercise this was instead set to 10 000 tons). In the preliminary contacts with the ship’s captain he
acts stressed and only answers direct questions. He cannot say whether his ship is still leaking oil or if it is
taking in water.
The Swedish Coast Guard’s surveillance aircraft are called out to the accident area in first day-light and can
confirm the oil spill and the distress of the cargo ship. An incident staff for the at sea operations is formed
in Gothenburg while representatives from the regional county boards and the local communities, together
with a couple of Government agencies, gather to assess the situation and start planning the operations on
the shore. The oil combatting vessels are called out to the accident, together with MIRG-teams. Sweden
requests that EU send a Civil Protection Team to assess and advice.
All through the exercise the general public as well as boats and vessels report new spills in the area.
Journalists also call to get information about the incident. The Swedish Coast Guard release a general
warning to the public, and defines a security zone around the cargo ship.
Furthermore a number of preplanned injects are introduced to drive the scenario: Orders to do dive for hull
inspections, continued surveillance flights, night time operations, lightering, and diving accidents.
Due to the harsh weather conditions, the oil and the containers are drifting towards the shore. Within 24
hours of the accident, some containers reach the shore, together with the oil. Due to the rocky nature of the
beach area, some containers have been damaged and may leak hazardous or noxious substances.
A large part of the shoreline is classified as environmentally important (Natura 2000-designated areas and
sea bird sanctuaries) and is composed of rocky areas and small cliffs. Other socio-economic values are also
threatened, such as a large paper mill.

1

In the pre-exercise the incident is set at the Polish coast.
dioxide, ethylene dichloride, styrene monomer stabilized, phenol solution, epichlorohydrin, benzene, acrylonitrile, and
corrosive liquid oxidizing (not otherwise specified).

2 Sulphur
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Exercise Structure
The exercise took place at three locations:
•

The Swedish Coast Guard incident staff operated mainly from Gothenburg, although it was a
divided scattered staff with some parts also in Stockholm and Karlskrona.

•

The operation at sea took place in the waters outside Karlskrona.

•

The shore participants met in the Coast Guard training facilities in Karlskrona.

Nine Contracting Parties participated with 18 vessels, of different sizes and with different capabilities in the
exercise at sea.3 Sweden furthermore participated with one surveillance aircraft.4 MIRG from Sweden and
Norway participated, as did divers from Germany, Finland and Sweden.
The exercise lasted for 36 hours, starting at 02:00 on Tuesday morning and ending at 14:00 on Wednesday
afternoon (15:30 for the shore exercise). Most vessels and most personnel arrived already during the
Monday for briefings, open ship and an opening ceremony. After the end of the exercise, in the Wednesday
afternoon, there was a debriefing for all parts of the exercise (sea, staff and shore) and Thursday morning
there was the traditional rowing competition. Most participants and vessels left Karlskrona during the
Thursday.
In parallel with the exercise, an observer program was scheduled from Monday evening to Wednesday
afternoon. It included both EU observers and HELCOM observers. A special VIP program also took place
during the Tuesday morning. The observer program included a visit to the exercise area at sea, an
equipment demonstration and an observer seminar with several sessions, for instance on the usability of
exercises as tools for development.
The exercise at sea was designed to be an as realistic as possible representation of the potential
developments of an incident of the kind presented in the scenario.5 The participants were given ample room
for maneuver, although the part of the exercise dealing with hazardous and noxious substances was
somewhat more strictly directed. Basically the participants’ (Response Commander, SOSC, OSC, captains
etc.) actions and decisions provided the momentum to the exercise. The Directing Staff (DISTAFF)
exercised control of the scenario through injects, acting as journalists, authorities, and general public.
Furthermore, the DISTAFF had controllers in a number of places during the exercise. In some cases the
DISTAFF did intervene more directly, for instance ending a certain exercise element to allow for moving
on to the next. All participants acted in their regular roles.
The table-top exercise on the shore had a different character, more like a seminar with limited tasks handed
out to the group for discussion. Although the group was divided in two, the participants did not act in their
regular roles, but rather had a common discussion where their different perspectives, mandates and needs
were presented and analyzed.

Denmark, Estonia, EU/EMSA, Finland, Germany, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and Sweden.
Sweden also planned to participate with one rescue helicopter, but due to technical problems this had to be grounded.
5 At least apart from the fact that a number of vessels, as well as an EU Civil Protection Team, were already at place in Karlskrona
when the incident occurred.
3
4
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Recorded Events
This is a list of events recorded during the exercise. It is not necessarily complete, contains events of very
different magnitude, and is included here for informational purposes only, which is why the text is not
edited.
Time

Arena(s)

Event

Comment

271700

Sea

Captains’ meeting

The captains are briefed on the exercise,
including safety aspects and the starting
position of the ships.

271600

EU CPT

Briefings on the exercise

280200

Sea

Alarm

Alarm from vessel in distress to Coast Guard
24/7 control in Gothenburg

280605

Sea

Aerial reconnaissance

Aerial reconnaissance reports oil spill. (Due to
technical problems the aircraft could not take
off, and the distaff presented this as an inject
instead.)

280620

Sea

BELOS´captain calls the
rescue leader in Gothenburg.

Reports standing on ground, and an oil spill, a
chemical spill and several persons injured. A
very stressed captain, giving just scattered
information.

280705

Sea

Staff meeting

The staff is gathered in Gothenburg, and a first
meeting is held. Information about the
accident and the situation.

280730

Sea

SOSC informs 003

SOSC informs 003 about the situation so far,
and that it includes an HNS incident.
Discusses the coordination of the whole
operation, including the HNS parts where 003
and Turva are involved.

280730

Sea

SOSC communications
check.

Designated radio channel found not functional.
Coordinates the use of SAR channel with 003
by phone.

280755

Sea

Info from BELOS captain to
staff.

Information on the sunken container.

280800

Sea

SOSC takes command

Use channel 69, all radio traffic should be in
English.

280802

Sea

SOSC informs the vessels
and is informed

Short verbal situation report is sent to the
vessels. Asks for information on what ships
are on their way and ETA and asks for emails
on all resources available on board (oil/HNS
combatting, medical staff etc.). Most but not
all replies.

280805

Sea

Info to MIRG teams

MIRG teams and rescue services in Karlskrona
notified by the staff in Gothenburg.

280815

Sea

SOSC takes control

033 communicates that they are SOSC.
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280816

Sea

SOSC calls staff in
Gothenburg

Gets further information on the situation. It is
specified that there is Sulphur dioxide in the
barrel and that two persons are unconscious,
one due to being squeezed between containers.
Also information on the position of the
container/barrel lost at sea.

280816

Sea

MIRG alarmed

MIRG Karlskrona alarmed, by the DISTAFF,
to embark 314 0830. Liaison officer from RSG
Gothenburg contacted, wants contact with
Norwegian MIRG.

280820

Sea

Situation report

Situation report is sent out to the SOSC.

280822

Sea

SOSC calls rescue center
(JRCC?)

SOSC calls, informs about the HNS incident
and the injuries, and request information on
hazardous materials.

280825

Sea

SOSC to vessels

Updated situation report, verbal. Information
about vessel in distress, asks for units close to
BELOS and ETA.

280830

Sea

Staff meeting (including the
SOSC)

Recapitulation of situation, MIRG team on the
roll towards the harbor (helicopter unavailable
due to other tasks).
SOSC reports having enough staff resources
(one senior and two radio men).
Priority is to save lives, and 003 and Turva is
engaged.
OSC-ER will be appointed at 003.
Ronneby harbor decided as base.
Awaiting cargo manifest from BELOS. To
decide the exact cargo a priority.
A first press release has been sent out.
Communication is an issue – for the moment
only with the Swedish vessels, and not
possible for the staff to reach all vessels.

280830

Sea

SOSC to staff

Asks for update on HNS chemical reaction in
water and potential gaseous hazards.

280837

Sea

Report (unclear from who)

BELOS has a 5 degree tilt.

280840

Sea

OSC-ER appointed.

KBV 003 appointed OSC-ER
SOSC calls 003 to inform that 003 and Turva
will coordinate HNS response.

280850

Sea

Staff analysis

MIRG

280852

Sea

SOSC to non HNS vessels

Go to position for oil

280900

Sea

003 calls SOSC

MIRG on board 003
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280900

Sea

SOSC to all vessels

A risk zone is declared 5 nautical miles (but
really 5 cable lengths) around BELOS.

280903

Sea

Staff meeting

280906

Sea

280910

Sea

SOSC staff discuss strike
teams.

Tentative strike teams constructed from order
of arrival. Smaller vessels potentially in
standby for evacuation.

280920

Sea

SOSC calls JRCC

Asks for aerial images, but no current
available.

280929

Sea

OSC-ER

OSC-ER has surveyed available resources and
asked for Swedish Coast Guard divers to be
sent to 003.

280940

Sea

SOSC discussion

Divers left behind on shore. Small Danish
vessel redirected to pick them up.

280940

Sea

CARINA to SOSC

CARINA has visual contact with BELOS, and
asks for situation reports regarding injured
persons.

281006

Sea

TURVA sent MIRG team to 003, dressed for
operation.

281012

Sea

Two Danish vessels positioned 5 nautical
miles south of BELOS. After some discussion,
the SOSC determines that the vessels are safe
at this position.

281014

Sea

KBV 502 to SOSC

KBV 502 enters oil spill area. Also reports
from fisherman. KBV 502 reports to SOSC the
amount of the spill.

281020

Sea

SOSC-vessel
communication.

Some confusion about the available resources
and capabilities at the participating vessels.
There seem to have been a lack of protocols
for e-mail communication, for instance what
messages to reply with a confirmation of
receipt.

281030

Sea

Staff meeting

Including also the air wing. Information about
the MIRG-teams (10 Sw at 003, 10 Fi at
TURVA. Status Quo at BELOS. Four strike
teams, three for oil and 003/TURVA for HNS.
Aerial reconnaissance will fly again at noon.
A lot of questions from the public and from
media. Need for warning? We will have a
warning (VMA) sent out to the public soon, to
nip the anxiety in the bud.
We will reach out to all units with information
about who is doing what. SOSC should call all
using VHF.
HNS operation has started, TURVA and KBV
003.

KBV 314 leaves harbor with MIRG
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The rescue leader asks for an oil sample
coordinator.
Question: Has the county administrative board
been notified?
281034

Sea

SOSC order

Swedish MIRG goes to BELOS for life saving
operation using TURVA RIB-boat. KBV 003
positions itself on the starboard side of
BELOS. Will be used for chemical
decontamination.

281040

Sea

SOSC asks for SITREP from
003 regarding the HNS op.

Decides that the oil response operation is not
in danger from the HNS incident.

281046

Sea

Popcorn released pos 1 and 2.

281047

Sea

KBV 003 sends RIB to collect Norwegian
MIRG from TURVA.

281048

Sea

SOSC calls staff in
Gothenburg

Staff asks that SOSC designate an oil sampling
coordinator, which is not a known concept for
the SOSC. The staff also informs that situation
reports will be sent out by the Gothenburg
staff.

281048

Sea

SOSC discussions

Discussion on how and if to use the HELCOM
GRID. Seems difficult when oil positions are
uncertain.

281055

Sea

NORDEN reports to SOSC

NORDEN reports oil and is ordered to proceed
recovering the oil, which it does. The area
does not match earlier aerial mapping – gap
between overflight information and popcorn
release.

281109

Sea

SOSC recompose strike
teams.

ARCONA leads team with CPT POINC and
NORDEN.

281117

Sea

281130

Sea

281134

Sea

TURVA contacts Finnish chemical expertise
to get information about the chemicals in the
exercise.

281140

Sea

All four injured evacuated from risk area.

281145

Sea

Gothenburg staff release
situation report

The report is brief with little new information
to the SOSC.

281150

Sea

SOSC calls staff

Briefs on the life-saving operation. MIRG has
evacuated three persons, one is still stuck
between containers at BELOS.

Swedish (Karlskrona) MIRG transported to
BELOS.
SOSC compose strike teams

HELCOM GRID not used to deploy strike
teams.
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281150

Sea

SOSC to vessels

SOSC sends out an extended situation report,
strike team composition and the need for
hourly oil recovery reports.

281152

Sea

Report from TURVA/003.

The four injured on their way to TURVA. Two
MIRG remains to investigate the release of
Sulphur dioxide.

281153

Sea

SOSC report to staff

Injured personnel taken to TURVA.

281200

Sea

Report from TUVA/003.

The release of Sulphur dioxide has been
limited.

281200

Sea

Report from SOSC to
TURVA

Report on the composition of strike teams.

281201

Sea

ARKONA reports to SOSC

ARKONA reports position of oil and is
ordered to proceed with recovery.

281210

Sea

Staff calls SOSC

Asks for strike team composition. SOSC gives
the staff the composition of strike teams and
who is appointed NOSC.

281210

Sea

SOSC to 033

SOSC order KBV 033 to deploy rib and
sample oil pollution.

281226

Sea

Divers Sw Coast Guard heading for KBV003.
Sw MIRG personnel being decontaminated at
TURVA.

281233

Sea

Staff to SOSC

Staff sends organigram of strike teams to
SOSC. SOSC review the organigram.

281235

Sea

BELOS to staff

Position of container over board uncertain.

281240

Sea

GBG staff conclusion

End of life saving operation. Injured at
TURVA to be evacuated with helicopter,
however for technical reasons no helicopter is
available.

281250

Sea

GBG staff discussion

What geographical areas to protect? Decision
to contact the County Administrative Board.

281250

Sea

ARKONA to SOSC

ARKONA request new aerial images. No new
images available.

281252

Sea

KBV 033 to SOSC

Oil sampling completed.

281252

Sea

DISTAFF decision

To rerun the chemical scenario to allow for the
Norwegian MIRG to enter and then to hand
over to Coast Guard Rescue Divers.

281257

Sea

Message from TURVA
liaison

Four injured persons taken care of, currently
on TURVA. Have been triaged and need to be
evacuated.
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281300

Sea

Sw Coast Guard divers has arrived to 003. 003
will be at the long side of BELOS in 40 min.

281300

Sea

SOSC asks for oil recovery
situation report from strike
team Charlie (lead by
ARKONA) and ST D (lead
by KURVITZ).

Only ARKONA/ST Charlie reports oil
recovered.

281300

Sea

Staff meeting

TURVA has permission to continue searching
for container.
First priority is to find out what the damages to
BELOS are. Diving as soon as chemical diving
is finalized.
A name for safety ombudsman at 003 is still
missing.
Karlshamn is the harbor to go into with oil.
To do prognosis not using the “real” weather is
difficult.
SOSC brief (see below)

281305

Sea

SOSC briefs at staff meeting

Oil recovery, MIRG (10 on 003 have boarded
BELOS and evacuated injured persons, 10 no
MIRG are repairing the leak), rescue of injured
persons, under-water diving (divers no on 003)
and strike team composition

281312

Sea

003 to SOSC

003 has appointed a safety ombudsman.

281313

Sea

OSC-ER to TURVA

TURVA to search for lost container

281315

Sea

SOSC discussion on various
subjects.

Lost BELOS container, oil recovery, oil
lightering (to Karlshamn or to Norden), MIRG
and HNS leak patching.

281328

Sea

802 to SOSC

802 reports task completed 802 told to stand
by.

281345

Sea

Report to SOSC

Norwegian team has not had any tasks.

281358

Sea

Public reports to GBG staff.

Fisherman reports oil in area 3.

281400

Sea

Staff work

Information package is being prepared by the
staff. Both the vessels and the press function
feels a bit side-stepped.

281420

Sea

SOSC to vessels

New oil slick discovered by CARINA.

281420

Sea

SOSC calls RCS
(räddningstjänstledningen)

SOSC requests information on injured
personnel. RCS informs SOSC that the injured
persons are taken to Karlskrona. SOSC
considers bringing back MIRG team.

281435

Sea

SOSC to 003

SOSC request more frequent updates on HNS
response.
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281427

Sea

Staff to vessels

Information package sent out to vessels and
press function.

281430

Sea/Shore

Cooperation conference

Coast Guard informs on the development at
sea. Oil leakage and drift. Base in Ronneby.
County Administrative Board informs that
they have talked to the EU regarding
assistance. There is risk that own resources
will not be enough. Rescue services still awaits
information. Warning to the public came as a
surprise.
Coast guard wants a discussion on sensitive
areas prioritized by the county administrative
board, but will focus to work where the layer
of oil is thickest.
There is a discussion to coordinate crisis
communication.

281440

Sea

SOSC to 851 SABOTÖREN

SABOTÖREN told to stand by.

281440

Sea

281441

Sea

SOSC briefs SOSC staff

Regarding the 003 life-saving operation, there
were 4, not 5 injured, and they are still
working on plugging the leak.

281444281547

Sea

Continuous reports on oil
from vessels to SOSC

Small ships searching, other ships recovering.
Need for lightering mentioned. Recomposition
of strike teams as new oil is discovered. Some
vessels ordered to standby to avoid too many
at one spot, for safety reasons.

281502

Sea

281515

Sea

Norwegian MIRG heading for BELOS to start
operation

Coast Guard divers and No MIRG starts
operation
Change of staff/staff meeting

ST A chemical and MIRG handling leakage.
ST C retrieves oil and no info on ST D. Two
ships search for oil.
There has been a meeting with the EU CPT to
see what they can help out with.
A cooperation conference with the County
Administrative Board has been held.
Oil hits HANÖ tomorrow, however most is
retrieved.
003 will do a permanent repair of leak, and
then divers will do a hull inspection.
Aerial overflight 1800.
Safety ombudsman is appointed at 003.
It is noted that the staff only has contact with
the SOSC. The Chief of Staff wants a focus to
get info to units.
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Information should be harmonized with SOSC
before sent out.
MIRG operations continues, Norwegians will
shut the leak permanently.
Life-saving operations and HNS has been our
focus so far.
281545

Sea

SOSC to Gbg staff

Request updated situation report, told to call
back later.

281545

Sea

SOSC discussion

There is a lack of situation reports from 003.

281603

Sea

SOSC discussion

There is a need for more information from
Gbg staff. A list of questions is compiled.

281603

Sea

Report from BELOS

Leakage stopped by Norwegian MIRG. Diving
team on board 003.

281607

Sea

Info from TURVA

Container probably found. Switch to other
sonar mode for confirmation.

281607

Sea

SOSC briefs staff

Status on container, request of plans for
retrieving the container (no reply) and request
for overflights and aerial pollution and
discovery (scheduled to 281800).

281625

Sea

003 updates SOSC

Chemical sanitation of BELOS’ deck initiated.

281640

Sea

Staff discussion

We need to wait until there is no gas before
starting to dive.

281645

Sea

003 to SOSC

003 requests again a container retrieval plan
from GBG staff. Situation report on traffic
close to BELOS has been produced. TURVA
has found the wrong container, the BELOS
container still unaccounted for.

281648

Sea

SOSC briefs GBG staff
(SOSC perspective – see also
281700)

A number of vessels inactive and exercise at
standstill. Can they return to harbor?
BELOS container still lost
Request to prepare plan for container retrieval.
Staff should update itself on the OSC diary.
SOSC finds feedback insufficient.

281648

Sea

SOSC questions to staff

What to do with BELOS? What to do with
ships with no tasks? Damage report BELOS?
HNS response situation report? Possibility of
boarding BELOS?

281658

Sea

SOSC calls NOSCs for
information

ARKONA and NORDEN cannot work at
night, and request information on where to
anchor. ST D (KURVITS) has collected all
equipment and awaits orders.
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281700

Sea

SOSC informs staff (staff
perspective).

Wrong container retrieved. BELOS leak is
repaired. What to do with BELOS? And the
units that are idle? And what should TURVA
do when they find the container?
Working time left? Who can work over night?
Update warning to public if gas is no longer
leaking.
Start diving.
Do an inventory of available vessels – at least
one must work through the night.

281700

Sea

003 calls SOSC

HNS operations has restarted, new leak.

281705

Sea

Report from 003 to GBG
staff

New leak on BELOS. Gas is flowing, rescue
divers again. (Is this a direct report 003>staff?)

281717

Sea

SOSC briefs SOSC personnel

DISTAFF request that vessels do night-time
operations, SOSC will ask NORDEN.

281725

Sea

EU CPT contacts staff

The EU CPT has a new set of question.

281725

Sea

Staff discussions

ST A must go in, TURVA is going in already
now. 003 will come after the leak is repaired
(about 1930).

281732

Sea

ARKONA to SOSC

Oil recovery finished in 30 min. SOSC: Will
contact ARKONA shortly about night-time
operations.

281743

Sea

SOSC informs vessels

Overflight planned to 1800. SOSC orders
NOSCs to report back vessel availability for
night time operations.

281746

Sea

TURVA to SOSC

TURVA is finishing the exercise (without any
such orders from SOSC).

281746

Sea

SOSC calls GBG staff

The vessels are losing patience as exercise is
coming to close.

281750281752

Sea

Ships/ST report to SOSC

Only NORDEN has the ability and will to do
night time operations.

281800

Sea

Staff meeting

SOSC: 003/divers are working on the leak. No
hull inspection done yet. All containers on
deck checked and secured. TURVA on its way
to harbor, found the wrong container. ST C has
finalized its oil mission. Also ST D. No more
oil left.
NORDEN is the only vessel that can be out at
night and retrieve oil.
Aerial overflight on its way. Will try to locate
container.
Base deployed in Ronneby.
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NORDEN will be the only vessel out during
the night, but only if there is oil to collect.
281800

Sea

Vessels to SOSC

All vessels report they will proceed to harbor
or anchor. Unclear to SOSC who gave that
order.

281832

Sea

281855

Sea

GBG staff decides

SEIDENFADEN’s divers will do a hull
inspection as soon as the leak is repaired.

281900

Sea

Aerial reconnaissance report
to GBG staff.

Oil discovered. And a buoy that they released
in the morning and no one has collected.

281900

Sea

EU contacts the staff

In the end, the EU CPT is put into contact with
the staff press function.

281906

Sea

281906

Sea

SOSC calls staff

SOSC asks for aerial images. There are
images, but they have not been sent to the
SOSC.

281909

Sea

003 to DISTAFF

003 has no working time left to do diving.
DISTAFF informs that SEIDENFADEN will
do the diving.

281916

Sea

GBG staff work

Staff uses the HELCOM GRID for the first
time during the exercise to define the area for
NORDEN. However, NORDEN do not use it
as it seems.

281933

Sea

Who gives the order?

SEIDENFADEN is ordered to carry out hull
inspection.

281933

Sea

281946

Sea

Situation report from rescue
leader

All vessels except for SEIDENFADEN,
NORDEN and ARCONA returns to harbor.

281953

Sea

Rescue leader (staff) orders
NORDEN

NORDEN ordered to begin oil recovery.

282000

Sea

Aerial reconnaissance communicates directly
with NORDEN. HELCOM GRID sent out
from staff.

282003

Sea

HYLJE anchors at sea

282036

Sea

Staff discussions

Staff realize that there are no plans for how to
sanitize the non-Swedish vessels.

282040

Sea

NORDEN to staff

NORDEN confirms position in HELCOM
GRID and begins oil recovery.

GUNNAR SEIDENFADEN to do hull
inspection on BELOS.

Popcorn released in area 4

TURVA back in harbor. To restart activities
0600 next morning.
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282050

Sea

GBG staff planning for night
and day 2

Those vessels that go to harbor should leave
290600. Check with 033 and
SEIDENFADEN. 003 and TURVA will dive
for the container day 2. 033 will continue hull
inspection of BELOS. SEIDENFADEN will
recover oil.
Miss in planning/communication within the
staff means that 003 will need to anchor up, as
it cannot lie outside of TURVA.
Staff goes through papers to try to find
documentation of the available vessels and
their capabilities, including divers. Looking
for divers that are supposed to be in stand-by.
Checking the available working time for
SEIDENFADEN and NORDEN.

282100

Sea

SOSC stands down.

Staffs leads SEINDFADEN and NORDEN
directly. Discussed that there are no hinders
for this in the HELCOM manual.

282100

Sea

Staff meeting

SOSC: I have stand down. NORDEN on its
way to new oil. SEIDENFADEN prepares
diving on BELOS.
Unclear who ordered vessels to go to harbor.
HNS operation finished 1921.
STAFF: Withdraw the warning to the public.
No information on SEIDENFADEN and the
diving.
Oil spill will reach HANÖ island at noon
tomorrow if NORDEN fails to recover the oil.
NORDEN has declared that it can work 24/7
without restrictions.
Need to clean all vessels, where and how?
1200 m3 oil has been recovered. Base built
and ready in RONNEBY harbor.
PRESS: A lot of calls this evening. Will send
out a press release after the meeting.
Staff has no contact with SEIDENFADEN,
only via mail with NORDEN. Need to be
fixed.

282110

Sea

Aerial reconnaissance direct NORDEN to oil.

282124

Sea

SEIDENFADEN begins hull inspection

282214

Sea

SEINDFADEN finish hull inspection

282220 290600

Sea

Weather forces aerial reconnaissance to return
to base.
NORDEN continues working all through the
night within designated area.

282300

Sea

Staff hands over to night personnel.
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290630

Sea

Call from fisherman

Oil spill

290641

Sea

DISTAFF inject

DISTAFF wants renewed hull inspection and
recovering of lost container

290715

Sea

Staff meeting

Plan is to dive for container and continue hull
inspection. SOSC reports that
SEIDENFADEN dived on BELOS during the
night, but has no information on the results –
should not the staff have this information?
There was a diving accident (exercise).
Many calls from the public, a press release
sent out 2200. Contacts with the County
Administrative Board ready to create a
common press center.
NORDEN has worked all night, retrieved 800
m3 of oil.
SOSC given the task to check for divers and to
form strike teams, and then report back to
staff.
Discussion on cleaning the vessels, especially
the big ones represent a challenge.
Cooperation conference with the County
Administrative Board at 0900.

290719

Sea

DISTAFF inject to GBG staff

Location of container given to vessels (but
may have moved)

290743

Sea

Staff to SOSC

Information about oil pollution spotted by
public.
SOSC considers sending TURVA to recover
oil.
However TURVA left 0620 for the BELOS
incident.
033/SOSC is still in the harbor as they had not
received any departing orders from the staff.

290745

Sea

SOSC to SEIDENFADEN

SOSC request information on the night time
hull inspection from SEIDENFADEN,
including on injury. Reply on email.

290745290818

Sea

SOSC to vessels

SOSC gives tasks to, and forms strike team
with, available vessels. Some vessels leave
port about 0800.

290800

Sea

SOSC to GBG staff.

SOSC request aerial images from staff. Staff
replies that overflight is planned to 291000.
Then delayed to 1200.

290800

Sea

SOSC takes firmer grip of all
operations.

Must manage contacts with HNS, diving, lifesaving and rescue operations – not be outside
the loop.
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290813

Sea

ARKONA to SOSC

ARKONA reports oil

290815

Sea

GBG staff to operation

Weather and drift sent via Sea Track Web The
information was available from 0630.

290816

Sea

SOSC update to GBG staff

Initiated oil recovery operation, and 003 lead
HNS operation.

290819

Sea

290822

Sea

SOSC to 003

SOSC asks 003 if they need support from 802
CARINA in diving operations. TURVA has 6
divers, 003 has 3 and SEIDENFADEN has 9.
Deemed enough.

290828

Sea

SOSC situation report to staff
on diving operation.

Request that staff consider towing container
and information on environmental concerns.

290830

Sea

Staff to SOSC

SOSC receives prognosis for pollution drift.

280833

Sea

SOSC discussion

SOSC asks for more proactive in
communications with GBG staff and 003 as it
has not worked as it should earlier.

290840

Sea

003 to SOSC

003 informs that they will do a three point
anchor above the container. TURVA will
inspect the hull with ROV. SEIDENFADEN
will help out with the hull inspection with light
divers.

TURVA does the hull inspection, 003 dives
for container. Discussion on how to recover
the container.

When container on board, chemical diving will
be carried out.
290850

Sea

GBG staff to SOSC

GBG staff asks about the content in the
container.

290858

Sea

SOSC to ARKONA

SOSC asks ARCONA to report size of oil
spill. ARCONA reports aprox 2*5 cables.

290900

Sea

Situation report from SOSC
to GBG staff

Information about the vessel in distress. Asked
to call back

290900

Sea/Land

Cooperation conference
Coast Guard Staff and the
regional/local actors on the
shore.

CG informs on the oil, most is recovered but
may reach the shore. Discussion on how to
prioritize resources both at sea and on land.
CG reports on planned diving.
Crisis communication discussed bilaterally
between press officers.

290911

Sea

SOSC discussion

SOSC discusses to use small vessels for
reconnaissance. Difficult with not aerial
images to lead them.

290915290920

Sea

GBG staff discussion

See to that the small vessels are participating
and given tasks.
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Have we secured the BELOS oil leakage with
booms?
290922

Sea

033 reports to SOSC

New oil spill.

290923

Sea

SOSC to vessels.

SOSC forms a new ST and reports to staff.
Sends small vessels on reconnaissance
missions. (These will hereafter continuously
report new spills.) ST C (SAKAI, VARONIS,
KURVITZ) is enhanced with 033. Another
team (ST B) is also formed and reformed.
Reports on spills and ST.
Reports on TURVA ROV on BELOS.
003 will do helmet diving and then chemical
diving.
SOSC do not see a possibility at this stage to
secure BELOS with booms.

290938

Sea

Fishermen reports to GBG
staff

Oil at several positions

290953

Sea

Report to GBG staff.

003 will anchor over the container. “Three
point anchor”

290954

Sea

SOSC to ST C

ST C given new position. After small vessels
have found new oil.

290959

Sea

SOSC report to GBG staff

TURVA ROV found 15 cm hole, two oil
recovery operations on their way. 033
proceeds to new slick.

291000

Sea

Staff meeting

SOSC: Two oil recovery operations, one
finished. ST B oilrecoviering. ST A prepares
diving. TURVA had done ROV on BELOS,
found a hole 15 cm. ST not completely ready
yet. Small vessels do reconnaissance.
PRESS: Dialogue with land components.
Large units will be cleaned in
OSKARSHAMN, the small ones in HASSLÖ.
Liaison personnel from the rescue service tried
to coordinate with the County Board and local
communities, but somewhat vague interest.

291010

Sea

GBG staff/Rescue leader

It is decided that the large vessels will be
sanitized in OSKARSHAMN, the small ones
in HASSLÖ.

291010

Sea

NORDEN to SOSC, SOSC
to GBG staff.

NORDEN asks to release water (less than 15
ppm oil) into the sea. No ruling from staff or
SOSC, the problem delegated back to
NORDEN. Staff later says that if they need to
discharge this must be done at least 12 NM off
the coast.
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291036

Sea

DISTAFF to SOSC

Information to SOSC (from DISTAFF) that
ARKONA is full, need to lighter. Will prepare
to lighter to NORDEN.

291040

Sea

Report to SOSC from 003

Finnish diver struck by suspected lung emboli.
In pressure chamber. (Is this realistic when
diving on the hull?)

291045

Sea

SOSC to GBG staff

Information on the accident.

291050

Sea

SOSC to ARKONA

ARKONA is ordered to lighter to NORDEN.

291056

Sea

003 reports to SOSC

State of injured diver, towing of BELOS and
stabilization, contacts with Transportstyrelsen.

291059

Sea

SOSC informs GBG staff

BELOS damage assessment, BELOS towing,
Transportstyrelsen and ARKONA-NORDEN
lightering.

291105

Sea

003 to SOSC

TURVA has finalized hull inspection. Leak
patched.

291105

Sea

SOSC decides on ST

ST-C is allocated new task.

291120

Sea

SOSC briefs GBG staff

The improved health of injured diver.

291125

Sea

SOSX decision

SEIDENFADEN and SAKAI on stand-by for
the moment.

291131

Sea

SOSC decision

003 the only vessel left doing HNS.
SEIDENFADEN and TURVA has been given
other tasks. Has been taken out of ST-A.
Stand-by.

291130

Sea

SOSC brief GBG staff

Diving operations, BELOS leak, oil recovery,
TURVA and SEIDENFADEN

291136

Sea

ARKONA reaches NORDEN. To begin
lightering

291215

Sea

Reconnaissance overflight observed at 003

291216

Sea

FAENÖ to SOSC

FAENÖ reports to SOSC successful transport
of representative from Transportstyrelsen to
033. In spite of earlier discussions regarding
the risks considering the HNS operation.

291225

Sea

NORDEN to SOSC

Lightering goes well, one hour remains.

291238

Sea

291242

Sea

291244

Sea

New oil discovered (but outside exercise area,
wrong coordinates)
DISTAFF question to 003

Will you be able to lift the container in time?
Yes, we believe so. Operation will be hurried
up.
Diving from 003 begins
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291345

Sea

GBG staff discussion

Staff (CoS) wonders if any situation report has
been distributed today? Meeting with the EU
CPT planned to 1300, but there is no
compilation of today’s events.

291249

Sea

GBG staff to SOSC

TURVA and SEIDENFADEN escorts BELOS
to harbor. BELOS sails under its own steam.

291300

Sea

Staff meeting

SOSC: Reports on oil collected, on the diving
accident, the lightering (went well), continued
diving from TURVA and the found hole that
was patched. 003 will recover the container.
Transportstyrelsen has deemed BELOS as
stable.
A situation report is being developed by the
staff.
New press release planned.
CoS:BELOS off the ground, only small
amounts of oil left and the container is being
recovered.

291330

Sea/Land

Cooperation conference

CG staff reports on the situation, no longer
risk for oil hitting shore.

291333

Sea

291335

Sea

SOSC to staff and SOSC to
vessels

All vessels should stand by. SOSC asks staff
to be allowed to return BD18 vessels to port.
Granted by staff.

291341

Sea

SOSC to vessels

All vessels with no oil in sight should prepare
their equipment and go to port.

291350

Sea

ARKONA to SOSC

Lightering completed.

291403

Sea

SOSC to vessels

Stand-by

291411

Sea

SOSC to staff

SOSC inquiries about ENDEX. No contact.

291411

Sea

ENDEX from DISTAFF

Remaining vessels go to harbor, the last ones
arrive about 16:30.

Divers up, container found and intact. Will be
recovered soon (however, the time ran out and
the container was recovered after the exercise)
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Appendix B The Evaluation Concept and the
Evaluation Plan
There were two dedicated evaluation groups in the BALEX DELTA 2018 (BD 18). The first one was the
HELCOM Exercise Evaluation Team (EET), which is stipulated in the HELCOM manual and focused on
the operational and technical aspects of the exercise. The EET furthermore assessed the performance and
the overall capability of the participants. The EET consisted of marine pollution response experts with a
deep understanding of the principles to be followed in operational co-operation on the Baltic Sea as well as
of the HELCOM exercise framework. The experts in the EET came from the Contracting Party that hosted
this year´s exercise (Sweden), from the Contracting Party that hosted last year’s exercise (Russia) and from
the Contracting Parties that will host the two coming exercises (Denmark and Estonia). The EET presented
its initial observations during the exercise debriefing and the final report was presented to the HELCOM
RESPONSE in November 2018.
The second evaluation group in BALEX DELTA 2018 was the Project Evaluation Team (PET). It was led
by the Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE) and supported by the Swedish Defence Research Agency
(FOI). The personnel in the PET were experts on evaluation and focused on the fulfillment of a number of
specified exercise aims and objectives, on the functionality of the HELCOM RESPONSE procedures and
on the functionality of the HELCOM RESPONSE exercise framework. The group evaluated the preexercise together with the alarm-exercise, as well as the main exercise both at sea and on the shore. The
results will form one basis for recommendations for changes in responsible organizations on all levels,
including EU, HELCOM, and the Contracting Parties.
There were overlaps in the mandates of the two evaluation teams and they have worked closely together in
the exercise. The PET has benefited from the technical expertise of the EET.Evaluation Plan
Evaluation is an important and integral part of BALEX DELTA 2018 and had two main strands: The
evaluation of the HELCOM procedures and methods, and the evaluation of the exercise objectives and their
fulfillment. The results from the evaluation will help HELCOM and the Contracting Parties to further
develop the BALEX DELTA exercise format, including the exercise frameworks in the HELCOM manual,
but also to develop the HELCOM procedures and methods regarding co-operation in response to marine
pollution.
In order to ensure that the BALEX DELTA 2018 result in processes for learning and improving, there will
be several post-exercise meetings where the results from the evaluation will be discussed and turned into
recommendations to HELCOM RESPONSE.
There was two dedicated evaluation groups in the BALEX DELTA 2018. The first one was the HELCOM
Exercise Evaluation Team (EET), which is stipulated in the HELCOM manual. It consisted of marine
pollution response experts with a deep understanding of the principles to be followed in operational cooperation on the Baltic Sea as well as of the HELCOM exercise framework. The experts came from the
Contracting Party that will host the exercise (Sweden) as well as from the Contracting Party hosting
arranging last year’s exercise (Russia) and the Contracting Parties hosting the two coming exercises
(Denmark and Estonia). The main responsibility of the EET was the evaluation of the operational and
technical aspects of the exercise, and the group e.g. evaluated the realism of the scenario as well of the
simulation and of the tasks given to the participants. It furthermore assessed the performance and the
overall capability of the participants.
In BALEX DELTA 18 there was also a second group, the Project Evaluation Team (PET). It was led by the
project partner SYKE (Finnish Environment Institute) and supported by the Swedish Defence Research
Agency (FOI). The personnel in the PET were evaluation experts and focused their evaluation on the
fulfillment of a number of specified exercise aims and objectives, on the functionality of the HELCOM
procedures and on the benefits of, and challenges for, the developed exercise format. The group evaluated
the SEA, STAFF and SHORE exercises.
There were overlaps between the two evaluation teams. The PET depended on the EET for the technical
and operational assessments necessary in the evaluation of the exercise objectives, the HELCOM
procedures and the exercise format. The PET and the EET worked closely together in the exercise.
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The overall objectives for the BALEX DELTA 2018 exercise
There were three overall objectives for the BALEX DELTA 2018 that are stated in the EU application:
•
•

•

To train and improve the response capacity and the mutual understanding of at sea and on the shore
actors.
To increase the responsiveness and capability of the participating organizations at sea and on the
shore, allowing for more effective handling of spills, including crisis communication to the public,
and cooperation on the national and international level. (from “expected results”).
To discuss how to handle incidents with regard to frameworks but also to discuss the responsibility
and roles of the actors, how the actors can live up to the responsibility and need for cooperation.
(from “Exercise phase/Main exercise”).

These objectives were evaluated through an overall assessment based on all of the results in the evaluation.
There were no specific indicators or measurement points associated with them.
The BALEX DELTA Exercise Framework for the pre-ex/alarm-ex and the main ex entails both immediate
aims that will be achieved directly during the exercise as well as follow-up aims that are achieved through
analysis and evaluation of the exercises. The immediate aims entail statements of the elements of HELCOM
that are tested through the exercise, including the operative understanding and capabilities of the participants
themselves. The follow-up aims were stated in terms of improvement of operational understanding,
capabilities and frameworks.
The exercise framework further laid out indicators connected to the aims. These indicator were further
clarified and refined into means of verification by the partners involved in the evaluation.

The aims and objectives of the main ex
Aims regarding the improvement of the response capacity
In the Description of Work, there were several aims and objectives regarding improved response capacity of
the contracting parties. The overall aim, mentioned several times, was to improve the response capacity. This
aim was connected to several more specific goals. The underlying assumption was that there was room for
improvement of the response capacity and that this improvement could be achieved through a number of
different types of activities.
Since there is no “base-line” of measurements, it is very difficult to measure an increase. It is necessary to
define what response capacity is, for example, and what the relationships between the aim and the given goals
look like.
However, by using the interviews and questionnaires it is possible to derive data points from self-evaluation.
The EET, with their long experience from exercises and operations, could also be asked to look at some
specific aspects and compare the results with the results from earlier exercises. It should be noted that it is
not only through the short-term effects of the exercise improvements can be seen. Improvements due to for
instance the AAR, LI meeting and revisions (planned or implemented) of the procedures are results as well.

Aim 1) To improve the response capacity by enhancing and supporting cooperation between
marine response actors, on all levels. (objectives)
Aim 2) To improve the response capacity by testing new concepts and frameworks. (objectives)
Aim 3) To improve the response capacity by implementing and improving common operational
procedures and methods. (objectives)
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Aim 4) To improve the response capacity by establishing a common approach and coordination
when coping with an international incident connected to hazardous and noxious substances.
(objectives)
Common and established guidelines on how to react to an international HNS incident. (from
“expected results”)
Aim 5) Improved response capacity for maritime incidents with hazardous and noxious substances
(HNS) on all levels, due to familiarity with each other’s operational procedures. (from “expected
results”)
The overall goal is to improve the response capacity, and aims 1-5 are different and necessary aspects of
this. In the evaluation improving response capacity is analyzed as a separate aim, together with the aims 15.
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Verification of aims regarding improving the response capacity, both sea and shore.
Aim
Indicators
B0.
Improving Fulfillment of aims B1-B5.
response capacity.

Means of verification
Analysis of the fulfillment of aims B1-B5.
Verified through the PET analysis.

---

---

Increased sense of capability among the
participants after the exercise

Self-evaluation.
Verified through a general question in the questionnaire
(interview for the staff).
Verified through similar questions in the interviews.
Verified through observations from the EET, observers at
the chemical exercise etc. (not PET)
---

--Processes
for
knowledge/capacity
multinationally.

1. National processes for disseminating and learning,
disseminating
increasing capacity broadly.
nationally
and
Verified through interviews.
2. Processes within HELCOM for disseminating and
learning, increasing capacity broadly.
Verified through analysis (existence and effect) of AARmeeting and the LI-meeting (preparations).

B1. Enhancing and
supporting
cooperation between
marine
response
actors, on all levels.

Elements of cooperation are included in the
exercise.

Elements of cooperation in the exercise
Verified through analysis of the exercise plans.
Verified through PET observations.
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Identified in the exercise plans are the following between
SEA/SHORE:

•

Carry
out
a
“Samverkanskonferens”
(cooperative conference) between the sea and
shore exercises during the Tuesday. This
should aim at mutual information, including
the SEA exercise estimation regarding the drift
of oil and chemicals.
• At some stage during the Tuesday questions
may be asked from SHORE to staff.
• Need for coordination of crisis communication
to the public.
Identified in the exercise plan are the following between
Host Nation – supporting nations/organization:
•
•

None, apart from operational cooperation.
Crisis communication should be one possible
area.
Identified in the exercise plan are the following between
EU CPT and SEA/SHORE:
•

--Participants observe tangible enhancement of
cooperation.

B2. Testing
concepts
frameworks.

new
and

New concepts and frameworks
introduced during the exercise.

are

Included in other parts of the evaluation.

--Verified through self-evaluation in interviews and
questionnaire.
Verified through analysis of the exercise plans. The new
concepts and frameworks will mainly be new in the manual
and/or new because not previously trained and found in
the following categories:

•
•
•

Exercise framework (SEA/SHORE see below)
Alarm-ex/Pre-ex (CECIS-MP/SSN) (SEA/SHORE)
Sea-shore cooperation (SEA/SHORE)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crisis communication (SEA/SHORE)
The environmental atlas (SEA/SHORE)
HNS including chemdive (SEA) Use of manual
vol 2, including concepts for diving.
Diving (SEA), need for concepts for diving?
Night operations (SEA),
Rearranging strike teams (SEA)
Guidelines for oil sampling (new in manual ch 6
since 2014)
Air surveillance (new in manual ch 7 since
2015/17)
HELCOM Manual Volume 3 (updated 2017),
SHORE
Host Nation Support EU Guidelines (SHORE)

Identified in the Explan HNS are:

•
•
•
•

CHEMDIVE
DIVING on container
Collection and analysis of information on types
of chemicals.
Handing over information (between SEA and
STAFF, between different teams etc.)

Other identified new elements are:

•
•
•
•

Night time operations, the direction of
operations at night using air surveillance
resources.
Use of Open Uform strike team formation.
Differential arrival of vessels and reformation
of strike teams.
Emergency towing.
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On SHORE, the new elements are:

• The SHORE elements as such.
• Cooperation with EU CPT
• Using the Environmental Atlas.
• Crisis Communication?
(Coord SEA/SHORE, in Sweden, multinationally)
Verified through EET, PET and other observers
observations, to ensure that the elements are really
included and has the intended effects.

---

---

Verified through observations by PET observers.

The functionality of the identified new
concepts and frameworks are noted and
analyzed during and after the exercise.an
increased sense of capability among the
participants after the exercise.
B3.
Implementing IMPLEMENTING
and
improving Common operational procedures
common operational methods are implemented.
procedures
and
methods.

Verified through conclusions being discussed at the AARmeeting and the LI meeting.

and

Closely related to B2, and verification will mainly be done
on the basis of the collection and analysis of in B2. While
B2 looks at the functionality of a number of different
concepts/frameworks, focus in B3 will be on the overall
usability of the exercise format/design for implementing
methods.

---

---

IMPROVING

Closely related to B2, although some methods/procedures
in need of improvement may not be new. Mainly verified
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Procedures and methods in need for
improvement are noted during the exercise.

Identified procedures/methods are analyzed
and suggestions for improvement are
presented. Conclusions in reports are
discussed at AAR- and LI-meetings,
suggestions for HELCOM response are
formulated.
B4. Establishing a
common approach
and
coordination
when coping with an
international
incident connected to
hazardous
and
noxious substances.

Elements in the exercise helps establishing a
common approach and coordination when
coping with an international incident
connected to HNS.

through the analysis of B2/functionality. If necessary a
specific method/procedure may be studied with the
instruments in B2.

Verified through the observation of the conclusions being
discussed at the AA meeting and the LI meeting.

Verified through analysis of the exercise plans. Specific
focus on the use of the procedures in vol 2 in the exercise.
Identified in the Explan HNS are:

•
•
•

CHEMDIVE
DIVING on container
Collection and analysis of information on types
of chemicals.
• Handing over information (between SEA and
STAFF, between different teams etc.)
• Collecting as well as understanding and acting
on information regarding the chemical
substances.
• Cooperation with on the SHORE operations.
• Etc.
The actual implementation of elements in the exercise will
be confirmed by observations, probably by the HNS group
of experts.
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-----

Verified through self-evaluation using interviews.

The common approaches and coordination
used in the exercise are seen as relevant for
the handling of HNS incidents.
Verified through expert analysis by the EET and HNS
experts.
Identified in the Explan HNS are:

•
•
•
•
•

•

CHEMDIVE
DIVING on container
Collection and analysis of information on types
of chemicals.
Handing over information (between SEA and
STAFF, between different teams etc.)
Collecting as well as understanding and acting
on information regarding the chemical
substances.
Etc.

-----

Verified through PET observations during the AAR- and
LI-meetings.

Identified approaches, coordination and
guidelines that should be common are
analyzed and suggestions for improvement
are presented. Conclusions in reports are
discussed at AAR- and LI-meetings,
suggestion for HELCOM response are
formulated.
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B5. Familiarity with Elements in the exercise helps developing
each
other’s familiarity with each other’s operational
operational
procedures.
procedures

Verified through analysis of the exercise plans.
Verified through PET observations that these elements
are implemented. No specific elements are identified in
explan, apart from the general issues of working
together, for instance in the HNS. But also in emergency
towing, nighttime operations lead from aircraft and crisis
communication may be included. Also HELCOM - EU
CPT cooperation.
Self-evaluation of the familiarity with each other’s
operational procedures.
Verified through interviews and questionnaire, including
a question on the necessity of such familiarity for an
improved response capacity.

Aims related specifically to the at sea exercise
Aims
Aim 1) At sea actors will be tested and trained in an environment with increased complexity
compared to previous exercises (identify/analyse pollution at sea, differential arrival of ships,
composition of strike teams as the ships arrive and re-composition of new strike teams in response
to specific ship limitation/requirements, combat oil and chemical substances, night time operations
and diving and on the shore operations will contribute to a more demanding exercise for the
command chain and the strike teams at sea. (from “Exercise phase/Main exercise” and form
T3a/6, at sea exercise)
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This is a general aim, which basically says that the at sea exercise should be more complex than in earlier exercises. Several examples of such increased complexity
are given in the text. However, the introduction of increased complexity need to be evaluated in itself, including the necessity and functionality of such complexity.

Aim

Indicators

Means of verification

C1.
Increased
complexity

Elements of increased complexity are
introduced in the exercise.

Verified through PET analysis of the exercise plans.
Identified issues are: Several elements of operations
ongoing simultaneously (SHORE-SEA, CHEM-OIL, etc),
nighttime ops lead from airplane, reformation of strike
team during ongoing operations, emergency towing, need
for increased flows of information within SEA-opn. In
addition to these are the whole new HNS operation, with
teams from different countries cooperating.

These includes for instance increased
pressure on the command chain, and the
examples mentioned in the aim.

Verified through PET observations that these elements
are implemented
--The increased complexity is seen as realistic
and useful.

--Verified through self-evaluation using interviews and
questionnaires.
Verified through expert analysis/observation by the EET
and/or HNS experts.
Identified issues are: Several elements of operations
ongoing simultaneously (SHORE-SEA, CHEM-OIL, etc),
nighttime ops lead from airplane, reformation of strike
team during ongoing operations, emergency towing, need
for increased flows of information within SEA-opn. In
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addition to these are the whole new HNS operation, with
teams from different countries cooperating.
Increased pressure on the command chain, and level of
situation awareness.

Aims especially for the exercise on the shore
Aims
Aim 1) To test and train the frameworks and discuss responsibilities among involved actors,
focusing on cooperation to handle the incident, TTX. (From form T3a/5, on-shore exercise)
Aim 2) The EU CIVIL PROTECTION mechanism and its procedures are to be trained in the
exercise. This includes the ERCC, EU CIVIL PROTECTION TEAM and the use of the DG ECHO
host nation support guidelines. (from “Exercise phase/Main exercise”)
Aim 3) Learn how to respond to incidents and to use the EU CIVIL PROTECTION mechanism
and its resources. (from “Exercise phase/Main exercise”)
Aim 4) Some interaction with the at sea exercise is intended (From form T3a/5, on-shore exercise)
(see aims regarding cooperative training elements).
Verification of aims regarding on the shore exercise especially.
Aim

Indicators

Means of verification

D1. To test and train
the frameworks and
discuss responsibilities
among involved actors,
focusing
on
cooperation.

The TTX on the shore includes elements
that test or train the frameworks.

Verified through analysis of the exercise plans.
It should be noted if the main purpose of single elements is
to test or to train.
Implementation verified through PET observations.
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Areas of specific interest identified in the Explan are: The
SHORE framework as a whole, request – arrival – use –
disengagement – of international resources.
--The TTX on the shore includes
elements/discussions regarding
responsibilities among involved actors,
focusing on cooperation.

--It should be noted if the main purpose of the inclusion of
single elements is to test or to train.
Verified through analysis of the exercise plans.
Implementation verified through PET observations
Focus on cooperation SEA-SHORE (especially coastal
waters), SHORE-EUCPT and Sw-Int resources. Situation
awareness – sharing of information.

--The functionality of tested parts of the
frameworks are noted in the exercise.
The functionality of tested division of
responsibilities as well as the tested forms
for cooperation are noted during the
exercise.

--Verified through PET observations during the TTX (noting
the functionality is actually also part of the PET
evaluation).
Verified through interviews and questionnaires

--Noted functionality and aspects for
improvement are discussed at AAR- and
LI-meetings, suggestions for HELCOM
response are formulated.

--Verified through PET observations during the AAR- and LImeetings.
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D2.
The
CIVIL
PROTECTION
mechanism and its
procedures are to be
trained in the exercise.
This includes the
ERCC, EU CIVIL
PROTECTION
TEAM and the use of
the DG ECHO host
nation
support
guidelines

The TTX on the shore includes elements
regarding the CIVIL PROTECTION
mechanism.

D3. Learn how to
respond to incidents
and to use the EU
CIVIL
PROTECTION
mechanism and it
resources
(closely
related to aim D2).

The TTX on the shore includes elements
regarding the EU CIVIL PROTECTION
resources.

Verified through analysis of the exercise plans.
Verified through PET observations
There will be a meeting, which was first a EU CPT
presentation, but evolved to a more formal presentation
from the TTX to the EU CPT about the situation.
Furthermore, the awareness of the EU CPT and its
procedures will be tested.

--The participants are familiar with the
CIVIL PROTECTION mechanism and
its procedures.

--Verified through self-evaluation using questionnaires and
interviews.
Elements regarding the CIVIL PROTECTION mechanism
are included in the exercise.
Verified through analysis of the exercise plans.
Verified through PET observations
---

--The participants on the shore know how
to use the EU CIVIL PROTECTION
mechanism and its resources

Self-evaluation
Verified through PET observations, questionnaire and
interviews.
Verified through other parts of the evaluation.

--The participants have increased their
ability to use the EU CIVIL

--Self-evaluation
Verified through PET observations, questionnaire and
interviews.
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D4. Interaction with
the at sea exercise.

PROTECTION mechanism and its
resources.

Verified through other parts of the evaluation.

Interaction takes place in the exercise,
possibly through simulation.

Elements of interaction are included in the exercise.
Verified through analysis of the exercise plans.
Verified through PET observations.

(Mainly dealt with in
E1-E2)
Important that the interaction has consequences, not just
“for the sake of it”.

•
•

Cooperative conference
Other aspects (sharing of situation awareness,
questions being asked etc.)

Aims regarding cooperative training elements on shore/at sea
Aims
Aim 1) There will be some elements where actors at sea and on the shore will train together.
Combined elements could include sharing information, prioritizing between geographic areas to
maximize the effect while respecting environmental values. Other common issues are which
methods to use in a given affected area, to handle resources arriving by land to sea units, to empty
vessels of substances in a harbor etc. (from “Exercise phase/Main exercise”)
Verification of aims regarding cooperative training elements.
Aim

Indicators

Means of verification

E1. Combined on
shore/at sea training

Inclusion of combined elements in the
exercise. Especially elements including

Inclusion of elements of combined training in the
exercise.
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prioritization, unity of crisis
communication, combined operations,
and/or division of responsibilities. Dividing
or uniting aspects especially interesting.

Verified through analysis of the exercise plans.
Shared situation awareness, crisis communication,
prioritization of efforts, division of labor in coastal
watersand the handling of any resources arriving by
land to SEA resources will be the main focus of the
evaluation.
Verified through PET observations
---

--The challenges in this type of combined
operations are noted.
E2. Development of
the procedures for
combined exercises.

Noted challenges regarding combined
training are discussed at AAR- and LImeetings, suggestions for HELCOM
response are formulated.

Verified through observations by the EET and PET, and
since also a part of the PET task, through interviews.
Verified through PET observations during the AAR- and
LI-meetings.

Aims regarding the participants general understanding of the HELCOM and EU frameworks
Aims
Aim 1) The marine pollution services, and the CIVIL PROTECTION actors, have knowledge of the
roles and responsibilities when handling a pollution event. (expected results)
Aim 2) The exercise participants on the shore, are able to use HELCOM, EU CIVIL PROTECTION
frameworks, procedures and methods in response to a major pollution at sea and on the shore from
the request of resources until the resources are disengaged. (from “expected results”)
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Aim 3) Build knowledge of routines and challenges when handling pollution at sea and on the
shore. (from “Exercise phase/Main exercise”)
(1) and (2) are outcomes. However, they could also be seen as something that is to be proved/tested during the exercise. (3) is something to be achieved through the
exercise.
Together they are about knowledge and ability to use frameworks, procedures and methods and knowledge about roles and responsibilities. It will not be possible to
test every participant’s usage of every part of the frameworks. Instead we will have to identify some test cases, and maybe use the EET to collect some answers to
specific questions regarding specific procedures. It should be noted that some of the questions are touched upon in other sections (notably aims for the shore
specifically and aims related to the evaluation of the HELCOM procedures).

Verification of aims regarding the participants’ general understanding of the HELCOM and EU frameworks.
Aim

Indicators

Means of verification

F1. HELCOM and EU
CIVIL
PROTECTION:
Knowledge of roles
and responsibilities

Ability to act in a correct manner, in
accordance with roles and responsibilities,
in the main exercise.

Verified through observations by PET (SHORE and
STAFF), PET/EET (SEA) and Swedish EU CIVIL
PROTECTION driver (EU CIVIL PROTECTION)
regarding roles and responsibilities during the main ex.
Self-evaluation of knowledge using interviews.
Closely related to i.a. aim D1, in the section aims
specifically for the exercise on the shore.

F2. Ability to
HELCOM and
CIVIL
PROTECTION

use
EU

Relevant frameworks, procedures and
methods are included in the exercise.

Verified through analysis of the ex-plan.
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frameworks
request
disengagement.

from
to

Unclear what will be included, but these questions should
be asked:

•

Are relevant EU CPT procedures used?

Are the relevant HELCOM procedures used?
Implementation verified through PET/EET observations.
Discussion needed on what “relevant” mean.
---

--Successful use of frameworks, procedures
Verified through EET, PET and experts’ observations on
and methods.
chosen issues/procedures.
Verified through self-evaluation of increased ability in
interviews and questionnaires.

F3. Build knowledge of
routines
and
challenges

IN F2

IN F2

Aims regarding the use of the Environmental atlas
Aims
Aim 1) The value of the Environmental atlas is communicated especially to international
participants. (expected results)
Aim 2) The marine pollution services, and the CIVIL PROTECTION actors, have knowledge of the
Environmental atlas in order to protect sensitive areas at sea and on the shore. (expected results)
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These aims regard a Swedish feature, the Environmental atlas, and is mainly of an informational character. However, knowledge of the atlas could also form a basis
for the shore-sea cooperation on prioritization (see below).
Verification of aims regarding the use of the Environmental atlas.
Aim

Indicators

G1. The value of the Activities (in the exercise or parallel with
Environmental atlas is the exercise) to inform about the
communicated
Environmental atlas.

Means of verification
Verified through analysis of the ex-plan.

•
•
•

EA is used in the SHORE TTX.
Is it used by the SEA staff?
How is it communicated?

Verified through PET observations
Verified through self-evaluation using
questionnaires/interviews
G2.
Actors
have
knowledge
of
the
Environmental atlas in
order
to
protect
sensitive areas at sea and
on the shore.

Elements where the Environmental Atlas
could be used are included in the
exercise.

Verified through analysis of the exercise plans.

Verified through EET and PET observations.

--Participants successfully use the
Environmental Atlas in the exercise.

--Verified through PET (SHORE/SEA/STAFF) and EET
(SEA) observations during the exercise.
Verified through self-evaluation of knowledge using
questionnaire.
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Aims regarding Crisis Communication to the public
Aims
Aim 1) Common and established guidelines on successful crisis communication during an HNS
incident. (from “expected results”)
Aim 2) To collaborate on crisis communication and sharing of information. (from “Exercise
phase/Main exercise”)
Verification of aims regarding Crisis Communication to the public.
Aim

Indicators

Means of verification

H1. Common and
established guidelines
for
crisis
communication

Elements regarding crisis communication
are included in the shore and sea exercises,
and include some element of collaboration
sea/shore.

Verified through analysis of exercise plan and through
PET observations of the implementation.
Unclear if and how the discussions regarding CC will be
included. Must be monitored. Important that this will be
about coordinating SEA-SHORE, SE-others and SE
national authorities.

--Challenges regarding coordinated crisis
communication are noted during the
exercise.

--Verified through EET (SEA)/PET (SHORE and STAFF)
observations.

---

---

Conclusions regarding guidelines for crisis
communication are discussed at AAR/LImeeting, and proposals for amendments to

Verified through observations from the AAR and LI
meetings
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the HELCOM response manuals are
suggested.
H2. Collaboration on
crisis communication
and
sharing
of
information

See indicator 1 above

See verification 1 above.

Aims related to lessons learned
Aims
Aim 1) To improve the response capacity by creating new learning opportunities built on lessons
learned. (objectives)
Aim 2) To improve the response capacity by implementing learning opportunities to all partners.
(objectives)
Aim 3) The lessons identified during evaluation is implemented and shared by seminars and
publications. (expected results)
Aim 4) To discuss where common approaches are needed to enhance the combat in relation to
different values that are to be protected by the operation; (from “Exercise phase/Main exercise”)
Aims 1 and 2 are closely connected to the aims regarding improved response capacity, aims D1.
Verification of aims regarding lessons learned.
Aim

Indicators

Means of verification

I1.
Create
new
learning opportunities
based
on
lessons
learned.

LI-meeting is carried out and documented.

Verified through PET observations.

---

---
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There are processes for implementing
recommendations in HELCOM and
nationally.

Verified through observations and interview.

I2.
Implementing
learning opportunities
to all partners.

See indicator 1 above

See above

I3. LL implemented
and
shared
by
seminars

See aim 1, 2 and 4.

See above

I4. The need for
common approaches
to enhance the combat
in relation to values to
be
protected
are
discussed.

Discussions and results at the hot-washup/AAR/LI-meetings

Observations at the HWU, AAR and LI-meetings

Aims related to the evaluation of the HELCOM procedures
These aims are closely related to the aims regarding the parties’ general understanding of the HELCOM and EU frameworks (F1-F3) and to several of the aims
regarding the shore exercise (especially D1-D3).
Aims
Aim 1) To improve the HELCOM RESPONSE Framework by implementing and further test the
recently developed procedures and methods in the HELCOM Frameworks. (objectives)
Aim 2) To improve the HELCOM RESPONSE Framework by evaluating the new HELCOM
SHORE Exercise framework, and provide recommendation on the further development in
conjugation with the at sea framework and national Host Nation Support guidelines. (objectives)
Aim 3) To improve the HELCOM RESPONSE Framework by further developing an overarching
exercise concept for at sea, on the shore and combined operations. (from “Objectives”)
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Aim 4) The exercise concept is tested and improved to facilitate for planning HELCOM and EU
forthcoming exercises on pollution at sea and on the shore. (expected results)
Aim 5) The new HELCOM SHORE Framework in combination with the at SEA Framework is
evaluated. (The newly developed Manual for on the SHORE operations puts a large emphasis on
the evaluation). (expected results)
Aims 2, 3 and 4 are here summarized into one (X): To test, evaluate, develop and improve the HELCOM RESPONSE Framework exercise concept.
Aims 1 and 5 are summarized into one (Y): To implement, test and evaluate new procedures and methods in the HELCOM RESPONSE Frameworks.
Verification of aims regarding HELCOM procedures.
Aim

Indicators

Means of verification

X: To test, evaluate,
develop and improve
the HELCOM
RESPONSE
Framework exercise
concept.

The HELCOM RESPONSE procedures
for exercises are used in the planning and
conduct of the exercise.

The procedures are used in the planning and conduct of
the exercise.
Verified through analysis of the exercise plans.
Verified through PET observations

--The HELCOM RESPONSE procedures
are able to produce good and productive
exercises.

--Verified through observations by PET, interviews and
questionnaires (specifically for the planning group) are
used.

Challenges and other aspects are noted in
the planning process.
--Improvements of the HELCOM
RESPONSE procedures for exercises are
discussed and suggested to HELCOM
RESPONSE

--Verified through observations in the after action process.
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Y: To implement, test New procedures and methods are used in
and
evaluate
new the exercise.
procedures and methods
in
the
HELCOM
RESPONSE
Frameworks.

Verified through PET analysis of the exercise plans.
PET observations during the exercises.
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Appendix C Evaluation of the Exercise Aims and
Objectives - SEA
Improving Response Capacity
The self-evaluation confirms that participants in the BALEX DELTA 2018 (BD 18) sea exercise generally
experienced enhanced response capacity as a result of the exercise.

The BD 2018 exercise has increased my
unit’s response capacity
No opinion
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither disagree, nor agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

This is furthermore supported by interviews conducted with participants in sea exercise. Interview
respondents found that BD 18 increased the response capacity of crews and organizations since it
highlighted strengths and shortcomings. The international character of the exercise was also seen by some
respondents as an opportunity, within the context of a holistic exercise, to face i.a. organizational, cultural,
linguistic and regulatory differences, as well as differences in practice. Previous BALEX DELTA exercises
can generally be regarded as drills in more or less separated exercise elements, e.g. oil combatting and
diving, and not as a holistic and complex exercise like BD 18.
However, the PET notes that the oil pollution component of the exercise was not sufficiently challenging
for such a large-scale exercise. Oil recovery ships were frequently waiting for new oil slicks to be
discovered or new tasks to be given to them. It seems that the oil spill did not simulate an incident of
challenging magnitude and location given the available response resources. To some extent this was also an
effect of the exercise design, where the realism in the planning, preparing and conducting operations was
prioritized over the pace and content of the exercise for every single participants. Hence, the exercise
enhanced the ability for leading and coordinating operations under stress but less individual vessels’ oil
recovery ability under stress.
From the following sections it can be concluded that the exercise, from the perspective of the participants at
sea, did enhance cooperation between marine actors, and that a number of important challenges in this kind
of complex operation were identified. Furthermore, a number of elements new to the HELCOM context
were introduced, although it cannot be said that the exercise tested concepts and frameworks as the
participants cooperated in new situations rather than used specific concepts and frameworks. The same was
true for the establishment of a common approach regarding hazardous and noxious substances. However, in
both cases the exercise showed on possible areas for future development, where the lessons from BD 18
could have an important role if HELCOM RESPONSE so wishes. Finally, the exercise did increase the sea
participants’ familiarity with each other’s operational procedures, although mostly on a hands-on and
practical level.
All taken together, the PET conclusion is that from the perspective of the sea exercise the objective of
increased response capacity has been achieved. Furthermore, the exercise has resulted in several important
areas for the further development of the HELCOM frameworks and the BALEX DELTA exercises.
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Enhancing and Supporting Cooperation between BALEX
DELTA Marine Response Actors
The BD 18 exercise at sea incorporated several elements that contributed to the enhancement of the
cooperation between BALEX DELTA marine actors: Multinational strike teams, multinational cooperation
in the operation regarding hazardous and noxious substances, vessels directed by aerial reconnaissance
during night-time operations etc.
The exercise provided training for multinational and inter-organizational units and chains of command.
Multinational strike teams, both for oil recovery operations and operations regarding hazardous and
noxious substances, were composed and recomposed across. The Swedish SOSC composed STs according
to capabilities rather than nationality and had under his command several multinational STs, resulting in
NOSCs commanding multinational groups of vessels with different capabilities. Oil pollution slicks were
further placed in such a way that the SOSC and NOSCs had to carefully consider safe maneuvering. Other
important elements enhancing cooperation was the multinational work in the operation regarding hazardous
and noxious substances, and the night-time operations lead from a Swedish reconnaissance aircraft.
PET observations indicate that it was mainly units from the Swedish Coast Guard that communicated with
non-marine participants in the exercise, e.g. the Flight Coordination Center and the Swedish Transport
Agency.
All through the exercise, aerial reconnaissance operations were carried out in the area, using aircraft from
the Swedish Coast Guard. However, the aerial imaging of oil pollution was often delayed in relation to
marine oil recovery operations, and on some occasions the relayed geographic information did not comply
with the exercise scenario and prerequisites. In effect, while waiting for aerial imaging other marine
initiatives to discover oil pollution; such as sending support vessels on oil pollution reconnaissance mission
or having the larger vessels and strike teams practice oil reconnaissance with rib boats, was postponed. As
images had an impact on the scenario development they also had to be checked by the DISTAFF before
being disseminated to the staff. It is the conclusion of the PET that this part of the aerial imaging operations
had little effect on the enhancement of the marine cooperation. As this element offered little training effects
for the aerial units, it is suggested to consider simulating some of the aerial reconnaissance in future
exercises and use images prepared in advance as injects.
On the other hand, it should be noted that the test of having aerial reconnaissance directing vessels during
the night-time operations was highly successful. This definitely enhanced the air-marine cooperation
capability.
Although BD 18 enhanced the cooperation between marine actors, there were still challenges. The exercise
design, with all vessels stand-by and ready from the beginning of the exercise was not fully realistic.
Although this gave the Coast Guard command staff and the other coordinating functions ample training in
working under stress, there was only limited training in prioritizing and managing resources. An alternative
scenario could have been an initial lack of marine resources, where international resources arrive
successively to the operation. Such a design could have forced participants to practice prioritization of
resources at an initial stage, as well as large-scale coordination of resource-use at a later stage.
In an exercise such as BD 18, just as would be the case in a real situation, there was a mix of different
vessels participating, of different sizes and with different capabilities. To make full use of these resources is
a true challenge, also in an exercise. One aspect is how the commanding functions (SOSC, NOSC, staff)
are to keep track of the resources and their capabilities so that they use them in the most rational manner
possible. For instance, should every participating Contracting Party/vessel fill in a registration form during
the planning of the operation were capabilities are indicated and specific requests for training? Another
aspect, equally important, is how to plan an exercise so that the resources participating have meaningful
tasks all through the operation. Interview respondents have suggested that it would have been useful to vary
the support tasks and injects directed at support vessels in oil combatting operations. This would create
situations where smaller vessels would train a broader array of their expertise and be more thoroughly
integrated in the operations of larger oil combatting ships of various nationalities. For example, support
functions could in future exercises be more readily used for retrieval and transport of equipment and for
sea-shore oil reconnaissance.
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In BD 18, the oil operation and the operations regarding hazardous and noxious substances became
somewhat separated. While the operations are different, both in capabilities and in needs for information, it
was observed that there were few discussions, if any, on what their mutual information needs were.
Interventions and injects to trigger realistic interactions between various operations could be further
developed in future BALEX DELTA exercises. Related to this, the role of the SOSC in a situation
including an ongoing operation regarding hazardous and noxious substances may need to be clarified. In
BD 18 the SOSC did give the orders for what vessels should be deployed for the operations regarding
hazardous and noxious substances, but the flow of information from the chemical operation to the SOSC
was not satisfying. Nor was the Coast Guard staff able to fill this void, and often lacked information on
important parts of the exercise, such as the results from the hull inspection in the evening of day one.
One concrete suggestion from interviewees in order to further improve the response capacity is to
incorporate strike team debriefings after the completion of each exercise phase, i.a. day one, night one, and
day two. BALEX DELTA exercises, BD 18 included, have so far only included one post-exercise Hot
Wash-Up debriefing for captains after the completion of the exercise. This has generally been short, and
focused on overarching conclusions. However, if multinational strike teams had their own debriefings this
could add a considerable learning effect. One strike team took initiative and had a post-exercise meeting
with national components in the team for crew-level debriefing which was considered successful.

Testing and Implementing New Concepts and Frameworks
This section discuss three different objectives identified in the evaluation plan: Testing new concepts and
frameworks, implementing and improving common operational procedures and methods, and to implement,
test and evaluate new procedures and methods in the HELCOM REPSONSE frameworks.
The BD 18 sea exercise aimed at introducing several novel concepts and frameworks such as: cooperation
sea-shore, crisis communication (to the general public), chemical operations and chemical diving, underwater operations (diving and ROV), night-time operations, re-arranging of strike teams, oil sampling, air
surveillance operations, and EU Host Nation Support. The purpose of introducing these new concepts and
frameworks was to analyze their functionality during and after the exercise.
With the exception of the cooperation sea-shore, crisis communication, and EU Host Nation Support all of
these elements were observed by the PET in the exercise at sea. Strike teams were composed and
recomposed several times according to needs, capabilities and availabilities. Oil sampling was conducted
during the exercise, albeit not extensively or according to parameters and criteria that were clear to
observers. Operations regarding hazardous and noxious substances were practiced extensively throughout
the exercise timeline from start to finish, albeit by a limited number of participants.
Some of concepts were introduced, but not in a fully effective way. Flight surveillance was practiced but
the resulting observations had little impact on the sea exercise. One of the main purposes of the aerial
information was to provide injects to the exercise at sea,. However, for the observations to be used as
injects meant that it had to be checked not only by the staff in Gothenburg but also by the DISTAFF before
being released into the exercise. Hence, the inclusion of real overflights had little significance for the sea
exercise. In some cases the use of real flights meant that the information came too late to affect the
operation, which had to be controlled using other types of injects.
The use of reconnaissance aircraft to direct night-time oil recovery operations was on the other hand largely
a success and a good example of how the BALEX DELTA exercise format can be used to test new
procedures and methods in semi-realistic conditions. The experiment showed that the Swedish Coast Guard
aircrafts are able to locate oil spills during night, and furthermore to direct also non-Swedish vessels to
recover the located oil. The ability to conduct night-time oil recovery operations may prove crucial also for
smaller oil spills that may not usually result in requests for international support, as night time capability
may be imperative to prevent the pollution from reaching shore overnight. The aircraft did however only
lead one vessel (NORDEN), and it was afterwards underlined by the air crew that it would have been
possible, and more challenging, to lead two or three vessels. In practice the limitations in working hours put
a stop to the participation of other ships in the night time operations. Most vessels only had one crew,
where all individuals are engaged when the vessel is involved in operations combatting pollutions (oil or
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hazardous and noxious substances). Thus the restrictions in working hours prevent continuous 36 hours of
operations for a single vessel. The Response Commander’s staff in Gothenburg furthermore did not plan
for the usage of resources during night, for instance by ordering certain vessels to port in the afternoon, and
the DISTAFF did not give any such directives for the planning of the operations.
Night-time operations were also conducted in the form of diving from GUNNAR SEIDENFADEN, in
order to perform a hull inspection on the vessel in distress. This was successful, and also included the
handling of a diving accident.
Neither crisis communication to the public, nor direct communication with the shore were practiced by the
exercise at sea.
While new concepts were introduced to the exercise, it is not apparent that HELCOM frameworks
potentially available for these concepts were practiced by the sea exercise actors. On the contrary, none of
the interview respondents were aware of any new frameworks that had or should have been tested. In many
cases the participants sought practical solutions, which were often successful, rather than using the Manual.
Many exercise elements at sea were successful and will provide valuable information for the future
development of the HELCOM concepts and frameworks. Even elements that were not completely
successful, highlighted challenges and can contribute to this development. On the other hand, it should also
be noted that this will not happen automatically. Interview responses indicate that while new exercise
elements were trained, the lessons drawn from them were largely isolated to participants involved in those
specific exercise elements. For example, oil response vessels had little insight into what was going on in the
chemical response operations. This may be realistic, but highlights the need for a thorough and developed
technical evaluation that have the ability to identify and validate results and formulate recommendations for
the development the HELCOM framework and procedures.
Furthermore, the interviews also indicated that the exercise design sometimes complicated the testing of
new exercise concepts. The example of the night-time response operations have been mentioned above.
Regulatory frameworks may furthermore prevent risk-taking in exercises that otherwise would be possible
during real incidents, for example conducting night-time oil recovery without adequate sensors and with
fatigued crews.
The exercise design and the composition of strike teams may also have complicated the testing of the
HELCOM frameworks, even if and when these frameworks were well-known to participants. The chemical
response was conducted by Sweden and Finland, two countries with similar national procedures, hence a
preference for using those national procedures. They carried out the operation with a Norwegian MIRG that
operates outside of the HELCOM framework since Norway is not a HELCOM Member State. Respondents
participating in the chemical response operation indicated that the exercise parameters were unclear
regarding which frameworks and guidelines to practice. At times, exercise participants had to make
autonomous decisions about which security and health regulations to forego in order to drive the chemical
response forward and complete tasks within the time limitations set by the exercise.

Establishing a Common Approach when Coping with an
International Incident Connected to HNS
The operation regarding hazardous and noxious substances included most of the planned elements:
chemical diving on board the vessel in distress; diving in water and the use of ROV and sonar in the search
for the lost container; collection of information on chemicals; handing over between teams; handling of
injured persons. The only important element that the PET did not observe in the exercise at sea was
cooperation with the exercise on the shore.
The exercise was relevant, although it has been noted in interviews that the time available for certain
elements was too short to allow for a completely realistic handling of the situation, for instance regarding
protective equipment for supporting functions. The planning and conduct of the chemical operation still
took more time than had been foreseen and this affected other parts of the exercise. This must however be
seen as realistic in a life-saving operation of this kind in a contaminated area – the planning must be
allowed to take its time to ensure the safety of the personnel.
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Although the procedures and equipment for chemical diving is similar in the involved countries, there were
both procedural and technical issues discovered during the exercise. Certain differences in how to organize
and lead an operation, together with differences in language, were in some cases problematic. The need for
a common perception of the aim of an operations was underlined in one interview. Important technical
issues, such as non-compatibility of valves leading to teams running out of clean air when on board the
contaminated vessel, were discovered during the exercise.
The need for chemical response capabilities in the Baltic is confirmed in interviews, as is the need to
cooperate in large scale chemical incidents. Although the chemical exercise showed on many similarities
between the concepts and procedures of the participating Contracting Parties (mainly Sweden, Norway and
Finland), it also showed that the lack of a common framework regarding for instance risk assessments and
other operational procedures may result in considerable risks to the personnel. The need for further
institutionalizing the multinational cooperation regarding for instance chemical divers was raised by one
observer, and it was suggested to establish permanent national PoC for this purpose.
BD 18 indicated a need for the development of a common framework for cooperation on operations
regarding hazardous and noxious substances. There could be a need for a specific after-action seminar with
the participants from the operation regarding hazardous and noxious substances with the objective to
collect the lessons from BD 18, to discuss what tasks that fall inside the HELCOM framework, and to draft
a road map for the development of a common framework.

Familiarity with Each Other’s Operational Procedures
There were several elements in the sea exercise allowing for the development of the participants familiarity
of each other’s operational procedures. Apart from the open ship event on the Monday (during which many
crews to visited other vessels), these include i.a. the cooperation in nationally mixed strike teams, the
MIRG cooperation in the chemical operation and aircraft-vessel cooperation during the night time
operation.
The PET has primarily analyzed the development of agency-to-agency and state-to-state familiarity of
operational procedures, using self-evaluations and interviews. Generally, responses in the interviews
indicate that the participants have had a quite operational perspective on any increased familiarity, mostly
focusing on the use of equipment on board vessels. This makes responses less informative with respect to
the high-level operational procedures.
The self-evaluation supports that the exercise in general terms increased the participants’ familiarity with
each other’s operational procedures. However, the comments to the self-evaluation confirms the hands-on
interpretation of what operational procedures encompass; especially concerning the equipment and
capabilities of various ships and how those are used in practice.

The exercise made me more familiar with
other partners’ operational procedures.
No opinion
Strongly Agree
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Neither disagree, nor agree
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Strongly disagree
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Interview respondents generally found that the exercise helped them and their crews familiarize themselves
with other participant nations’ and organizations’ procedures and generally perceived this as important.
One respondent commented that this should be the main purpose of and exercise like BD 18. However, no
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respondents specified how the exercise facilitated this familiarization. Two respondents did not agree that
exercise participation developed familiarity with the operational procedures of other participant
organizations. One respondent noted that an exercise like BD 18 rather facilitate observing how various
nations use their resources and equipment operationally. Another respondent suggested that support
functions could have been more thoroughly integrated into tasks with a wider array of nationalities and that
components outside the exercise scenario, i.e. social events, were too compartmentalized to national and
crew mingling rather than international and inter-crew mingling.
From interviews and observations regarding the chemical operation it appears that it contributed to
increased familiarity regarding each other’s operational procedures. It was an exercise element limited in
geography, time and number of participants allowing for observing and learning. It could be considered,
when the main purpose is to increase familiarity, to arrange for this type of delimited exercises, e.g.
functional exercises.
The previously mentioned suggestion for strike team debriefings after each exercise phase could also be a
method to further increase the learning about each other’s operational procedures.

The Exercise Introduces Elements of Increased Complexity
The BD 18 sea exercise aimed at an increased complexity compared to previous BALEX DELTA exercise
through the introduction of new exercise elements as well as through a longer duration in time. The purpose
of the increased complexity was both to make the exercise more challenging to the participants, and to
increase the pressure on the chain of command.
As previously noted, a number of new exercise elements were implemented in the BD 18 sea exercise,
partly with the objective to increase the complexity. Apart from the extended exercise duration of the fullscale exercise it was i.a. the formation and reformation of strike teams, the HNS operation, the vessel-tovessel lightering, and the night-time operations.
The rearranging of strike teams according to needs, capability and availability stressed the chain of
command. The PET notes that the decision-making process for strike team arrangement improved from day
1 to day 2 and became more efficient.
The operations regarding hazardous and noxious substances forced the SOSC to delegate responsibilities.
The communications between the SOSC and the chemical response operation could have been more
efficient, but improved over time during the exercise. The need for well-functioning command and control
structures in this type of multifaceted exercise has been mentioned by the EET, and the PET concurs with
this. The PET believes that the Manual was not developed primarily for large-scale and complex
operations. It could be considered to have an in-depth discussion regarding possible command structures,
including the pros and cons of having two separate SOSCs, controlled by the Response Commander.
Both the SOSC and the NOSCs6 were tested further in their roles by planning and conducting vessel-tovessel lightering of oily water. The exercise contained some elements aiming to test decision-making
regarding environmental considerations, i.e. when one vessel requested to dispose water into the Baltic Sea,
but observations indicate that the Response Commander’s staff in Gothenburg, the SOSC Staff, and the
NOSC Staffs were not completely sure how to handle this request. The regulations for the Baltic Sea are
strict, and it is perhaps necessary to further discuss what knowledge of these regulations the different levels
in an operation need to have.
Sea exercise participants generally agreed or strongly agreed that the increased complexity in BD 18 had
been useful in enhancing operational capacity at both unit and HELCOM level. Respondents were
generally more familiar with the unit level and hence better equipped to value the potential of that level
rather than the HELCOM level. However, there was also a recurring reservation that new, complex

6

It should be noted that the NOSCs were actually not NOSC in relation to their strike teams, which were all multinational. However,
in a real operation the NOSC, regardless of having command of any strike team, would probably have an important role as the
senior national officer, reporting back home to the assisting Contracting Party.
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exercise injects did not reach all participants, but only some participants. In this sense, the enhancement of
operational capacity may be more limited than expected.

The increased complexity have increased
my unit’s operational capacity.
No opinion
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither disagree, nor agree
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Strongly disagree
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One respondent further suggested that it may have been more useful to separate training elements. For
example, high-level staff training may render more rigorous results if delivered in form of a table-top
exercise rather than in a comprehensive live exercise. Specialized, novel elements such as chemical
response may be better trained through a series of drills and functional exercises under various conditions,
focusing specifically on detection, communication, response, training and testing of equipment. The PET
believes that this is an idea worth discussing in future exercises, and that it would be possible both to let the
command staff to use the scenario in a table-top as a pre-exercise and to let them conduct a completely
separate exercise, and simulate the command staff in the BALEX DELTA. However, if the objective is to
test the overall response system, the Response Commander and the command staff must participate on the
same terms as the rest of the actors.

The increased complexity have increased
the overall HELCOM operational capacity.
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Although a majority agreed or strongly agreed with the statement that the increased complexity had
increased the HELCOM overall capacity, it is notable that many chose to have no opinion. Some
respondents may have felt that this was outside of their perspective, but the lack of mechanisms for the
operational personnel (other than the SOSC and the captains) to meet and discuss lessons learned during
the exercise may also have played a role in this.
Interview respondents found that the increased complexity resulted in realistic and relevant training for
operational capability. The increased complexity seems to have been very useful in particular in
challenging the SOSC and the SOSC’s staff in their roles. It was also realistic to include chemical
components in an incident, as transportation of such substances on the Baltic Sea is common.
Novel injects, such as lightering between vessels, were appreciated by the crews and inspired selfreflection. One respondent indicated that when new injects were not provided, they created their own
exercise elements together with the NOSC to make mini-drills within the exercise and found this to be a
useful initiative. The respondents welcomed complexity and variety in future exercises.
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Combined Sea-Shore training
In the exercise at sea (excluding the Response Commander’s staff in Gothenburg) there were no elements
of sea-shore cooperation, and operational components within the sea exercise have, to the knowledge of the
PET, not interacted with the shore exercise. This may be in accordance with a real situation, where most
sea-shore interaction would have been channeled through the staff. However, during the HNS operation,
before the decision to let the vessel in distress continue to Karlskrona, there were contacts with the Swedish
Transport Agency, the organization responsible for declaring the vessel fit to sail.

The cooperative elements SEA – SHORE
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In the self-evaluation for the sea exercise there was one question regarding the elements of sea-shore
cooperation and their contribution to the HELCOM response capacity. It is the belief of the PET that this
question was unclear and hence misunderstood by many respondents, and that their responses possibly
reflect the view that sea-land coordination is important and should be trained in an exercise like BD 18.

Knowledge and Use of HELCOM and EU Civil Protection
Frameworks
This section discuss two different objectives identified in the evaluation plan: Knowledge of Roles and
Responsibilities (HELCOM and EU Civil Protection), and ability to use HELCOM and EU Civil Protection
Frameworks from request to disengagement.
The participants in the BD 18 sea exercise used the HELCOM RESPONSE and EU Civil Protection
Mechanism frameworks only to a very limited extent. There was, as could be expected, only little
interaction between the EU Civil Protection Team and the sea exercise, apart from the team having a
valuable link to the EU liaison officer at the EMSA vessel NORDEN.
While the participants in the sea exercise were familiar with those parts of the HELCOM RESPONSE
Framework trained in previous exercises, e.g. oil recovery and sampling, they had little or no knowledge of
other parts of the HELCOM RESPONSE Framework or of the EU Frameworks. This made it difficult for
respondents to assess the adequacy of these frameworks and contribute to their further improvement.
The self-evaluations support the statement that the BD 18 did increase the ability of the participants to use
the HELCOM procedures. However, none of the respondents that agree or strongly agree with the
statement about an increased ability have given any qualitative explanations regarding how the exercise
contributed to this. Neutral responses (“no opinion” and “neither agree nor disagree”) have been more
direct and concrete regarding qualitative explanations, indicating that HELCOM manuals were not used
operatively.
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This conclusion is further supported by the number of neutral opinions (“no opinion” and “neither agree
nor disagree”) regarding both the increased ability and the adequacy of HELCOM frameworks. Positive
responses regarding HELCOM framework adequacy also aimed at specific parts of the Manuals, i.e. the
exercise manual, oil recovery and oil sampling.
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These results indicate the need for a deeper analysis of the objective of the HELCOM RESPONSE
frameworks and procedures, and if they should and could be further implemented among the actors at sea.
The self-evaluations furthermore indicate an even greater disconnect between the exercise and the EU Civil
Protection mechanism framework. Most responses indicated no opinion regarding the statements about
increased personal ability to use these frameworks and about the adequacy of the EU CP framework:
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These results are hardly surprising as the operational personnel on board vessels seldom or never interacted
with the EU Civil Protection mechanism.
Of the two self-evaluation responses from participants in the part of exercise involving hazardous and
noxious substances, one respondent agreed and one disagreed with the statement that the exercise had
increased their ability to use applicable frameworks regarding hazardous and noxious substances. In
particular, the agreeing respondent found it useful to learn more about the procedures employed by the nonHELCOM Norwegian MIRG. In the view of the respondents, shared guidelines for chemical response are
not established yet, but learning from the practical approach of trained responders and experts was useful.
The interviews confirmed that the participants in the sea exercise have little familiarity with HELCOM
frameworks, and that these frameworks were barely used. If manuals are to be used operationally, their
content must first be included into national training and summarized into briefer explanatory pamphlets that
can be used by the operative staff.

The Values of the Environmental Atlas is Communicated
The participants did not use the environmental atlas during the exercise.

Guidelines for Crisis Communication and Sharing of
Information
This section concerns two different objectives identified in the evaluation plan: Common and established
guidelines for crisis communication, and collaboration on crisis communication and sharing of information.
Neither of these aspects were themes in the exercise at sea.

Dissemination of lessons learned
Interviews indicate that HELCOM Contracting Parties have disparate and varying ways of disseminating
lessons learned from BD 18 at national and organizational levels. Some of the respondents have digital or
oral debriefings, meetings and evaluations. Some respondents foresee that lessons learned is best
disseminated by using BD 18 exercise elements in future HELCOM and national exercises. One
respondent, who is participating in an EU-level project regarding hazardous and noxious substances that is
to produce European guidelines for chemical response, saw that lessons from BD 18 could be useful also in
that process. However, it is important to note that none of the respondents have indicated that either
HELCOM or the BD 18 exercise design provide any standardized format by which member states may
disseminate lessons into national organizations.
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Appendix D Evaluation of the Exercise Aims and
Objectives – Staff
Improving Response Capacity
In the interviews it was questioned whether this type of large-scale exercise actually improves the response
capacity of the staff organization. It can be difficult to include elements that allow all functions to train, and
time is often lost to tasks that has nothing to do with the exercises scenario, such as the transportation of
visitors. Although one respondent underlined the importance of exercising, he also noted that many of the
participants in the staff have not trained in these types of tasks before, so to them it was useful.
In the self-evaluation, a majority also replied that the exercise had improved their unit’s response capacity.
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From the coming sections it can be concluded that the exercise, from the perspective of the staff, did
contribute to enhancing the cooperation among the marine response actors, although within limited and
mainly Swedish contexts. Furthermore, the staff carried out new tasks in the multinational context,
although there were few indications that any new concepts and frameworks were tested. The staff was not
particularly involved in the establishment of any common approach regarding hazardous and noxious
substances, but did coordinate certain aspects of the chemical operation. Finally, although the staff had few
contacts with non-Swedish participants, a majority felt that they had increased their familiarity with other
participants’ operational procedures.
All taken together, it is the PET conclusions that from a staff perspective, the objective of increased
response capacity has been achieved, albeit in a limited manner.

Enhancing and Supporting Cooperation between BALEX
DELTA Marine Response Actors
The staff exercise included a number of different types of cooperative elements that could enhance and
support cooperation between marine response actors at different levels: Cooperative conferences,
coordination of crisis communication, and liaison officers from other Swedish authorities present in the
Response Commander’s staff in Gothenburg.
Several cooperative conferences were carried out between the sea (i.e. the Response Commander’s staff)
and shore during BD 18. The objective of these conferences was sharing of information, but also e.g.
sharing of oil drift predictions. The information sharing aimed at establishing a common understanding of
the situation. This was however perceived as problematic since the sea and shore exercises, especially
during day two, had diverging scenarios, due to their difference in time-scale, resulting in conflicting
assessments of the situation.
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The coordination regarding crises communication between Swedish actors, i.e. the Swedish Coast Guard
and the County Administrative Board, was perceived as a valuable learning experience for the participants.
However, the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB) was not included in this part of the exercise,
neither live nor simulated. This created some confusion regarding roles and responsibilities and made the
scenario less realistic.
Having liaison officers from the Swedish Transport Agency and the Swedish Rescue Services present in the
Response Commander’s staff, was perceived as a valuable addition and enhancing the cooperation between
marine response actors. In the exercise other actors, such as for instance the Swedish Meteorological and
Hydrological Institute (SMHI) were simulated by the DISTAFF.
In addition, the staff was in contact with the EU Civil Protection Team on several occasions. As is noted
below, these contacts were partly affected by uncertainties regarding the roles and responsibilities.
Information from the staff to units at sea was disseminated mainly through the SOSC.

Testing and Implementing New Concepts and Frameworks
This section discuss three different objectives identified in the evaluation plan: Testing new concepts and
frameworks, implementing and improving common operational procedures and methods, and to implement,
test and evaluate new procedures and methods in the HELCOM REPSONSE frameworks.
The BD 18 sea exercise aimed at testing several novel concepts and frameworks with potential
repercussions on the Response Commander’s staff: Sea-shore cooperation, crisis communication (to the
public), chemical operations and diving regarding hazardous and noxious substances, under-water
operations (diving and ROV), night-time operations, re-arranging of strike teams, oil sampling, air
surveillance operations, and EU Host Nation Support. The purpose of introducing these new concepts and
frameworks was to analyze their functionality during and after the exercise.
The Response Commander’s staff was involved in exercise elements consisting sea-shore cooperation,
crisis communication and aerial surveillance operations. The staff was also involved in the planning of the
night-time operations and the chemical operation and diving. However, it seems like the staff was not made
fully aware of its increased role compared to previous BALEX DELTA exercises, and hence put limited
efforts into planning ahead. This meant for instance that the planning for the night time operation started at
a late stage, when many vessels had already used up their working hours.
The SOSC was assigned the task of organizing the strike teams. The strike teams were rearranged during
the afternoon day one. However, this was done due to practical issues, such as ships returning to harbour
because of restraints in working hours, rather than in order to maximize the operational effect.
Aerial surveillance was included in the exercise, but not used as much as was originally planned due to
technical problems and shortage of personnel. The staff led the air surveillance using Swedish procedures.
Crisis communication was practiced by the Response Commander’s staff, with some coordination with the
exercise on the shore. There were no signs of coordination of crisis communication with other HELCOM
Contracting Parties, although in a real situation this would probably have taken place. There were no exercise
elements that included information to the relevant authorities in the Contracting Parties who had personnel
injured.
The inclusion of new exercise elements was not always fully realistic. The initial life-saving elements were
time consuming. Even if the elements in themselves were realistic, in the sense that such events could occur
in an accident of this nature, they were not realistically presented to the participants. In a real situation in
the Swedish contect, the Swedish JRCC would have taken the lead. The Coast Guard would have supported
the JRCC, but focused on handling the oil spill in parallel. In the exercise their main task actually became
secondary during the life-saving operation. Since JRCC was not part of the exercise, the inclusion of such
elements created some confusion.
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Establishing a Common Approach when Coping with an
International Incident Connected to HNS
The establishment of a common approach regarding hazardous and noxious substances was not an obvious
aspect in the Rescue Commander’s staff. There were instances when the staff made decisions concerning
the chemical operation, for instance regarding what vessel that would recover the sunken container.
However, the impression is that the chemical part of the exercise was much more pre-determined in its
nature, as it was specific resources that were supposed to act in specific roles at specific moments. Most of
the operational decisions were made on site.
There were elements of coordination with the operation on the shore, but from the staff perspective this was
mainly through conferences with the County Administrative Board in the shore exercise. The conferences
was a Swedish event, focusing on national matters, and the chemical response operation was only a limited
part of the discussion.

Familiarity with Each Other’s Operational Procedures
During the night operation, there was no SOSC or NOSC in theatre and hence the two vessels NORDEN
and GUNNAR SEIDENFADEN were led directly by the Response Commander’s staff. Other than that, the
only time the procedures of other participating nations were discussed in the staff was regarding work time
restrictions, as several vessels had to return to port early evening day one and rearrangements had to be
made.
According to the interviewees in the staff, there had been no contact with other participating states’
operational procedures during the BD 18 exercise.
Still, in the self-evaluation, a majority of the respondents from the staff agrees or strongly agrees with the
statement that the exercise has made them more familiar with other partners’ operational procedures. This
contradiction is somewhat difficult to explain.

The exercise made me more familiar with
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The Exercise Introduces Elements of Increased Complexity
BD 18 aimed at an increased complexity compared to previous BALEX DELTA exercise through the
introduction of new exercise elements (e.g. formation and reformation of strike teams, chemical operations,
vessel-to-vessel lightering, and night-time operations) as well as through a longer duration in time. The
purpose of the increased complexity was both to make the exercise more challenging to the participants,
and to increase the pressure on the chain of command.
The chemical response operation was analyzed at length in the Response Commander’s staff involving the
rescue services’ liaison officers as well as external practitioners and manufacturers. Interviewees assert that
the inclusion of such elements did increase the pressure on the chain of command.
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The results from the self-evaluations basically concurs with this. A majority of the respondents agree or
strongly agree with the statement that the increased complexity has increased their own unit’s operational
capacity.
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However, when the respondents were asked about their views on how the complexity has affected the
HELCOM operational capacity, a majority has no opinion. The PET interpretation is that a majority of the
respondents do not feel that they have enough knowledge about HELCOM to have an opinion on the
matter.
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The PET believes that the increased complexity could have tested the Response Commander’s staff even
more, if it had been made clear at an early stage that the staff would have full responsibility for the
planning and conduct of the operation, including the coordination of the oil and chemical operations, within
the limitations of specific statutory conditions such as mandatory night time operations. The overall
responsibility for instance for securing the availability of necessary resources, for nighttime operations as
well, would probably have meant a more intense staff process.

Combined Sea-Shore Training
From the perspective of the Response Commander’s staff, the cooperative conferences were the only
element of combined on shore/at sea training during the exercise. The participants found the elements
useful and to some extent realistic. This element was however introduced relatively late in the scenario.
Furthermore, in a real crisis these conferences would probably have been arranged by MSB and involved a
broader array of Swedish agencies. Similarly, MSB would have been the prime authority regarding
discussions on Host Nation Support, especially in the shore operation.
Challenges in exercising this type of combined operations were noted. It was found to be problematic that
the sea and shore exercise, due to their difference in time-scale, had diverging scenarios when the purpose
of the coordination was to establish a common understanding of the situation. It was not clear to the
participants whether the scenario presupposed that actors such as the County Administrative Board had
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been contacted already before the exercise begun, since this would have been one of the first things to do
when handling a real incident of this magnitude.
The liaison personnel from the rescue services tried to liaise with the shore exercise in an effort to be
proactive regarding support further on. There was however little interest in such initiatives. The PET notes
that the differences in scenario for the sea and shore exercises complicated these types of initiatives as well.
Given the difficulties in aligning the scenarios, it could be considered to have some resources in the
DISTAFF to accommodate for these types of interactions, i.e. elements of simulation.
Detached from the scenario there were self-supported discussions on prioritization of sensitive areas. There
are diverging views whether it is better to focus on taking up as much oil as possible (hence focus on the
largest spill) or to focus on environmentally important areas on shore. These types of discussions regarding
prioritization would have been important also in most real situations, and in many cases should be the core
of sea-shore interactions. As such, it is suggested that this is included in the scenario for future exercises.
A majority of respondents from the Response Commander’s staff had no opinion on whether the sea-shore
cooperation had increased the HELCOM operational capability. The PET believes that this result is mainly
an effect of the respondents not feeling that they have enough knowledge about HELCOM to have an
opinion.
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Knowledge and Use of HELCOM and EU Civil Protection
Frameworks
This section discuss two different objectives identified in the evaluation plan: Knowledge of Roles and
Responsibilities (HELCOM and EU Civil Protection), and ability to use HELCOM and EU Civil Protection
Frameworks from request to disengagement.
There were discussions during one of the initial meetings of the Response Commander’s staff (the second
meeting at 10:30, the first day) whether further international support was needed. The staff regarded
bunkering (the ability to relieve vessels from the collected oily water) as the one critical capability but since
NORDEN, being a bunkering ship, was already in the area, the staff saw no need to call for further
international assistance.
There were some elements of cooperation between the EU Civil Protection Team and the Response
Commander’s staff, such as meetings and communication via e-mail. The purpose of the meetings were not
communicated clearly to the Response Commander’s staff and neither was the role of the EU Civil
Protection Team. The PET believes that to some extent this can be explained by the confusion in the
exercise regarding what authorities that should represent the host nation Sweden. In a real situation it
would in most cases be MSB, and the County Administrative Board, not the Coast Guard. The EU Civil
Protection Team would probably have meetings with the Coast Guard as well, but these would be focused
on the developments at sea i.e. the Coast Guard’s main responsibility.
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The HELCOM and EU Civil Protection frameworks were not perceived as a dynamic part of the staff
exercise. The HELCOM RESPONSE Manual was consulted by the Response Commander’s staff one time
during the main exercise, during the discussion preceding the staff leading the vessels (NORDEN and
GUNNAR SEIDENFADEN) directly during the operation at night. Other than that, the general
understanding was that the frameworks had been used during the alarm exercise in order to allocate
international support and that this had been done before the scenario of the main exercise begun. The PET
notes that while exercise participants seemed to have knowledge about HELCOM as a cooperative
mechanism, they did not have detailed knowledge about the HELCOM procedures.
The HELCOM Grid overlay was used once during the exercise when the reconnaissance aircraft found new
oil spill during a surveillance mission. The location was communicated from staff to the ship NORDEN
using HELCOM grid. The HELCOM grid was used solely because it was supposed to be part of the
exercise. Otherwise, the Response Commander’s staff would most likely have communicated the location
using longitude and latitude, as they do on a daily basis.
The results from the self-evaluation basically support the conclusions from the interviews and the
observations. The personnel in the staff generally did not find that the exercise had increased their ability to
use the HELCOM framework, and had no opinion on whether the procedures are adequate.
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Not surprisingly the results were similar, but even more distinct, regarding the EU Civil Protection
mechanism frameworks, although the number of “no opinion” increase as the number of “neither, nor”
decrease regarding the exercise effect on the personal ability to use the framework.
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The Values of the Environmental Atlas is Communicated
The participants did not use the environmental atlas during the exercise.

Guidelines for Crisis Communication and Sharing of
Information
This section discuss two different objectives identified in the evaluation plan: Common and established
guidelines for crisis communication, and collaboration on crisis communication and sharing of information.
Situation reports were disseminated from the staff, but not on a regular basis. The processes on the national
level for distributing warning message to the public (VMA) and press releases were practised during the
exercise.
Elements regarding crisis communication were included in the staff exercise and was a main part of the
coordination on the national level. The exercise scenario included high pressure on the press and
communication function in the staff with large amount of calls from the public.
There were no exercise elements that concerned multinational information sharing with the relevant
authorities in the different Contracting Parties participating in BD 18.
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Appendix E Evaluation of the Exercise Aims and
Objectives – Shore
Improving the Response Capacity
Interviews, observations and the self-evaluations underlines that the shore exercise was mainly an
educational event, rather than an exercise. However, the participants generally thought that the exercise had
increased their response capacity. The comments in the self-evaluation were mainly very positive. That the
participants are more hesitant regarding the effect on the overall HELCOM response capacity is hardly
surprising, as they have limited knowledge about HELCOM or its response capacity.
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From the coming sections it can be concluded that the actors on the shore thought that the exercise did
contribute to enhancing the cooperation among the response actors, although within limited and mainly
Swedish contexts. Furthermore the exercise on the shore in itself represented a new feature in the
HELCOM context, although there were few indications that any specific concepts and frameworks were
tested in the sense using procedures. The exercise also included new elements such as cooperation with the
EU Civil Protection Team which generated important lessons for further development. The element of
hazardous and noxious substances was touched upon, but in a marginal manner. One conclusion is to
consider the need for developing procedures for sea-shore cooperation regarding hazardous and noxious
substances. Finally, although the participants in the sea exercise mostly had contacts with other Swedish
participants, apart from representatives from EU and HELCOM, a majority felt that they had increased
their familiarity with other participants’ operational procedures.
All taken together, the PET concludes that from a shore perspective, the objective of increased response
capacity has been achieved, but that the exercise has showed on a number of issues to further develop.
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Enhancing and Supporting Cooperation between BALEX
DELTA Marine Response Actors
The exercise on the shore incorporated elements of cooperation between a number of relevant actors on the
shore, including Swedish authorities at national, regional and local levels but also an NGO. Furthermore, it
included elements of cooperation with the sea exercise, in the form of a liaison officer from the Coast
Guard taking part in the shore exercise and in the form of several cooperation conferences with the Coast
Guard. There were also interaction with the EU Civil Protection Team (EU CPT). Finally, there were some
informative elements such as a lecture on HELCOM, and a demonstration of certain EMSA-related
equipment.
The EU CPT mainly had an educational role, focused on the exercise on the shore. However, it is noted by
the CPT that if the shore component had been on the same level of knowledge as the sea component, the
CPT could have had a role in supporting the integration of sea and shore components.

Testing and Implementing Concepts and Frameworks
This section discuss three different objectives identified in the evaluation plan: Testing new concepts and
frameworks, implementing and improving common operational procedures and methods, and to implement,
test and evaluate new procedures and methods in the HELCOM REPSONSE frameworks.
The shore exercise in itself represented the testing of a new framework. In addition, elements regarding the
cooperation with the EU Civil Protection Team, the usage of the Environmental Atlas and crisis
communication were included as new elements. However, as the exercise to a large extent had the character
of a seminar, the participants generally did not use these new concepts, but rather discussed how to use
them. As an illustrative example, when the digital Environmental Atlas was not available due to technical
problems, it was not included to use ordinary paper maps to do at least an overall analysis regarding
especially sensitive areas, for instance by forcing the groups to do hard prioritizations.
There were discussions regarding prioritizations of sensitive areas to protect, and a bit into the scenario the
regional level (County Administrative Board) decided to move in and take over leadership of the operation
from the local communities and rescue services.
The EU Civil Protection Team visited the shore exercise twice, and interacted with the participants. The
team mainly took on an educational role, but the interactions helped highlighting a number of relevant
issues: The need for basic knowledge about the EU Civil Protection mechanism (and about HELCOM)
among local and regional actors, the need to further discuss how the interaction between the EU Civil
Protection Team and the local, regional and national levels in the host nation could look like, the need for
further training of Host Nation Support, and the need for clarifying certain basic conditions, such as when it
is possible to ask for EU and HELCOM support. These issues are further elaborated in the section
regarding the knowledge and Use of HELCOM and EU Civil Protection Frameworks.
Crisis communication was discussed during the exercise, but no documents or other types of informational
materiel was produced by the shore exercise. There were crisis communication experts present in the
groups, which meant that the question was kept alive during the discussions. The coordination with the
Coast Guard was touched upon, especially during the cooperation conferences, but there were no
discussion regarding coordination of messages with international partners.
The PET notes that although the two groups of exercise participants in the shore exercise were composed of
a mix of representatives from national, regional and local organizations, the individuals did not act as
representatives of their organizations. Rather than solving a series of specific tasks, it was a joint discussion
about how to go about the tasks and challenges handed to them in the scenario. This made testing of
concepts and frameworks difficult. At the same time, it is obvious from the exercise that the participants
needed to boost their knowledge of both procedures and structures before they could engage in actual
problem solving.
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Establishing a Common Approach and Coordination when
Coping with an International Incident Connected to HNS
The HNS incident had a rather marginal role in the exercise on the shore. The local rescue services’
analysis concluded that if the chemicals leak at sea they will be diluted to non-harmful levels, and if they
reach the shore still in their containers, areas will need to be cordoned off. In the latter case the handling of
the containers was not primarily seen as a task for the rescue services.
The HELCOM RESPONSE manual was also used to investigate potentially available resources. This is an
area where the local and regional levels would need support from the national level, including MSB, at an
early stage to understand what the listed resources were and if they could be used in the Swedish context.
However, in BD 18 MSB was neither an active participant in the shore exercise, nor was MSB simulated.
It was furthermore noted by the participants that the Swedish Coast Guard, without any dialogue with the
local or regional authorities participating in the shore exercise, decided to broadcast a VMA.
The PET concludes that there exists no common HELCOM approach for handling an incident on the shore
involving hazardous and noxious substances, and in most cases the national concept of the host nation will
be used. However, regarding the cooperation between the sea and shore operations on issues regarding
hazardous and noxious substances, further development is probably necessary.

Familiarity with Each Other’s Operational Procedures
In the interviews it was noted that on an overarching level the familiarity with each other’s operational
procedures had increased. As the exercise on the shore was mainly Swedish, the PET concludes that this
increased familiarity mostly concerns the Swedish actors. There were few discussions on the operational
procedures of non-Swedish actors. However, the participation of the EU Civil Protection Team and the
presentation of structures and modalities of HELCOM helped increasing the understanding of how these
structures function.
The result of the self-evaluation shows that the participants felt that their familiarity with each other’s
operational procedures had increased. It was furthermore underlined in the interviews that understanding,
rather than detailed knowledge, is in most cases what is needed. In one interview it was furthermore
stressed that the exercise showed that there is a need for more exercises and certain preparatory actions,
such as the handling of recovered oil, transportations etc.
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To test and train the Frameworks and Discuss Responsibilities
among Involved Actors, Focusing on Cooperation
The shore exercise was more about educating the participants about the frameworks than to test and train.
Most of the time, the exercise focused on what decisions to make and what tasks to carry out, rather than
how. There was little actual staff work carried out.
In the discussions, uncertainties in the division of responsibilities and labor among the Swedish actors on
the shore became evident. From the comments in the self-evaluation it is concluded that much of these
uncertainties remained throughout the exercise. Although this is mainly a national Swedish challenge, still
it is a challenge that could affect the ability to cooperate with international resources in a real situation.
The PET furthermore notes that some confusion existed in the groups regarding how the alarm would reach
the shore actors. Would it be the Coast Guard who alarms? And who would they alarm? Another aspect,
that is noted in the interviews, is that for some participants on the shore the magnitude of an incident where
10 000 tons of oil is approaching the shores was not immediately obvious. This could affect the will to call
for national and international assistance, leading to delays that may have serious consequences.
The PET believes that the self-evaluation question regarding the division of responsibilities has been
answered from mainly a Swedish perspective. However, from observations and interviews it is concluded
that the multinational division of responsibilities became clearer among the participants on the shore as a
result of BD 18.
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Issues that were not addressed in any in-depth discussion include transportation, customs and insurances,
logistics, and costs. The PET recommends that based on the conclusions from the exercise on the shore,
HELCOM RESPONSE arrange a seminar or possibly a table-top exercise to further analyze these issues.
It should furthermore be noted that the exercise on the shore carried out several interactions with the
EU Civil Protection Team and had a presentation from HELCOM, leading to discussions regarding the
division of responsibilities.

Combined Sea-Shore Training
The exercise on the shore incorporated elements of cooperation with the sea exercise, in the form of a
liaison officer from the Coast Guard taking part in the shore exercise and in the form of several cooperation
conferences with the Coast Guard Response Commander’s staff. There were also interaction with the EU
Civil Protection Team. Finally, there were some informative elements such as a lecture on HELCOM, and a
demonstration of certain EMSA-related equipment.
According to the interviews, the liaison officer from the Coast Guard assigned to the shore exercise helped
increase the understanding of the sea operation among the shore participants.
Two cooperative conferences were carried out between the shore exercise and the Coast Guard Response
Commander’s staff in Gothenburg. A complicating aspect was the diverging scenarios, due to the
differences in time-scales between sea and shore operation, meaning that while the exercise at sea remained
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in the immediate rescue and oil recovery phase throughout the duration of the exercise, the exercise on the
shore moved into the shore cleaning phase in day two. This meant that the individuals participating in the
conferences, when returning to their respective groups, only had limited information of interest for the
discussions in the shore exercise. Still the cooperating conferences (or similar cooperative structures and
procedures in other Contracting Parties) are important elements of sea-shore cooperation that should be
included in a combined exercise. However, they could be further developed in the future and, if necessary,
carried out with a group from DISTAFF simulating the sea operation and national authorities respectively.
In BD 18 the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB) did not participate in the cooperating
conferences in the exercise, which meant that certain aspects of the sea-shore cooperation were not
included, e.g. issues regarding coordination of international assistance.
There were no instances in the scenario, apart from in the cooperation conferences, when specific questions
were asked from shore to sea or vice versa. However, there were specific discussions regarding crisis
communication in connection with the cooperation conferences.
In the interviews it was stressed that from the shore perspective the most important element of combined
shore-sea training is the transition from the oil being an at sea challenge to the oil being an on the shore
challenge. Especially discussions on what constitutes the most important, or sensitive areas to protect,
could be exercised more. This demands well-functioning cooperation, and mutual understanding, between
the resources at sea and the different actors on the shore. The PET recommends that this is a theme for a
generic table-top exercise that the Contracting Parties can use to develop their own sea-shore coordination.

Knowledge and Use of HELCOM and EU Civil Protection
Frameworks
This section discuss three different objectives identified in the evaluation plan: Knowledge of Roles and
Responsibilities (HELCOM and EU Civil Protection), ability to use HELCOM and EU Civil Protection
Frameworks from request to disengagement, and the EU Civil Protection Mechanism and its procedures are
to be trained (shore).
The EU Civil Protection mechanism and its procedures were introduced to the participants in the shore
exercise through presentations and through interactions with the EU Civil Protection Team. The team
visited the shore exercise twice, and took on an educational role as most participants had little or no
knowledge of what the team could offer and many of them were not familiar with this type of crisis
management operation from their daily work. In the beginning, the participants were quite hesitant to ask
for international assistance, but after some time it became clear that through such assistance much needed
resources could be accessed. The PET notes that this would probably be the case also in a real situation,
where the actors on the shore would in most cases have limited knowledge of the EU Civil Protection
Mechanism and the assistance it may help bring to the scene. In the discussions with the EU Civil
Protection Team, especially during the second day, the participants in the shore exercise understood that the
team could also help them define their needs for assistance.
In general terms, the shore participants did familiarize themselves with the EU and HELCOM RESPONSE
frameworks, especially after the presentations, but only used them marginally in the discussions regarding
both the scenario and the needs for resources. The PET concludes that the participants’ pre-knowledge of
the content of the frameworks, and their procedures, was too low to make any such discussions possible.
The participants mainly represented local and regional actors. In a real situation these will probably not be
directly involved in using the HELCOM or EU Civil Protection mechanism frameworks. Instead they need
to have basic knowledge about the organizations and what they may ask for, through education and
possibly training, so that they can influence the County Administrative Board, and MSB, in their contacts
with HELCOM and EU.
Although the EU Civil Protection mechanism was only exercised in a very marginal way, the PET believes
that the knowledge given to the participants about the mechanism and about the HELCOM structures were
adequate to understand the potential of these frameworks in a crisis and to be able to ask for support. In the
Swedish context it is MSB that, as the competent authority, will request assistance while the needs for
equipment, personnel and experts will be defined at the local and regional levels. If local and regional
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resources do not suffice, available national resources will in most cases be the firsts alternative before
asking for international assistance. The PET believes that there are similar processes, albeit differing in
character due to difference in administrative structures, in most Contracting Parties. The PET furthermore
believes that in most Contracting Parties the local and regional levels in a similar way will have little or no
detailed knowledge about the EU or HELCOM frameworks. Instead the ambition must be to ensure that
these levels have enough knowledge and experience regarding the EU Civil Protection mechanism and
HELCOM frameworks. The responsibility to have expert knowledge regarding these frameworks will in
most cases remain with the national level. The PET also notes from the interviews with the EU Civil
Protection Team that they would in a real situation work in the disaster area, and have regular contacts with
MSB. The PET concludes that it could be useful to arrange a table-top exercise with the purpose to define a
framework for how the interaction between the EU Civil Protection Team and the authorities in a host
nation could look like in an operation involving combatting oil on the shore.
Host Nation Support for resources channeled through the EU was discussed when the EU Civil Protection
Team visited the shore exercise, and MSB had a lecture on the subject. However, this is complex issue,
especially in the context of operations on the shore, and as such it needs to be discussed further. The
incoming resources’ degree of self-sustainment, insurances and customs, and logistics are just some
important aspects. The PET suggests that the area of Host Nation Support in operations on the shore is
further investigated and developed using national and multinational table-top exercises and that Host
Nation Support is included in future full scale BALEX DELTA exercises.
One issue that was discussed was in what phases of an incident that it would be possible to ask for
international assistance on the shore from the EU Civil Protection mechanism. Is it only during the
immediate response phase (when oil is leaking and reaching the shore) or is it possible to also ask for
assistance before the oil has started to reach the shore and after, during shore cleaning phase? In postexercise interviews representatives from the EU Civil Protection Team underlined the necessity of handling
requests for assistance, as well as for assessment and advisory missions, as early as possible, before the oil
has hit the shore. This issue is one example of a question to be discussed in a future table-top exercise
regarding the EU Civil Protection Team-Host Nation relationship and procedures.
Furthermore, the exercise clarified the roles of the EU Civil Protection Team as a support in the analysis of
needs and as an intermediate for potential international resources. It was evident that the exercise was an
eye-opener among many of the participants especially concerning the possibility for, as well as potential
value in, support via the EU Civil Protection Mechanism. However, it was also clear that the local
participants will turn to the regional County Administrative Board and the MSB for coordination of
requests for assistance.
A matter that remained unclear was the relationship between HELCOM and EU regarding assistance, as it
to some extent is the same resources that would channeled through both organizations. Some participants
suggested that HELCOM would mainly assist at sea and the EU on the shore, others noted that both
organizations have ambitions regarding sea and shore assistance. This is an area that could be further
discussed and developed, for instance in a table-top exercise.
The PET interpret the results in the self-evaluation as mainly positive. The participants generally felt that
the exercise has made them better equipped to understand, and work with, the EU Civil Protection
Mechanism and the HELCOM framework, but many also found that they did not have the detailed
knowledge of the frameworks to be able to give any certain opinion on their adequacy. Notable is however
the quite low result for the assessed increase in the ability to use the HELCOM RESPONSE framework.
The figures for the assessed increase in ability to use the EU Civil Protection mechanism and cooperate
with the EU Civil Protection Team are both much higher, which is probably a reflection of this being a
centerpiece in the exercise.
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The Environmental Atlas
This section discuss two different objectives identified in the evaluation plan: The value of the
Environmental Atlas is communicated, and actors have knowledge of the Environmental Atlas.
The digital Environmental Atlas was not available due to technical issues not known in advance to the
exercise directors. Its general features were explained. Both interviews and comments in the self-evaluation
confirms that it is viewed as an important tool. The EU Civil Protection Team was not aware of the
Environmental Atlas, and would have liked to see it during the exercise.
The PET suggests that HELCOM considers to create a specific HELCOM forum, or introduce a standing
agenda item in the HELCOM RESPONSE meeting for the demonstration of strategic tools such as the
Environmental Atlas.
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Guidelines for Crisis Communication and Sharing of
Information
This section discuss two different objectives identified in the evaluation plan: Common and established
guidelines for crisis communication, and collaboration on crisis communication and sharing of information.
Crisis communication was as only marginally discussed in the shore exercise, and when discussed only
focused national coordination. No texts or other types of informational materiel was produced. There was
coordination with the staff exercise regarding crisis communication, and this touched upon subjects such as
the establishment of a media center, development of Q&A and press releases. However, no actual work was
included in the exercise to implement these aspects. There was no coordination of crisis communication
with international partners participating in the operation, in spite of the handling of the incident being a
high-risk endeavor.
The PET recommends that the need for further development of some kind of basic guidelines for crisis
communication in the multinational context is considered.
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Appendix F Exercise Evaluation Team – Terms of
Reference
In the HELCOM RESPONSE manual Volume 1 it is stated:
An Exercise Evaluation Team (EET) shall, however, be established, to enable beforehand comments on the
exercise scenario, and thus ensure the best benefits of the scheduled exercise. The exercise scenario shall
be sent in due time to the members of the EET to enable them to comment thereupon.
The EET normally consists of three members, of which one is from the Lead Country, one from the
Contracting Party who arranged the previous exercise, and one from the Contracting Party who will
arrange the next exercise.
[…]
The EET shall, in order to strengthen the operational co-operation between the Contracting Parties, do an
unbiased evaluation of the exercise. This evaluation is to be conducted in two steps; as an intermediate
evaluation and as a final evaluation.
For the intermediate evaluation the tasks of the EET are:
- to be present during the exercise; and
- to give an oral presentation of the findings and a preliminary evaluation of the exercise to the
participants immediately after the exercise (at the debriefing).
For the final evaluation the task of the EET is:
- to submit a written report of the final evaluation including lessons learnt and proposals for future similar
activities to the next meeting of the Response Group.
The members of the EET decide between themselves their individual tasks and their geographical
location(s) during the execution of the exercise.
In the HELCOM RESPONSE manual Volume 3 it is stated:
An Exercise Evaluation Team (EET) is established at the start of the exercise project to form an integral
part of the exercise organisation. The EET gives advice on the planning of the exercise, to ensure that the
exercise design allows for the measurements and observations needed in the evaluation.
In a national or sub-national exercise, the EET is in most cases made up by national experts and analysts.
They normally report to the authority leading the exercise. The host nation is invited to report a summary
of the most important lessons and conclusions to the HELCOM RESPONSE Group. In a bi-lateral exercise,
the EET is normally made up by representatives from both participating countries.
In a multinational exercise, a multinational EET is preferred. For regularly reoccurring exercises the EET
consists of representatives from the preceding, current and succeeding host nation. This will help
improving the implementation of conclusions. The EET in a multinational exercise reports to the HELCOM
RESPONSE Group.
Evaluations need to be well prepared. A precondition for good evaluations are well defined aims.
Measurement points as well as measurement criteria, based on the indicators of the exercise aims, are
analysed and decided in advance by the EET. Generally the evaluation will focus on the exercise sub-aims
and on the exercise efficiency.
The EET will have a group of observers following the exercise, observing and measuring the predefined
indicators. Furthermore, each exercise should arrange an after-exercise review session for a hot wash-up
of comments on both the exercise design and the exercise results. The analysed results from a multinational
HELCOM exercise on the shore should be submitted to the HELCOM RESPONSE Group in a written
report no later than two months after the end of the exercise.
The report should, as a minimum, cover the following items:
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(1) Description of the exercise
– aims and sub-aims
– what strategic development objective(s) it supports
– scenario
– design
– names of participating Parties and organisations with a description of participating units and items from
each Party/organisation
– date and period of exercise
– a short description of the planning and preparation of the exercise, including relevant references
– a brief description of the main events and other important factors influencing the exercise (such as for
instance weather)
– a brief description of the resources committed to the different phases of the exercise (planning, execution
and evaluation)
(2) Evaluation design
– overall focus of the evaluation
– analysis of the exercise aims, development of indicators and criteria of success, identification of
measurement/observation points.
(3) Evaluation of exercise aim
– aim 1
* Measurements/observations
* Analysis
* Conclusions
– aim 2 o Measurements/observations
* Analysis
* Conclusions
(4) The After Action Seminar
A brief summary of comments received at the After Action Seminar.
– on the planning, preparation, design and direction of the exercise
– on the fulfilment of the aims: were they fulfilled and how/why (why not)
– any other comments of value to the future development of operations and exercises
(5) Analysis and conclusions
– fulfilment of the aims, and what remains
– efficiency of the planning, preparation, design and direction of the exercise
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– analysis of any focus areas especially pointed out by the HELCOM RESPONSE Group and not included
in the aims (e.g. command, coordination etc.)
– suggestions and recommendations on how to improve exercises in the future
– suggestions and recommendation on how to improve operational procedures and the HELCOM
RESPONSE Manual
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